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Abstract 

Sarfraz Sarwar Butt 

Autoscaling through Self-adaptation Approach in Cloud Infrastructure 

A Hybrid Elasticity Management Framework Based Upon MAPE  

(Monitoring-Analysis-Planning-Execution) Loop, to Ensure Desired Service 

Level Objectives (SLOs) 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Autoscaling, MAPE process, Self-adaptation, 

Taxonomy, Autoscaling Approaches, Elasticity Management Framework, 

OpenStack, CloudSim Plus 

The project aims to propose MAPE based hybrid elasticity management 

framework on the basis of valuable insights accrued during systematic analysis 

of relevant literature. Each stage of MAPE process acts independently as a 

black box in proposed framework, while dealing with neighbouring stages. Thus, 

being modular in nature; underlying algorithms in any of the stage can be 

replaced with more suitable ones, without affecting any other stage. 

The hybrid framework enables proactive and reactive autoscaling approaches 

to be implemented simultaneously within same system. Proactive approach is 

incorporated as a core decision making logic on the basis of forecast data, while 

reactive approach being based upon actual data would act as a damage control 

measure; activated only in case of any problem with proactive approach. Thus, 

benefits of both the worlds; pre-emption as well as reliability can be achieved 

through proposed framework. It uses time series analysis (moving average 

method / exponential smoothing) and threshold based static rules (with multiple 

monitoring intervals and dual threshold settings) during analysis and planning 

phases of MAPE loop, respectively. Mathematical illustration of the framework 

incorporates multiple parameters namely VM initiation delay / release criterion, 

network latency, system oscillations, threshold values, smart kill etc. The 

research concludes that recommended parameter settings primarily depend 

upon certain autoscaling objective and are often conflicting in nature. Thus, no 

single autoscaling system with similar values can possibly meet all objectives 
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simultaneously, irrespective of reliability of an underlying framework. The 

project successfully implements complete cloud infrastructure and autoscaling 

environment over experimental platforms i-e OpenStack and CloudSim Plus. 

In nutshell, the research provides solid understanding of autoscaling 

phenomenon, devises MAPE based hybrid elasticity management framework 

and explores its implementation potential over OpenStack and CloudSim Plus.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

First chapter of the thesis highlights the systematic transition of computing 

paradigm from large sized mainframe computers to cloud computing and critical 

role being played by autoscaling phenomenon to make it possible. Brief 

introduction to cloud layered architecture and service / deployment models are 

also discussed here (Section 1.1). It is followed by motivation and nature of the 

problem that is required to be addressed through this piece of  

research (Section 1.2). In light of this; scope, aims, objectives and thesis 

contributions are explained in Section 1.3. Lastly, the chapter discusses the 

broad outline followed in remaining parts of the thesis (Section 1.4).  

1.1  Autoscaling vis-a-vis Cloud Computing Paradigm 

Computing paradigm has changed remarkably over period of last few decades. 

Business drivers like exponential growth in IT infrastructure, computing 

efficiency importance, required customer experience, reliability, cost 

effectiveness and energy conservation are major factors that are driving this 

change. At the same time, technological issues like; integrating multiple 

heterogeneous environments into corporate-wide computing systems, 

programming language innovations, ever-increasing system complexity  and 

many-fold increase in pervasive computing has severely affected human 

capability to install, configure and manage these systems effectively. 

Autonomic computing is an answer to these problems. Technological transition 

from large mainframe servers to grid computing and then onward to utility 

computing, distributed computing and finally to cloud computing, is a journey 

towards same direction (Figure 1.1). The idea is to establish computing 

infrastructure that can self-configure, self-optimise, self-heal and self-protect 

itself with minimum to none human intervention [1] [2].  
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Figure 1.1 Evolution of cloud computing 

Cloud computing paradigm is a layered architecture having characteristics such 

as on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid 

elasticity, and measured service etc. It can primarily be deployed as private 

cloud, community cloud, public cloud or hybrid cloud with underlying service 

model as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [3]. Cloud layered architecture (user-level 

middleware, core middleware, system level) provides modular approach to 

different stakeholders, who can have benefit of whole cloud package while 

managing and interacting with their respective layer of interest only. Moreover, 

wide spread adoption of hardware virtualization, service oriented architecture 

and technological advancements (IoT, data mining, artificial intelligence etc.) 

has led to massive growth in this domain; with Amazon, Microsoft Azure and 

Google leading the race[4]. Worldwide public cloud service market is projected 

to grow by 17.33 % in 2019 to total of $ 206.2 billion as compared $ 175.8 

billion in 2018. Likewise, $ 1.3 trillion spending can be safely attributed to 

enterprises shifting to cloud infrastructure till 2022 [5]. 

Elasticity / autoscaling is the most significant factor making cloud computing 

concept, a success story. Major characteristics of cloud computing namely fault 

tolerance, resource optimization, energy saving and cost optimization are made 

possible due to this feature. The concept is valid in all the three service models 
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i-e IaaS, PaaS, SaaS. It was introduced in 2009 by Amazon Inc. followed by 

Microsoft in 2013. As of now, the feature is being implemented by all major 

market players with almost same underlying concepts, logics and algorithms 

albeit; with different names, interfaces, implementation details and business 

cases. 

Autoscaling phenomenon enables cloud infrastructure to acquire or release 

virtualized hardware resources based upon application requirements, incoming 

workload, QoS parameters or service level agreements (SLAs), without any 

interruption to seamless operations and with no active input from cloud 

stakeholders (CSPs, end user etc.). It is made possible by constantly monitoring 

the requisite performance indicators at predefined intervals, triggering the 

associated alarms once any parameter crosses the threshold and provisioning / 

de-provisioning of resources according to underlying autoscaling approach [6]. 

Thus, as a result; an online retailer need not to worry about new infrastructure 

setup and associated costs in order to handle potential increased workload for 

Christmas days, as it can now be rented for specific duration at short notice with 

minimal rates. Similarly, it also enables data centre managers to optimise their 

running costs by reducing hardware and energy usage.  

1.2  Problem Statement 

Autoscaling is one of the most well researched topic in cloud computing industry 

for last one decade, but is still evolving because of extremely large scope of the 

problem at hand and potential benefits it can offer to cloud stakeholders. 

Autoscaling feature depends upon multiple underlying factors for its smooth 

implementation. Some of them are system performance models, VM initiation / 

release times, QoS metrics, granularity levels, cooldown periods, alarm 

threshold levels, latency delays, agreed SLAs, pricing mechanism, degree of 

scaling required at one time, virtualization technologies used, nature of 

incoming workload and underlying physical hardware etc. At top of it, assumed 

autoscaling objectives are also somewhat conflicting in nature. For example; 

performance conscious autoscaling approach would tend to cost more in terms 

of hardware and energy, whereas resource optimization effort by cloud provider 
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may likely to compromise towards performance levels. The ideal approach 

would be to tune relevant parameters in such a way, so as to fulfil QoS metrics 

with minimum incurred costs, maximum resource optimization and with no 

compromise on fault tolerance mechanisms. 

Moreover, there is no standard framework as well as formal testing mechanism 

to decide, which autoscaling mechanism or algorithm is actually better. Most 

research reports in relevant field are based upon peculiar  scenarios in  a 

controlled environment, having specific test infrastructure (customized test bed, 

cloud simulator or real cloud provider), certain workload and application types 

and are conducted on selected set of performance metrics suiting one’s own 

circumstances. Validating results of a research in different set of circumstances 

to verify their consistency, authenticity or integrity is rarely found in research 

literature.    

Under these circumstances, it would be interesting to systematically analyse 

relevant research literature, consolidate it in comprehensive manner and try to 

propose a robust autoscaling framework that can maintain happy compromise 

between multiple desired objectives by tuning relevant factors appropriately.     

1.3  Project Scope 

1.3.1  Aims 

The aim of this research is to have systematic analysis of contemporary 

literature related to autoscaling phenomenon in cloud infrastructure and to 

propose cost effective yet reliable hybrid elasticity management framework in 

the light of it.  

1.3.2  Objectives 

The following objectives were specified in order to meet the project aim: 

• Thoroughly understanding a complete concept of autoscaling along with 

its underlying factors affecting its performance in terms of reliability and 

economics. 

• Deep understanding of autoscaling approaches and associated 

mathematical algorithms adopted by academia and cloud industry 
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• Designing and developing a comprehensive autoscaling framework 

meeting conflicting objectives of cloud stakeholders (CSPs, end user, 

etc.) 

• Exploring a potential of proposed framework implementation over 

available cloud platforms.  

• Looking into future trends, research direction and possible issues in 

implementing hypothetical optimal elasticity (ideal case scenario)  

 1.3.3  Thesis Contributions 

The major contributions of this work are enumerated below: 

• The research provides detailed, comprehensive and latest insights into 

autoscaling phenomenon being employed in cloud computing paradigm, 

with special emphasis on self-adaptation processes, MAPE loops, 

domain taxonomy, design considerations, architectural concepts, salient 

characteristics, latest trends, open issues and different methodologies / 

algorithms implemented by relevant stakeholders. 

• The research proposes MAPE (Monitor-Analyse-Plan-Execute) based 

hybrid (proactive + reactive approach) elasticity management framework 

with necessary mathematical illustrations and discussion on possible 

parameter settings. Underlying algorithm used for the purpose is time 

series analysis (moving average / exponential smoothing) during analysis 

phase and threshold base static rules during planning phase.  The 

framework formulation takes in to account all potential factors i-e system 

performance model, elasticity metrics, network latency, VM initiation 

delay, VM release criterion, VM release time, VM scheduling policy etc. 

that may affect its performance. 

• Exploring and managing OpenStack and CloudSim / CloudSim Plus 

platforms to establish cloud infrastructure and requisite autoscaling 

environment from the perspective of using them for proposed elasticity 

management framework implementation. 

• Recommendation on future research directions that can help in getting 

close to hypothetical optimal elasticity (ideal case scenario).  
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1.4  Thesis Outline 

Rest of the thesis is divided into chapters dealing with different aspects of the 

project and are arranged as follows: 

Chapter 2 forms first part of the literature survey and deals with background 

research conducted in the field of autoscaling phenomenon. It includes 

discussion on; understanding of the term in relevant domains and by different 

stakeholders, self-adaptation process and MAPE loops, comprehensive 

taxonomy highlighting wide scope of the topic and limitations faced by it. 

Chapter 3 forms second part of the literature survey and presents research 

conducted in the field of autoscaling approaches adopted by different 

stakeholders in an industry and academia. It includes major elasticity 

mechanisms and underlying mathematical algorithms being researched in 

academic circles followed by their respective pros and cons. Later part of the 

chapter discusses autoscaling services (cloud infrastructure, scaling plans, data 

collection measures, load balancing methodologies, virtualization life cycles, 

pricing mechanisms etc.) offered by major industry players. 

Chapter 4 proposes hybrid elasticity management framework, designed and 

developed on the basis of IBM initiated MAPE process. It includes deliberation 

upon different dimensions and factors involved in autoscaling process, followed 

by detailed discussion on their suitable representation, recommended settings 

in different scenarios and their respective impact  on associated framework 

formulation. In the light of these deliberations and systematic analysis of 

contemporary literature (Chapter 2 & 3), an autoscaling framework is proposed  

with suitable mathematical representations. 

Chapter 5 covers implementation phase of the project, whereby two 

experimental platforms; one each from custom testbed and simulation domain 

were discussed from point of view of employing proposed autoscaling 

framework. OpenStack and CloudSim Plus were practically explored and 

thoroughly understood. Cloud infrastructure was established (OpenStack) or 

simulated (CloudSim Plus) as the case may be, and autoscaling environments 

were created, managed and experimented upon in reasonable depth. In 

nutshell, the chapter provides a authenticated and well-tested document in 
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order to establish necessary cloud environments in custom testbed and 

simulation domains, for autoscaling experiments. 

Chapter 6 concludes project thesis by summarising the research work done 

during the course of this project and lessons learnt during the process. It also 

highlights thesis contributions / limitations and future research directions with 

reference to the project in particular and autoscaling domain in general.  

1.5  Summary 

Being first chapter of project thesis, it starts with introduction to cloud computing 

paradigm, reasons for its wide spread acceptance in computing industry and 

role of autoscaling feature to make this technological advancement possible. 

The chapter also discusses motivation behind the research as well as aims, 

objectives and primary contributions of the research work. The chapter 

concludes itself by presenting broad outlines of the research report. Next 

chapter would present in detail, systematic analysis of contemporary literature 

about autoscaling feature.  
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Chapter 2 

Autoscaling 

The chapter discusses salient concepts explored during the course of literature 

survey. The idea was to grasp requisite knowledge required for thorough 

understanding of the topic and to design and develop an autoscaling 

phenomenon in light of it. The chapter starts with multiple definitions of the term 

‘autoscaling’ as understood by different stakeholders in an industry and 

academia (Section 2.1), followed by objectives that can be achieved through it 

(Section 2.2). Self-adaptation and MAPE processes act as foundational building 

blocks, over which any autoscaling phenomenon is designed, so Section 2.3 

explores these processes in much detail with special emphasis upon their 

design considerations, architectural concepts and important characteristics. 

Section 2.4 presents comprehensive taxonomy of autoscaling domain, that 

appropriately classifies associated factors / features and relevant concepts 

(over 30 topics) into 7 main categories namely; purpose, scope, methods, 

approach, affiliated management, modelling and evaluation and stakeholders. 

The chapter concludes by highlighting limitations, challenges and open issues 

faced by autoscaling process in Section 2.5. 

2.1  What is Autoscaling 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology model for enabling convenient,  

on-demand access to shared pool of resources, that can be rapidly provisioned 

and released with minimal management effort on part of end user or provider 

[154]. This provisioning / de-provisioning of hardware resources, with nominal 

interaction is only made possible due to the concept of autoscaling. It makes the 

cloud infrastructure elastic in nature; thus enabling users to acquire and release 

resources on-demand, and pay only for the resources they actually need. 

The term ‘autoscaling’ in cloud computing domain has been innovated from 

multiple inter-related concepts like elasticity, scalability and autonomic 

computing taken from relevant contemporary domains [158]. In the field of 

physics; Hooke’s law by Robert Hook (1676) defines elasticity as the 
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characteristic of materials to resume their original shape and form, once the 

factors causing the distortion have been removed [159]. Likewise, economics 

discusses elasticity concept as a proportional, quantifiable change in a 

dependent variable, in response to changes in independent variables of the 

same system [7]. The term scalability is most commonly used in case of 

software systems from design and development point of view, and represents 

system’s adaptability to changes in user requirements, underlying architecture 

and target workload [8]. 

Similarly, the term autonomic computing refers to self-managing, self-healing, 

self-configured and self-adaptive computing model dealing with large scale 

modern enterprises without any user input [155] [156] and is assumed as an 

initial milestone to achieve ultimate goal of pervasive computing [157].Thus, the 

concept in context of cloud computing has all the elements of its ‘mother terms’, 

albeit in varying degrees.  

Apart from fields discussed above, other major scientific domains making use of 

similar concepts include, but are not limited to parallel systems, hypermedia, 

video imaging, gaming, simulation, model checking, computational complexity, 

ubiquitous systems, data mining,  information retrieval and quantum computing 

etc [12].    

Being primary characteristic of cloud paradigm and one of the most extensively 

researched topic in computing, autoscaling is referred using variety of terms by 

academics, professionals and industry etc. with not much difference in 

underlying meaning, intent and context. Some of the most common terms found 

in literature are automatic elasticity, automatic scaling, dynamic scaling, elastic 

computing, elasticity, smart scaling, resource provisioning, adaptation etc. 

In order to have an all-encompassing view and in-depth understanding  of the 

concept, following paragraphs would cite some of the authentic relevant 

sources, defining autoscaling phenomenon in context of cloud computing. 

2.1.1  National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)  

Information technology laboratory of NIST at U.S Department of Commerce 

declared autoscaling as one of the five essential characteristics of Cloud 
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computing and defined it by using the term Rapid Elasticity in September, 2011 

as [3]: 

“Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases 

automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. 

To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be 

unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.”  

2.1.2  Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) 

An organisation comprising more than 60 technological companies tasked to 

establish, endorse and evaluate benchmarks / metrics related to computing 

systems since 1988, defined the elasticity concept as [15]: 

“Elasticity is the degree to which a system is able to adapt to workload changes 

by provisioning and de-provisioning resources in an autonomic manner, such 

that at each point in time the available resources match the current demand as 

closely as possible.”  

2.1.3  IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference, 2008 

Duboc et al. [10] defined autoscaling concept during proceedings of 16th IEEE 

conference in Barcelona, Spain as: 

“Scalability is the ability of a system to satisfy its quality goals to levels that are 

acceptable to its stakeholders, when characteristics of the application domain  

( “the world” ) and system design ( “the machine” ) vary over expected ranges.” 

2.1.4  Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 

World’s largest scientific and educational computing society ACM defined the 

concept with reference to system architecture [13], but fully satisfies the 

requirements of elasticity in the field of Cloud computing, as well. 

“[…] represents the ability to fulfil capacity requirements over some desired 

range, while continuing to satisfy all other requirements: functional, statistical 

work mix, quality of service, unit cost of ownership etc. […] by increase in 

physical resource usage as capacity increases over the range […] ”  
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2.1.5  RightScale, Inc. 

A U.S based cloud management company RightScale, renowned for its 

software as a service products defined the concept as [11]: 

“It is a way to automatically scale up or scale down the number of compute 

resources that are being allocated to your application based on its needs at any 

given time. […] by configuring the necessary trigger points / alerts […] which 

can create an automated setup that automatically reacts to various monitored 

conditions, when thresholds are exceeded ” 

2.1.6  Microsoft, Inc. 

Microsoft, being one of the largest public cloud service provider (CSP) uses the 

term ‘autoscaling’ and ‘elastic computing’ interchangeably and defines the 

concept as [14]: 

“It is the ability to quickly expand or decrease computer processing, memory 

and storage resources to meet changing demands without worrying about 

capacity planning and engineering for peak usage. […] The phenomenon 

matches the amount of resources allocated to amount of resources actually 

needed without disrupting operations, […] and unnecessary slowdowns.” 

2.2 Why it is required - Objectives 

Datacentre requirements (Big data, IOT, etc.) and its associated infrastructure 

(processing power, memory usage, storage, network etc.) are increasing at an 

exponential rate. The infrastructure is becoming a major source of energy 

consumption and is resulting in exorbitant energy bills. The statistics show that 

total energy bill for data centres in 2010 was over $ 11 billion. By 2016, data 

centres were already consuming 3 % of global electric supply and contributing  

2 % of world’s total CO2 emissions (at par with aviation sector). Moreover, it is 

also estimated that energy costs in typical data centre doubles every  

5 years [16]. 

So much so that Microsoft is already at 2nd stage of its flagship Project Natick, 

aiming to submerge whole of data centres undersea, close to Orkney Islands, 

Scotland, UK in order to conserve energy [18]. Table 4.1 illustrates energy 

consumption statistics for data centre infrastructures as collected by European 
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Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC) [17], that indicates the magnanimity 

of the problem. 

Table 2.1 Yearly energy consumption in world wide data centres 

Consumption (TWh) Reporting Year 

EU Consumption 

18.3 2000 

41.3 2005 

56 2007 

72.5 2010 

104 2020 

US Consumption 

91 2013 

140 2020 

Global Consumption 

216 2007 

269 2012 

 

Above referred dilemma was one of the primary factors that forced industry 

experts to slowly transition from grid computing to cloud computing. Apart from 

other distinguishing characteristics, the new paradigm (cloud computing) also 

had ingredients of virtualization, rapid elasticity, on-demand service, shared 

resources, server consolidation and scalability; which proved to be building 

blocks of autoscaling phenomenon [19]. 

According to US Department of Energy and Academia (University of Stanford, 

NorthWestern University, Carnegie Mellon University); data centre energy 

consumption from 2010 to 2014 had surged by 4% only, which is marked 

improvement as compared to period from 2005 - 2010 (24%) and even better 

than 2001 – 2005 period (90%). The research declares autoscaling 

phenomenon and its associated features to be one of the two primary reasons 

for this visible improvement [20]. (Other being the use of powerful, energy 
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efficient machines). Figure 2.1 represents real as well as projected energy 

consumption trends (hypothetically, if the improvements were not introduced to 

cloud paradigm) from 2000 to 2020 [21].  

It is also pertinent to note that it is the same timeframe (2010 onward), by which 

most of public CSPs had fully introduced the concept of autoscaling for their 

data centres. Thus, Necessity being the mother of invention; energy 

conservation proved to be one of the initial and paramount reasons, that 

necessitated use of autoscaling feature; as robust autoscaling decisions can 

play key role in reducing energy bills and carbon footprints. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Yearly energy consumption trends (real / hypothetical) 

Optimum resource utilization and cost optimization are interrelated reasons 

for employing autoscaling, as the feature automatically adjusts (increases or 

decreases) the resources / capacity depending upon the requirement / demand; 

thus benefitting client by paying only, what one actually uses (Figure 2.2). It also 

precludes upfront capital expenditures to acquire, install, configure and maintain 

hardware (servers, routers, storage etc.) and software (OSs, databases, 

licenses etc.) resources for whole of your business needs; as resources can be 

provisioned automatically with peak in demand or as the business flourishes 

and can de-provisioned during lull periods. Likewise, resource utilization can 

also be optimized during development, testing and production stages of any 
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product lifecycle by acquiring / releasing variety of resources specific to each 

stage, instead of procuring every category of hardware separately [22]. 

Moreover, spot VM instances offered by CSPs at reasonably low prices can be 

used only through effective autoscaling phenomenon, as their constant 

availability is highly unpredictable because of being based upon bidding pricing 

model that tends to change erratically with respect to supply and demand in 

cloud market [26]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Optimum resource utilization based upon current demand 

Quality of Service (QoS) Levels or Service Level Agreements (SLAs) can 

be maintained by observing relevant performance metrics and assigning right 

number of cloud resources at right time, irrespective of nature and intensity of 

incoming workload (periodic, unpredictable etc.) Alternatively, desired balance 

between cost and performance (QoS) levels can be optimized, depending upon 

user’s preference [23].  

Fault tolerance is another one of the many reasons for employing autoscaling 

feature in cloud infrastructure. Reliability of allocated resources can be ensured 

by performing periodic health checks based upon specific criterion, while 

terminating and replacing unhealthy / unreachable instances at regular 

intervals. Additionally, autoscaling makes use of different regions and 
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availability zones (geographically dispersed at different physical locations) for 

resource selection to improve upon disaster recovery options [24]. 

Manually deciding the right amount and type of resources to acquire or release 

and that too at right point in time is not an easy task, even for small scale 

infrastructure. The job rather becomes next to impossible, in context of modern 

data centres spanning sometimes up to 15000 sq ft, with thousands of physical 

machines to handle. For example, Amazon EC2 cloud supports 5 different types 

of processors, 6 different memory configurations, over 9 OS types and multiple 

versions of each OS. Energy consumption of these options varies from 150 to 

610 watts per hour [25]. Mapping these configurations to appropriate physical 

resources according to specific user requirements and within limited timeframe 

cannot be an arbitrary decision through human intervention, but requires 

automated feature based upon certain algorithms taking ultimate decision. This 

much desired automated infrastructure management is achieved through 

autoscaling phenomenon.  

In a nutshell, seamless and transparent provisioning / de-provisioning of 

resources due to autoscaling has enabled cloud systems to deliver an illusion of 

infinite capacity serving optimally to end user. The phenomenon often performs 

under wildly varying workload conditions in a cost effective way, while reducing 

operational risks (SLA violations etc.) for cloud service providers (CSPs) at the 

same time. 

2.3  MAPE Process vis-á-vis Self-Adaptation 

MAPE (Monitor - Analyse - Plan - Execute) process is based upon ‘self-

adaptation’ paradigm adopted under ‘autonomic computing initiative’, in order to 

overcome growing complexity in IT infrastructure management. The initiative 

follows the natural principle of autonomic management as found in human body; 

where average body temperature of 98.6⁰ F is maintained on the basis of 

biological data (heartbeat, blood sugar level etc.) without any conscious human 

intervention [27]. Another natural manifestation of the concept can be ascribed 

to Darwin’s theory according to which; life has constantly evolved due to 

changes in heritable physical or behavioural traits, so as to adapt to changing 
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surrounding environment [28]. Figure 2.3 illustrates self-adaptation process in 

its most simplest form. 

Analysis

Adaptation

Observation

 

Figure 2.3 Self-adaptation process 

2.3.1  Theory of Self Adaptation 

In order to fully understand MAPE process, it is important to comprehend  

relevant aspects and dimension of ‘self-adaptation’ theory, being its parent 

concept. Although the idea is deliberated at length by academics [29] [30] [31], 

but Salehie et al. [32] elaborates it most comprehensively in the form of 5W + 

1H questions (Figure 2.4). Same is discussed in context of self-adaptation 

systems (SAS) below [33]: 

 

Figure 2.4 Self-adaptation process in the light of 5W+1H questions 
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2.3.1.1  Why Do We have to Adapt ? 

The question deals with the reason and motivation behind any self-adaptation 

process. Although adaptation is always reaction to a change, but ascertaining 

the nature, type and impact of that change is important; as selection of suitable 

adaptation activity along with its associated parameters largely depends upon 

these factors. 

Self-adaptation process can be initiated in response to variety of reasons like; 

change in technical parameters of underlying infrastructure (hardware, software 

etc.), change in system environment / context or change in user preferences 

etc. It is pertinent to mention, that these reasons can easily be related to the 

objectives of autoscaling discussed in Section 2.2.  

Moreover, answer to this question also helps in determining the relevant system 

parameters that need to be monitored and the frequency of doing so.                

2.3.1.2  When to Adapt ? 

The question deals with temporal aspects of the phenomenon such as; when 

and how often the change need to be applied, cost-benefit analysis of 

recommended change at specific time, reactive vs proactive approaches to 

implement adaptation and frequency of monitoring process etc.   

2.3.1.3  Where Do We have to Implement Change ? 

The question deals with the location of the problem (change), the adaptation 

process is trying to resolve. The process can be implemented at any level; 

managed element, environment, user or within adaptation logic itself. 

Managed elements can be bifurcated further into sub levels of hardware, 

operating system, application, middleware (in case of distributed systems) etc., 

that can self-adapt to any change, individually according to pre-defined criterion. 

Similarly, adaptation at environment level is possible by being aware of the 

context (where you are, who you are with, what resources are nearby) and 

execution environment (accessible devices for input / display, processing 

power, connectivity etc.), where applications are being run. While also referred 

as context-aware computing, this can be implemented through proximate 
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selection, automatic contextual reconfiguration, contextual information and 

context-triggered actions [34]. 

Furthermore, adaptation within adaptation logic itself, by allowing the software 

agent to identify the ideal behaviour, based upon the feedback from the 

environment is latest but complex approach (reinforcement learning) to achieve 

desired results over time. Last but not the least; self-adaptation at user level is 

possible in theory, but not desirable in real sense; as process of self-adaptation 

has been envisaged in first place to achieve desired user objectives from the 

application and not the other way round. 

Answer to this question is tricky, as subsequent implementation may transcends 

level boundaries, and is required to be incorporated at different levels 

simultaneously in order to achieve desired system goals.   

2.3.1.4  What Kind of Change is Needed ? 

The question identifies set of system attributes at specific level (ascertained 

through where question) that need to be adapted in response to any change. 

Finding a relation between ‘what need to be achieved’ and ‘underlying factors 

with appropriate values affecting required change’ is not a simple process and 

may be dependent upon other unseemingly unrelated factors. Some of which 

may be beyond the control of user, especially in case of large distributed 

systems with public domain control. 

The kind of change varies from changing system parameters within specified 

ranges (parameter adaptation) on the basis of pre-defined rules statically or  

addition / deletion of new resources as well as incorporation of alternate 

algorithms (compositional adaptation) at runtime. The former is easy to handle 

and implement, but can’t be affected during runtime. Recommended approach 

would be to use the combination of both to get the desired results [35].    

2.3.1.5  Who has to Perform the Adaptation ? 

The question identifies ‘who’ the agent of change is, by defining level of 

automation and human interaction during the adaptation process. As a matter of 

fact; lesser the involvement, better the adaptation system. 
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According to autonomic computing framework proposed by IBM, adaptation 

level within any IT infrastructure can be represented as Basic, Managed, 

Predictive, Adaptive and Autonomic. Basic being the starting point indicates 

systems where system administrators monitors, manages, maintains and 

enhances infrastructure manually on ‘as and when basis’. On the other extreme 

side, autonomic level indicates the ultimate goal of computing where human 

intervention is limited in day to day operational management, maintenance, and 

enhancements tasks, while only limiting it to defining business policies and 

larger system objectives / goals [36]. 

This IBM maturity model helps in mapping true autonomic functionality of any 

large scale computing infrastructure. Enterprises with higher level would be 

more adept to enact and react to any change, while improving system efficiency 

and reducing ownership costs.      

2.3.1.6  How is the Adaptation Performed ? 

The question deals with actual logic implementation that is used to manage 

complete adaptation process and coordination among various stakeholders 

(managed resources, environment, users etc.) of adaptation system. Monitoring 

and storing relevant data with appropriate granularity (while ensuring 

consistency and data integrity), analysis of collected data through suitable 

algorithms, planning suitable actions as well as their frequency in light of this 

analysis and the execution of the logic itself, falls in to the realm of this 

question. In short, the How aspect represents brain of any adaptation system. 

Different approaches can be used in this regard ranging from centralized 

approach (single sub system responsible for logic implementation - possible to 

achieve global maxima - not good for large scale systems because of its sheer 

size and real time constraints) to decentralized approach (each sub system 

within large enterprise responsible of its own adaptation mechanism, in isolation 

from other sub systems) and hybrid ones ( combination of centralized as well as 

decentralized approach - monitoring and execution may be done at individual 

sub system levels whereas analysis and planning may be conducted at higher 

levels to achieve global goals) [37]. Figure 2.5 compares the three approaches 

through simple illustrations. 
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Suitability of these approaches with respect to specific systems and their 

respective pros and cons is beyond the scope of this project, however relevant 

academic literature [38] [39] [40] can be perused to explore further in this 

regard. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 (a),(b) Centralized / decentralized approach for self-adaptation logic 

implementation  

   

Figure 2.5 (c) Hybrid approach for self-adaptation logic implementation  

Aforementioned discussion explores different aspects of self-adaptation process 

through 5W1H approach, that can help designers, developers, managers and 

end users of self-adaptation systems to do their respective jobs, efficiently. 

2.3.2  Architectural Blueprint for Autonomic Computing 

Self-adaptation highlights the concept of ‘using technology to manage 

technology’,  while following standards-based approach to deliver system wide 
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performance. These standards not only provide an in-depth understanding of 

fundamental concepts, constructs and behaviours involved in delivering 

autonomic computing capability, but also define a unified, universally accepted 

mechanism to evaluate as well as validate related solutions available in the 

market. One of the most trusted industry standards in this regard is presented 

by IBM [41] and is illustrated through Figure 2.6. 

The proposed 5-tiered architecture explains design building blocks and 

functional working of any autonomic system, with one major component placed 

at each layer; Managed resources, Touchpoints, Touchpoint autonomic 

managers, Orchestrating autonomic managers and Manual mangers. 

 

Figure 2.6 IBM proposed architectural blueprint for autonomic computing 

2.3.2.1  Managed Resources 

It is lowest layer of the architecture and includes variety of hardware / software 

components of a typical data centre that are required to be managed. The list 

includes; but is not limited to, servers, memory modules, storage resources, 
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network infrastructure, specialized processing, middleware and application 

services etc. 

2.3.2.2  Touchpoint 

It represents 2nd layer of the architecture and includes sensor (measures / tools 

to collect appropriate data with suitable granularity, consistency and integrity) 

and effector (measures / tools to change managed resources’ behaviour on the 

basis of observed data) mechanisms for managed resources. While acting as 

an interface to managed resources, touchpoint uses log files, events, 

commands and application programming interfaces (APIs) etc. to do the 

needful. 

2.3.2.3  Touchpoint Autonomic Managers 

They are intelligent control loops that work directly with underlying managed 

resources on the basis of pre-defined goals through touchpoints. Management 

activities include software installation / configuration, workload balancing,  

resource protection during intrusion attempts etc. These managers operate 

independently at localized level with relatively limited scope in terms of type and 

number of managed resources. Typically, underlying resources may vary from 

single item to homogenous / heterogeneous group of resources providing some 

specific service. 

2.3.2.4  Orchestrating Autonomic Managers 

They act as super managers that are used to coordinate among touchpoint 

autonomic managers, and provide system-wide autonomic capability through 

touchpoint autonomic managers, by incorporating intelligent control loops that 

have broader view of overall IT infrastructure. Individual autonomic managers 

may be performing well at individual scale for their own set of underlying 

hardware / software, but may not be efficient enough for end to end processing 

at application level. These managers operate across pool of resources of varied 

type and category at global level to create synergy. 

2.3.2.5  Manual Managers 

It is the top most layer that provides single management platform, so as to 

achieve goal-oriented tasks without much of human intervention. With the help 
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of this mechanism, IT professionals manage wide range of resources (system of 

systems) with ease, instead of handling multiple components and products, 

individually. Administrative functions range from defining high level policies for 

system behaviour / adaptation in variety of situations as well as monitoring and 

controlling the systems at run time. Normally the platform is based upon 

standard Java APIs (JSR168, JSR127 etc.), in order to make it interoperable 

with newly introduced components and products. 

The IBM proposed architecture discussed above is a blueprint for design, 

development and commissioning of any autonomic computing architecture and 

can be referred further in detail through [41]. 

2.3.3  Self - * Properties 

Systems designed in line with IBM proposed architecture, while catering to 

5W1H questions are believed to possess adaptive self-* properties which are 

directly related to the quality factors (maintainability, portability, availability, 

reliability, efficiency etc.) used to evaluate these systems [32]. Figure 2.7 

represents hierarchical view of some of these major characteristics.  

 

Figure 2.7 Self-* properties possessed by autonomic systems  
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Figure 2.8 IBM proposed MAPE loop 

2.3.4  ‘MAPE’ Loop 

Somewhat abstract concepts discussed so far in the above sections can be 

associated with IBM proposed MAPE or MAPE-K loop, that structures  

autoscaling process (like any other self-adaptation / autonomic mechanism) into 

four phases namely; monitoring (M), analysis (A), planning (P) and execution 

(E). All the phases interact with each other through shared knowledge-base (K), 

that possess data such as topology information, configuration property settings, 

historical logs, performance metrics, alarms / symptoms, decision-making 

policies and decision trees. (Figure 2.8). Presumably, hundreds of these MAPE 

loops - partial as well as full - are expected to be operating in collaboration with 

each other, in order to achieve desired scaling results at large scale. 

In light of earlier discussion on self-adapted systems through 5W1H questions 

and IBM proposed blueprint, closed control MAPE loop is explained below with 

reference to autoscaling phenomenon. Table 2.2 represents summary of most 

important questions that need to be considered and sufficiently answered during 

each phase of MAPE loop, while implementing any autoscaling approach. 
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Table 2.2 Relation between 5W+1H questions and MAPE loop 

 Monitoring Analysis Planning Execution 

Why  - - - - 

When 
When to be 

monitored 
When to analyse - When to execute 

Where 
Where to be 

monitored 
Where to analyse - - 

What 
What to be 

monitored 

- What to be 

changed 
What to execute 

Who - - - - 

How - - How to change it How to execute it 

 

2.3.4.1  Monitor 

The phase deals with what, where and when part of 5W1H approach during 

autoscaling process. It collects relevant metrics about managed elements; 

hardware as well as software via touchpoint sensor interface. Subsequently, the 

collected data is aggregated or correlated with reference to appropriate filters 

and symptoms for onward dispatch to analysis phase of the MAPE loop [32]. 

The performance / quality metrics include but are not limited to hardware 

utilization with respect to physical as well as virtual machines (CPU 

consumption, disk access, NIC access, memory usage etc.), general OS 

process (CPU time, page faults etc.), web server info (Tx bytes and requests, 

No of connections closing, sending, waiting, starting etc.), application server 

info (total threads count, active thread count, used memory, session count, 

processed requests, pending requests, dropped requests, response time etc.), 

database server info (No of transactions in particular state like write, commit, 

roll back etc) and market prices for different pricing models etc. (on-demand, 

reservation, spot instances). Depending upon peculiar requirements, the 

collected metrics may also be related to cloud service providers (amount of 

acquired resources, hypervisors etc.), SLA compliance (No of violations etc.) 

and infrastructure health checks (heartbeat and pulse monitoring etc.) [26] [43]. 
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Autoscaling process highly depends upon the monitoring solution that is 

reliable, consistent and accurate in its output. Trade-off between data quality 

(granularity, and timeliness) and associated performance / cost overhead needs 

to be ascertained for balanced approach. Important considerations in this 

regard are; choosing between  continuous (constant monitoring effort at regular 

intervals) vs adaptive monitoring (observing selected features infrequently, 

leading to intense monitoring in case of meeting certain checkpoints / 

anomalies), storage and retrieval mechanisms for computationally intensive 

information like control flow data and subsequent disposal of redundant  

records etc [42].  

2.3.4.2  Analysis 

The phase deals with when and where part of 5W1H approach during 

autoscaling process. It is responsible for processing metrics data received from 

monitoring phase, through statistical and data mining techniques. Change 

request, if any as a result of analysis is passed over to planning phase of MAPE 

loop [42].  

Choosing suitable approach to analyse input data vary depending upon the 

‘time factor’, when user actually wants to implement adaptation; reactive or 

proactive. In case of reactive approach, monitoring data is simply used to 

identify any abnormality or rule violation and deals with current state of system, 

whereas for proactive approach; the data is meant to forecast future data trends 

and predict system / environment state, accordingly. 

Proactive approach is preferred from user perspective, as it pre-empts itself to 

meet future needs without interrupting application workflow or affecting system 

performance. However, proactive algorithms are complex in nature, difficult to 

implement, computationally intensive and sometimes prone to wrong 

predictions. Conversely, reactive techniques are relatively simple to implement, 

easy to handle and  deterministic in their output. However, they would not be 

able to handle Slashdot effect or cater any delay between autoscaling action 

initiation and when it is actually effective [33]. 

Common algorithms implemented during analysis phase include threshold 

based rules (static as well as dynamic), queuing theory, control theory, 
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reinforcement learning and time series analysis etc. No one algorithm fits all 

situations and each of them has its own set of variants with associated pros and 

cons (Section 3.1). Academic as well as industry experts employ one of these 

or hybridization of several ones to meet their peculiar requirements [43]. 

2.3.4.3  Planning 

The phase deals with ‘what needs to be changed’ and ‘how to change it, so as 

to achieve best outcome’ during autoscaling process. Appropriate course of 

action is formulated, either on the basis of processed / predicted data received 

from analysis phase (proactive approach) or raw data from monitoring phase 

(reactive approach), so as to implement desired change (total number of 

resources to be provisioned / de-provisioned) within managed resources. The 

course of action may be in the form of single command (event-condition-action) 

or complex workflow having multiple optimization functions [41] [43]. 

The question of how to achieve desired results with appropriate scaling action is 

multi-faceted problem. It requires real-time decision making, involving number 

of interrelated factors namely;  choosing one of the approaches: scheduled, 

reactive, proactive or hybrid one, prioritizing between cost, performance, SLA 

compliance, energy consumption etc vis-a vis autoscaling objectives, 

developing and validating resource performance models / matching functions, 

catering for application domain, maintaining correlation between local as well as 

global decision making mechanisms, addressing scalability and fault tolerance 

issues, handling inconsistent and incomplete data flow and dealing with cloud 

infrastructure related issues like pricing models, VM boot-up times / scheduling 

policies, migration costs, amount and type of resources available, network 

latency, underlying cloud platforms (public vs private vs hybrid) etc [32] [43]. 

Some of these factors have been discussed briefly in Section 2.4 , 4.1 and 4.2.     

2.3.4.4  Execution 

The phase is responsible for implementing actions (as decided by planning 

phase) through touchpoint effector interface and deals with how, what and when 

part of 5W1H approach during autoscaling process. The change in behaviour of 

managed resources as a result of these actions is subsequently monitored by 

monitoring phase for further processing and the MAPE loop continues [32]. 
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 Most critical challenge during the phase relates to system ability to adapt itself 

to new changes at runtime, transparently and seamlessly. Actions during 

execution phase need to have stable and predictable effect on functional as well 

as non-functional requirements of system. Architectural style, safety / integrity, 

fault management and pre-emption procedures to prioritize another action in 

favour of on-going task are some of the issues that requires due consideration. 

While it is not always possible to test all scaling actions beforehand; evaluating 

major scenarios to validate their intended effects may be preferred. This can be 

done either, by creating recovery points to handle scaling action faults on real 

infrastructure or by using redundant backup hardware [42]. 

2.4 Taxonomy / Classification of Autoscaling Phenomenon 

Autoscaling is one of the most diverse and extensively explored topic in field of 

cloud computing with wide variety of underlying factors and features to choose 

from. Researchers from industry and academia have proposed numerous 

solutions by exploiting one of the these associated factors (while disregarding 

others) to get the desired results, and the process still goes on. In order to 

explain and comprehend these solutions fully, different taxonomies [44] [45] [46] 

[47] [48] [49] [50] [51] have been devised on the basis of adopted 

characteristics (approaches, strategies, methods, techniques etc.). 

Although the extended classification proposed in following paragraphs do take 

complementary approach and includes broad cues from above referred 

taxonomies, it is more focused towards operational working of the phenomenon. 

It discusses relevant concepts with much greater details, as accrued from 

various authentic sources perused during the course of literature survey. Apart 

from underlining the breadth of the concept as a whole, the proposed taxonomy 

would also help in understanding; what is included in scope of this project and 

what is not. Major characteristics highlighted by the taxonomy include purpose, 

scope, approach, methods, affiliated management, modelling & evaluation and 

stakeholders. (Figure 2.9) 
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Figure 2.9 Taxonomy of autoscaling system 
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2.4.1  Purpose 

Purpose / objective of autoscaling deal with ‘why’ part of 5W1H approach 

(Section 2.3.1.1) and include features such as reliable performance, cost 

optimization, energy saving, automated infrastructure management and fault 

tolerance. Preference of one objective over another varies depending upon 

perspective at hand. From CSP point of view; cost optimizations and energy 

savings may be top most priority while avoiding SLA violations or ensuring 

customers’ QoE (quality of experience) levels at the same time. On the other 

hand, end user may only be interested in high availability and QoS (quality of 

service), with no consideration of energy footprints. However, both the parties 

may be interested in fault tolerance and automation to reduce burden in their 

respective area of responsibility and minimize human intervention [65]. 

Likewise, purposes of autoscaling may also vary depending upon the kind of 

application, for which the proposed solution is going to be employed. Major 

domains include real time processing, scientific computations, ecommerce, 

batch processing, social media, mobile / pervasive computing etc. Each of 

these categories would have their own set of priority list to achieve through 

autoscaling feature, based upon their peculiar requirements. For example; 

consistent performance levels may be more significant for scientific 

computations and real time processing as compared to social media platforms, 

where cost optimizations may be higher in the priority list. 

Being conflicting in nature, these objectives, cannot be achieved through single 

autoscaling solution. In general, one solution may be able to cater particular 

objective. However, certain innovative approaches may be devised to trade-off 

a balance between opposing goals (maximizing performance as well as 

minimizing cost) in order to improve QoE levels for all stakeholders, 

simultaneously [66]. It would also be pertinent to mention that, monitoring as 

well as evaluation metrics required to implement a particular objective, may not 

be well-suited for another one. 

Each purpose of autoscaling has been discussed briefly in Section 2.2. 

However, further references (explored during the project) with respect to 

performance [52] [53] [54] [55] [56], cost optimization [57] [58] [59] [60], energy 
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saving [61] [62], fault tolerance [82] and optimal solutions catering contradictory 

objectives [63] [64] etc. can also be consulted for detailed explanation. 

2.4.2  Scope 

The terms deals with where part (Section 2.3.1.3) of 5W1H approach and 

defines; where the actions associated with autoscaling phenomenon are being 

monitored, processed and executed within cloud computing infrastructure. In 

general, cloud computing is based upon service oriented architecture (SOA), 

where everything can be offered as a service (XaaS). However, XaaS can be 

broadly categorized into three basic service models namely; Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) 

[301] [302]. The architecture within cloud infrastructure and respective 

responsibilities of different stakeholders within it can be illustrated through 

Figure 2.10 and 2.11 respectively. Each of these basic service models has been 

explained below, with reference to autoscaling features being implemented in 

them. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Service based cloud layered architecture 
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Figure 2.11 Cloud Service model and responsibilities of stakeholders 

2.4.2.1  Infrastructure as a Service 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines the service as 

[3]: 

“[…] to provision processing, storage, networks and other fundamental 

computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary 

software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer 

does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure, but has control 

over operating systems, storage, runtime environment and deployed 

applications […] ”. 

IaaS is the lowest level cloud service paradigm which can be further bifurcated 

into other services such as; Storage as a Service, Desktop as a Service (DaaS), 

Network as a Service (NaaS), Communication as a Service (CaaS) etc. Major 

IaaS offerings in commercial market that support autoscaling feature include 

Microsoft Azure, Google Compute Engine (GCE), AWS Elastic Compute (EC2), 
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Rackspace, GoGrid, ElasticHosts, Profitbricks, CloudSigma, RightScale, Joyent 

and IBM Softlayer etc. [68] [69]. 

Autoscaling within IaaS layer is managed through elastic controller residing 

within infrastructure management system, that monitors hardware (physical / 

virtualized) and take decisions on the basis of rules purely defined by IaaS 

customers or mutually agreed SLAs. The mechanism can be either in the form 

of proprietary vendor techniques offered by major CSPs or through designing 

and implementing own autoscaling mechanisms for particular needs. While the 

former approach is easy to handle and may produce desired scaling results with 

moderate expertise levels, the later approach involves in-depth implementation 

understanding of concepts like scaling frameworks, virtualization (VM 

architecture / configuration / capacity / allocation / security), bandwidth / storage 

issues, workload monitoring, data processing / analysis and relevant API 

handling etc. [67] 

Although autoscaling (proprietary solutions) at IaaS level is most suited for  

client-server applications, but customized solutions satisfying peculiar 

application requirements are also available in the market such as: Amazon 

Elastic MapReduce (EMR) for financial analysis, data warehousing, 

bioinformatics, log analysis and web indexing [69]; MODAClouds for application 

design / development during cloud migration [67]; a streaming solution for 

academia as well as industry [70] and an online platform for handling scientific 

computations [47] . 

Additional autoscaling solutions (in context of IaaS), perused during the course 

of literature survey include [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77]. 

2.4.2.2  Platform as a Service 

National Institute of Standards and Technology defines the service as [3]: 

“[…] to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer- created or acquired 

applications created using programming languages, libraries, services and tools 

supported by the cloud provider. The consumer does not manage or control the 

underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems or 

storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly 

configuration settings for the application hosting environment. ” 
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PaaS provides higher level of abstraction as well as management as compared 

to IaaS, and is often referred as middleware because of its intermediary role 

between IaaS and SaaS layers. Major PaaS offerings in the context of 

autoscaling include Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Amazon S3, Google AppEngine, 

Apache Stratos, Heroku, IBM Smart Cloud, Azure Elastic pool, Aneka etc. [68]. 

Autoscaling decisions at PaaS level may also be referred as embedded 

elasticity and are completely managed by PaaS provider on the basis of high 

level application goals; while being transparent to PaaS customer. They can be 

implemented in two forms: Application Map refers to an elasticity controller that 

resides within execution environment. It has complete information of all 

application components (static as well as dynamic), instances and 

communication between them, so as to have global view of an application, thus 

synchronising elasticity actions at an application level [65]. Whereas, Code 

Embedded refers to an elasticity controller that resides within application source 

code. In this case, elasticity decisions are taken by the application itself, but the 

approach requires specialized, separate controller for each application. Having 

such customized solutions catering to internal behaviour and structure 

(parallelism, master-worker relationship, single program multiple data etc.) of 

individual applications is more suited for scientific applications [65]. 

Core components in PaaS layer include database management system (DBMS) 

and containers. Container is an OS-level virtualization technique, that provides 

lightweight, standalone and portable package comprising of an application 

along with all its dependencies (code, runtime environment, libraries, tools, 

application settings etc.). Because of reduced instantiation time and less 

overhead as compared to already in-use H/W-level virtualization approach 

(virtual machines etc.), it is a great feature for implementing efficient elastic 

solutions in PaaS environments [44]. More on this in Section 2.4.5.2. 

Scaling at container level can be achieved either by enabling multi-tenant 

containers hosting application components of several users simultaneously or 

by running the components individually on non-shared containers. Number of 

container instances running same component can be adjusted (scale up / down) 

by PaaS provider to manage desired performance levels. Multi-tenant approach 

is economical in terms of resource consumption but requires strict isolation 
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standards between different users to ensure security. With respect to database 

layer; elasticity can be implemented through distributed caching (intermediate 

data repository to speed up data queries e.g: memcahce etc.), NoSQL 

database (non-relational database for structured data that does not require 

ACID compliant transactions e.g: BigTable, HBase etc.) and database 

clustering in case of relational, SQL based ACID compliant databases. By 

design, these data storage / retrieval techniques offer better scalability, high 

availability and efficient fault tolerance solutions in PaaS environment [78]. 

Figure 2.12 illustrates autoscaling at PaaS layer achieved through DBMS and 

container components. Other major autoscaling solutions (in context of PaaS), 

perused during the course of literature survey include [79] [80] [81] [56]. 

 

Figure 2.12 Autoscaling implementation at PaaS layer 
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2.4.2.3  Software as a Service 

 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines the service as 

[3]: 

“[…] to use the cloud provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. 

[…] the consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud 

infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, storage or even 

individual application capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-

specific application configuration settings.” 

SaaS is the top layer in cloud service stack. It is the most prevalent software 

distribution model at the moment, through which applications are offered to 

customers on subscription basis. Major SaaS offerings that support autoscaling 

feature include Google applications, Salesforce, Workday, Concur, Citrix 

GoToMeeting, Cisco WebEx, Microsoft Office 365 etc. It is pertinent to mention 

that underlying infrastructure must support elasticity features for autoscaling to 

be effective at SaaS layer [83]. 

An important concept to understand autoscaling at SaaS layer is multi-tenancy. 

The concept deals with the ability of software application to interact with 

different users simultaneously, in a way that each user is assumed to be unique 

and only owner of the application. (Figure 2.13). Isolated environment for each 

of the user is maintained by separating one tenant context (data layer, 

presentation layer etc.) from another [85]. It can be implemented in two ways: 

multiple instances approach in which each tenant is served by its own dedicated 

application instance hosted over shared infrastructure and native multi-tenancy 

approach which provides single application instance to serve all users and is 

hosted over multiple resources. The later approach is relatively more scalable 

(can serve thousands of users) as compared to former one (limited to hundreds 

of users at the most) [84] [85]. 
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Figure 2.13 Multi-tenancy at SaaS layer to implement autoscaling 

In order to improve resource utilization and cost optimizations, applications 

must be intelligent enough to know their tenants and their respective usage 

patterns, so that SaaS providers can be charged accordingly. Javier Espadas 

et. al [84] proposes tenant oriented elasticity architecture that revolves around 

three major techniques: Tenant-based isolation  to separate execution contexts 

for different tenants that includes tenant-based granularity, persistence and 

authentication etc., tenant-based VM allocation to allocate resources on the 

basis of VM capacity vis-a-vis context weight calculated by tenant context 

manager and tenant-based load balancing to distribute tenants’ workload evenly 

among available resources or ask for new ones, when required.  

Other major references covered during the course of literature survey  

include [86] [87]. 

2.4.3  Methods 

The section deals with How part (Section 2.3.1.6) of autoscaling process in 

5W1H approach and explains four methods employed by an industry and 

academia to implement elasticity solutions within cloud infrastructure. 

2.4.3.1  Horizontal Scaling 

Horizontal scaling is also known as replication or scaling in/out, and is the most 

widely used method employed by CSPs to implement elasticity. It is achieved 

by adding / deleting instances of virtual machines, containers or even 

application modules (in case of SaaS) to / from existing pool of virtual 

resources. This results in expanding / shrinking of the application infrastructure 

as a whole. (Figure 2.14). The incoming workload is distributed through 
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software / hardware based load balancers, which have the current state of 

virtual instances involved in the process [88] [89]. 

Resource provisioning can be in two modes: fixed mode, which offers variety of 

pre-defined, static VM types configured with fixed combination of CPU, memory 

and storage settings. Whereas, configurable mode allows end user to 

customize VM instances according to one’s own requirements. Configurable 

mode is better than the fixed one, as later option may result in inefficient 

resource utilization, because of probable mismatch between specific user 

demand and available VM settings. However, configurable mode is only 

available with few service providers such as Profitbricks, ElasticHosts and 

CloudSigma. Rest of the CSPs either do not provide this option at all or provide 

it with higher price settings [47]. Another aspect to consider during horizontal 

scaling is effect of eventual consistency [90] among different instances and 

consequences of CAP theorem [91] on desired QoS levels of an application. 

Major CSPs offering horizontal scaling in their elastic suite include Amazon, 

Rackspace, Azure, GoGrid, RightScale, Google Compute Engine / AppEngine 

etc. Significant academic works in this regard include: a replication of web 

server instances in dynamic workload conditions [92]; an infrastructure 

replication mechanism suited for multi-tier applications [93]; a service 

architecture (STRATOS) to support VM replication in hybrid cloud on the basis 

of multi-criteria optimization problem [94] and a novel framework for scaling in 

database tier on the basis of SLA performance [95].  

2.4.3.2  Vertical Scaling 

Vertical scaling is also known as resizing or scaling up/down in relevant 

literature. The scaling is achieved by adding / removing more CPU, RAM, disk 

space etc. to an already running virtual machine, on the basis of runtime 

demand. The idea is to address scalability problem with better, faster and more 

capable hardware, without changing number of logical, virtual instances 

involved. (Figure 2.14). It follows fine-grained resource provisioning mechanism 

in order to offset inefficient, unwanted resource allocations (because of fixed 

VM sizes in horizontal scaling), while reducing VM instantiation overhead / time 

delay to some extent [88] [89]. 
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Vertical scaling is implemented in VMs either by allocating more resources from 

their hosting physical computers or by retrieving it from guest VMs hosted on 

the same host. Limitation with this approach is that one might run out of 

hardware options; in case the host does not have free resources or workload 

conditions of neighbouring VMs do not allow them to free required resources at 

resizing time [96]. 

VM resizing is a complex process involving close coordination between Virtual 

Machine Manager (resource monitor, CPU scheduler, memory manager, 

application manager, performance monitor), QoS controller (CPU controller, 

memory controller, application controller) and hypervisor to maintain required 

balance between incoming workload, SLOs and hardware resources available 

in hosting computer [97]. Moreover, most of the general purpose operating 

systems do not support on-the-fly changes to VMs and require rebooting before 

any change is to take effect [43]. Because of these multiple management 

issues, only new hypervisors (Xen, VMware, vSphere etc.) [47] and few CSPs 

(GoGrid, Profitbricks, RightScale, CloudSigma, ElasticHosts etc.) offer vertical 

scaling at commercial level [69]. 

Major academic works in this regard include: An Elastic VM framework with 

marked improvements as compared to multi-instance scaling architecture in 

terms of SLOs compliance, provisioning overhead and cost optimizations [98]; a 

PRedictive Elastic reSource System (PRESS) that manages resource allocation 

on the basis of statistical learning algorithms and signal processing with less 

than 5% over-estimation and near zero under-estimation error [99] and an 

innovative scaling solution that deals with resizing of memory and CPU 

simultaneously [100] [101]. 
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Figure 2.14 Horizontal scaling, vertical scaling 

2.4.3.3  Migration 

Migration is achieved by transferring VM from one physical host to another. The 

basic premise of it can be: to overcome hardware capacity limitation in existing 

physical host during vertical scaling; to ensure performance by migrating it to 

less over loaded machine that best suits to application load; for server 

consolidation purposes on the premise of energy saving. It is often used by 

CSPs as an alternate measure to achieve the effects of resizing, where the 

feature is not supported [45]. 

Migration may be implemented as live migration or non-live migration and its 

time varies depending upon instance image size, bandwidth and location of 

hosts involved in the process. Non-live migration is easy to implement, but may 

not be transparent to end user, whereas live migration is transparent but a 

complex process that can be implemented through two approaches: post-copy 

copies memory pages from source to target host, once the VM is already 

transferred to the destination host, whereas pre-copy does the copying job prior 

to VM transfer [65]. Another aspect to consider is resource allocation strategy 

employed by CSPs to identify prospective target host for migration process, 

which primarily depends upon application load, SLOs, available hardware 
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resources of candidate hosts, pricing mechanism and provider’s profit margin 

etc [102]. 

All major CSPs employ migration techniques to ensure better utilization of their 

physical hardware, improved application performance and cost optimizations; 

however the end user is normally oblivion to the process. Major academic works 

include: A MAPE based framework (ElastiCat) that trade-offs between migration 

time and performance impact through statistical machine learning [103]; an 

evaluation model to determine cost of live migration in terms of time and 

subsequent improvement in average response time because of better host 

machine [104] and an optimisation technique based upon hill climbing local 

search method to maintain service levels above certain threshold [105]. 

2.4.3.4  Cloud Bursting 

The scaling can also be achieved by enabling applications running on one cloud 

infrastructure to utilize additional resources (computing power, storage etc.) 

from another cloud, to cater high spikes in demand. It requires one provider to 

rent computing resources to another provider, thus giving the concept of hybrid 

clouds. (Figure 2.15) [106]. The idea is to generate money from idle resources 

(for provider) and expand geographic footprints without physically establishing 

new points-of-presence (for buyer). It is comparatively complex scaling 

approach, as application infrastructure may be located in different geographic 

locations and one has to consider security, latency, platform configuration, 

application architecture and cloud platform  compatibility issues [107]. 
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Figure 2.15 Cloud bursting concept 

2.4.3.5  Hybrid Approach 

Each of the scaling method discussed above has its own pros and cons, with no 

one solution suited for all situations. For example; vertical scaling has lower 

implementation costs, but with limited elasticity range, whereas horizontal 

scaling offers unlimited and seemingly infinite elasticity options at a faster pace, 

albeit with potentially higher costs. Although, no commercial vendor has any 

public offering supporting such hybrid solutions as of now; academic 

researchers have proposed myriad of solutions with promising results. 

Major works include: A hybrid model that uses CPU and memory resizing for 

expected changes in workload, whereas sudden spikes as well as slashdot 

effect is being catered through replication [108]; a polynomial regression based 

estimation procedure to forecast incoming workload that implements horizontal 

scaling for major changes in workload while minor changes are handled by 

vertical scaling [109] and a solution (CloudScale) that employs VM resizing 

technique on the basis of ‘workload predictor’ forecast, but changes over to 

migration approach so as to avoid SLO violations because of incoming 

workload exceeding the host capacity [110]. Another significant research in the 

same domain implements replication, resizing and migration methods 

simultaneously within hybrid cloud environment to reduce infrastructure costs 
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and provisioning latency. The proposed solution (Kingfisher system) uses VM 

resizing within private cloud and migration technique in public clouds to handle 

VM movement among different CSPs [111].          

2.4.4  Approach 

The section deals with When part (Section 2.3.1.2) of autoscaling process in 

5W1H approach. Scaling process can be executed manually; whereby end user 

constantly monitors the virtual infrastructure and implements appropriate scaling 

actions through respective API calls on as and when basis. However, this does 

not reflect true autoscaling process because of not meeting the conditions of 

self-adaptation system as discussed in Section 2.3.1. In contrast, autonomic 

mode provides CSP designed mechanisms to handle scaling phenomenon 

automatically in line with approaches adopted by end users. These approaches 

can be broadly classified in to three categories on the basis of their anticipation 

capabilities. 

2.4.4.1  Reactive Approach 

The approach is based upon Rule-Condition-Action triplet statements. Rule 

pairs set of actions that need to be taken to achieve desired performance levels 

/ SLOs, when certain conditions on associated metrics are satisfied. It takes 

metrics data regarding underlying physical / virtual infrastructure or application 

itself at appropriate granularity levels as an input to the process and compares it 

against predefined threshold values to make suitable decisions. Rule-1 

illustrates generic reactive approach [45]. 

RULE 1: 

If CONDITION(s) = true then trigger ACTION(s) 

CONDITION: 

If metricA.value >= threshold or/and If metricB.value >= threshold or/and 

If …   

ACTION: 

Elasticity decisions (scale In / out, scale up / down, do nothing etc.)          

Salient techniques / algorithms implemented within this category include 

multiple variants of static / dynamic threshold based rules, control theory, 
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queuing theory etc. Primary concern with reactive approach is its inability to 

anticipate abrupt changes in input workload before they actually occur. 

Unavoidable delay in resource provisioning due to initiation as well as 

configuration issues further aggravates the problem. This limitation affects QoS 

and may incur SLA penalties as agreed upon between client and CSPs [112]. 

Despite the fact, the approach is widely used by major CSPs (Amazon, 

Microsoft Azure, Google Compute, RightScale etc.) in their commercial 

autoscaling packages, because of its simple implementation and shorter 

learning curve [43]. Likewise several academicians have also explored the 

concept in detail to gauge its true potential. Major works in this domain include 

but are not limited to: A simulated framework based upon static threshold 

policies to choose appropriate resource escalation level in order to achieve 

desired performance objectives [113]; an adaptive model that uses dynamic 

utilization thresholds on the basis of statistical analysis of input workload, so as 

to provide energy efficient data centre solutions [114]; a cost-aware scaling 

algorithm for multi-tier cloud application environment by employing queuing 

theory [57] and an economic model with maximum revenue generation as well 

as reliable scaling mechanism for web hosting in multi cloud environment 

through outsourcing [92].  

2.4.4.2  Proactive Approach 

The approach uses sophisticated forecasting techniques (heuristics or 

mathematical / analytical algorithms) to predict future workload trends / system 

requirements and instigate appropriate scaling actions proactively in order to 

meet them according to required performance levels. Future system behaviour 

is anticipated by processing past historical data of relevant QoS metrics [45].    

Major techniques used in this category include time series analysis (moving 

average, auto-regression, holt winter, pattern matching, exponential smoothing, 

signal processing, auto-correlation etc.), probabilistic / mathematical model 

solving (Markov decision process, probabilistic timed automata etc.), 

reinforcement learning, control theory etc [65]. The approach is beneficial in 

time critical, real-time environments as it intelligently anticipates future resource 

requirements and can scale in advance to cater for a delay in VM initiation / 

provisioning, thus avoiding SLA violations and performance penalties. However, 
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it is pertinent to mention that cloud environment is completely dynamic in nature 

with no guarantee of past patterns being repeated in a future. The unpredictable 

fluctuations in incoming workload may result in inaccurate predictions and 

erroneous scaling decisions [112].  

Proactive approaches are widely researched topic in academic circles but are 

rarely provided by major CSPs in ready-to-use form at commercial scale; as is 

the case with reactive ones. Probable reason can be attributed to apparent lack 

of knowledge on the part of CSPs, concerning relevant user applications and 

associated workload patterns in advance; which is one of the essential 

ingredient for robust implementation of any proactive approach. Major academic 

works in this domain include but are not limited to: A look-ahead resource 

allocation algorithm based upon model-predictive controller (control theory) to 

forecast future workload and ensure QoS as well as associated cost within 

desired parameters [73]; a reinforcement learning based mechanism (VCONF) 

to automate VM configuration process within controlled environment [115] and a 

usage prediction model based upon time series analysis (double exponential 

smoothing) within CloudSim simulator environment [116]. The model takes 

current and past records of resource consumption as an input and provides 

efficient resource scheduling by preferring resources ‘in-reservation’ over those 

‘on-demand’ to save costs. Another significant academic work in the same 

domain is an adaptation solution on the basis of Markov decision process 

(MDP), that employs off-line mechanism through stochastic dynamic 

programming to reduce decision time [56].  

2.4.4.3  Hybrid Approach 

Both of the approaches (reactive + proactive) discussed above have their own 

set of pros and cons and are only suitable in particular set of circumstances. 

Thus, hybrid approach using both approaches simultaneously in single 

autoscaling framework is answer to this dilemma, so as to complement each 

other for optimal solution. 

The approach can be implemented in many ways depending upon the objective 

that is required to be achieved and specific underlying algorithms being 

employed for the purpose. Major academic works include a hybrid elasticity 

controller based upon queuing theory which incorporates reactive controller for 
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scale-up and proactive one for scale down operations, while using real workload 

traces form FIFA world cup web servers with in simulated environment. The 

hybrid approach is able to reduce SLA violations by 2:10 as compared to using 

any one of the two approaches in isolation from another. It also proves to be 

resilient in the wake of increasing workload by showing sub linear increase in 

No of SLA violations [117]. Another research implements hybrid framework 

(Platform Insights) that uses rule based algorithms (reactive) and model based 

techniques (proactive) in tandem to execute scale in / out actions. The 

approach does not require any off-line training for its prediction algorithms and 

incorporates online incremental learning techniques to improve upon its 

decision making process by using data accrued from reactive algorithms [118] 

[119]. Similarly, a QoS-aware resource elasticity framework employs queuing 

theory (proactive) and policy-based rules (reactive) to model multi-tier 

application behaviour and performance estimation under variable workload 

environments [120]. Likewise, Alexandru et al. [121] proposes SLA-based VM 

scaling algorithm in distributed enterprise information systems (dEIS) that 

simultaneously employs reactive as well as proactive approaches (multi-step 

linear regression).  

Elasticity framework proposed in Chapter 4 also incorporates hybrid approach 

to decide appropriate scaling in / out actions. The suggested approach 

implements proactive algorithms in normal circumstances to meet the desired 

SLOs, but revert to reactive techniques, if relevant QoS metrics continue to fall 

below certain thresholds because of prediction failures.  

2.4.5  Affiliated Management 

The section briefly touches upon major concepts as well as management 

mechanisms that primarily enable autoscaling process within generic cloud 

infrastructure. In-depth understanding of these ideas is vital to fully grasp the 

topic of autoscaling.    

2.4.5.1  Virtualization 

Virtualization is a level of indirection between hardware and software, whereby 

virtual versions of resource (physical machine, storage device, network, OS 

etc.)  are created in order to achieve server consolidation, redundancy and 
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segregation of execution environments. As a result, same physical hardware 

can be shared between multiple operating systems and applications at the 

same time [122]. The concept can be illustrated with Figure 2.16 [123]. 

 

Figure 2.16 Traditional computer vs virtualization 

The phenomenon may be implemented at different levels: application level 

(.NET CLR, JVM), user level API / library level (WINE, vCUDA), OS level 

(OpenVZ, Virtual Environment, FVM), hardware abstraction layer - HAL 

(Vmware, Xen), Instrcution set architecture - ISA (QEMU, Bochs, BIRD, 

Dynamo) etc. [123]. However, subsequent paragraphs discuss virtualization 

only in context of HAL, whereas OS level virtualization is discussed separately 

in next section. 

Virtualization is enabled through middleware referred as hypervisor or virtual 

machine monitor (VMM); which can either sit on a bare metal computer (Type-1 

hypervisor) or run as software over host OS (Type-2 hypervisor). The former 

one (e.g: Xen, Hyper-V, VMware ESX/ESXI etc.) is normally used for production 

environment, whereas later one (e.g: Virtual Box, VMware Workstation, 

FreeBSD, Bhyve etc. ) is employed for development and testing purposes. 

Hypervisor, while acting as supervisor of supervisor (host OS Kernel) provide 

virtual operating platform (guest OS) to individual VMs and manages available 

physical resources among them through required abstraction levels [124]. Major 

hypervisors along with their associated details are represented in Table 2.3 

[123]. 
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Table 2.3 Major Hypervisor brands along with salient features 

Provider Host CPU Guest CPU Host OS Guest OS 

VMware 

Workstation 
X86, X86-64 X86, X86-64 

Windows, 

Linux 

Windows, Linux, 

Solaris, FreeBSD, 

Netware, OS/2, 

SCO, BeOS, 

Darwin 

VMware ESX 

Server 
X86, X86-64 X86, X86-64 No Host OS Same as above 

Xen 
X86, X86-64, 

IA64 

X86, X86-64, 

IA64 

NetBSD, Linux, 

Solaris 

Windows XP and 

2003 Server, Linux, 

Solaris, FreeBSD 

KVM 

X86, X86-64, 

IA64, S390, 

PowerPC 

X86, X86-64, 

IA64, S390, 

PowerPC 

Linux 
Windows, Linux, 

Solaris, FreeBSD 

  

Apart from hypervisors, cloud infrastructure also requires virtual infrastructure 

manager (VIM) to implement virtualization mechanism. VIMs facilitate 

provisioning of virtual resources by organizing them into virtual machine clusters 

and coordinates core virtualization functions such as: VM lifecycle 

management, scheduling and monitoring, VM cloning, virtual network 

management, autoscaling and user access control etc. VIM (e.g: OpenStack, 

OpenNebula etc.) federate resources from private (local) as well as public 

(remote) physical resources to form virtual resource pools of required sizes and 

provide their uniform view through user friendly management interface or 

respective APIs. [125] (Figure 2.17 & 2.18). 
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Figure 2.17 Role of hypervisor and VIM in typical Cloud architecture. 

 

 

Figure 2.18 Functional relationship between hypervisor and VIM 
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Major academic works exploring the concept include: A set of novel 

virtualization techniques (migration, dynamic provisioning, multi-tenancy etc.) in 

order to establish optimally-utilized virtual clusters required for high 

performance computing in IaaS scenarios [126]; an innovative resource 

scheduling algorithm that implements shared storage system infrastructure and 

static migration (instead of live migration) techniques for small and medium 

sized data centres [127], an in-depth explanation of two major approaches 

towards virtualization (Full-virtualisation and Para-virtualization) along with their 

respective pros and cons [128] [129] and a framework (Sandpiper) that 

automatically monitors / detects hotspots, devises new physical-virtual resource 

mappings and initiates necessary migrations accordingly by employing  

black-box and gray-box strategies [130].      

2.4.5.2  Container 

The term refers to ‘operating system level’ virtualization and represents 

lightweight, standalone executable software package comprising of code, 

runtime environment, system tools / libraries  and configuration settings; 

everything that may be required to run an application independently of its 

operating environment. In contrast to hardware based virtualization (virtual 

machines), container technology does not require additional hypervisor layer 

and separate operating systems, libraries and binaries for each of VM running 

on a physical machine. Instead, multiple containers share same host OS kernel, 

basic commands and many libraries, while running as isolated processes in 

user space. Thus, it creates required isolation boundary at application level 

rather than at hardware level [65] [131]. Figure 2.19 further illustrates the 

container technology. 
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Figure 2.19 Hypervisor based virtualization vs container virtualization 

Within container paradigm, applications are made up of collection of micro-

services; each one of them contributing towards overall functionality of the 

application through independently executable code and running over separate 

container. Multiple copies of single micro-service may be running over more 

than one container, to achieve redundancy and fault tolerance. Group of 

containers representing same application are linked through message queuing 

or load balancing [132]. 

Container based virtualization is resource efficient with reduced start up time, 

processing requirements and storage overheads (only MBs in size as compared 

to GBs in case of VMs). Additionally, the approach promises environmental 

consistency, isolation of concern at operational level, increased granular control 

over infrastructure, improved developer productivity and efficient version control 

[133]. Major container management tools available in commercial market 

include open source Docker Swarm, Google Kubernetes, CoreOS Fleet, 

Apache Mesos, OpenStack Magnum etc. [65]. 

Academic works exploring container technology in context of autoscaling 

include: An elasticity framework to deploy loosely coupled, independently 

executable, collaborating services (micro-services) over container instances 

that can be leased and released as per SLA requirements [134]; a four-fold 
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autoscaling solution based upon multi-objective optimization techniques that 

uses horizontal as well as vertical scaling within Linux based Docker containers, 

thus reducing average costs  by 20-28% [135]; a container technology  

(multi-box) that implements cloud federation / vendor-independent migration 

mechanism with minimal computational / network resource overheads and 

reduces downtime as compared to hypervisor based virtualization [136] and 

Docker container based hybrid elasticity controller that is able to maintain 

reduced provision times and high resource utilization during complete 

application lifecycles [137].  

2.4.5.3  Pricing Mechanism 

One of the prime objectives of auto-scaling is to reduce cloud infrastructure cost 

while not compromising on QoS requirements, so pricing models and their 

subsequent impact on the availability and robustness of available hardware 

resource is an important aspect in any autoscaling technique. 

Common pricing models include on-demand (pay-per-use model, hardware 

services are metered and charged periodically with fixed rates according to 

consumption, availability is assured), reservation (up-front fee is paid for each 

VM to secure long term availability and comparatively cheaper flat rates are 

charged for its usage during contractual period) and spot instances (prices are 

reasonably low, however their availability is highly unpredictable because the 

pricing model is dependent upon supply and demand in the market). Any auto-

scaling decision must take into account hardware resources at disposal along 

with their respective pricing models vis-à-vis nature of application and desired 

SLOs to strike a balance between infrastructure costs and QoS requirements. 

[43] [26]. 

Time unit used for any pricing model is another important factor to consider. 

Cloud infrastructure is normally charged on hourly basis. In certain cases 

(Windows Azure), clients are charged per natural hour instead of total duration 

of time. For example; if certain hardware resource is utilized from 10:50 AM to 

11:05AM, then user is charged for two hours instead of being charged for 15 

minutes (actual duration). Thus any auto-scaling decision must also take into 

account the concept of smart kill. Smart kill ensures maximum utilization of 

hardware resource by not removing / terminating it, even if the load has 
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reduced, till the completion of hour for which the machine has already been paid 

for. [43] [138]. 

Pricing model may also vary depending upon elasticity method  being applied in 

the autoscaling approach. As a rule of thumb, vertical scaling may result in cost 

effective pricing models because of fine grained resource allocations (No of 

CPU cycles, memory, storage etc.) as compared to horizontal scaling, whose 

smallest unit of resource allocation is VMs (generally of fixed pre-defined sizes) 

with additional burden of load balancing [65]. 

Critical analysis of the pricing models on the basis of fairness, pricing approach 

and utilization period indicates that current models are biased towards service 

providers by increasing their revenue and decreasing corresponding costs. 

Moreover, many pricing models with promising research results are still far from 

being implemented commercially [139]. 

Major academic works include:  A technique to utilize Amazon spot instances 

for MapReduce jobs, while effectively handling adverse effects of market rate 

fluctuations [140]; a research comparing Amazon and FlexiScale autoscaling 

approaches while concluding later to be better because of its ‘actual usage’ 

based pricing model on per minute basis as compared to amazon that charges 

on hourly rates [141] and an online predictors based solution that handles 

dynamic spot instance procurement on the basis of lifetime of VM, average spot 

price, simultaneous revocations and start-up delay; resulting in fewer bid 

failures, additional cost savings and improved performance[142]. 

2.4.5.4  Quality Attributes 

Quality attributes, metrics, key performance indicators (KPIs) or QoS 

parameters are interchangeable terms used to measure, analyse or compare 

different cloud services offered by CSPs. They are categorized from various 

perspectives in relevant literature such as on the basis of cloud infrastructure 

scope (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS etc.), nature of an application (real time, batch 

processing, database, storage, load balancing, message queuing etc.), 

autoscaling objectives (performance, cost-effectiveness, energy consumption, 

fault tolerance etc.) or source of metrics (cloud service provider, host operating 

system, guest application, physical machine, VM etc). Apart from these, each 
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public CSP has its own set of default and customizable metrics, covering 

different aspects of their cloud infrastructure and client demands [43]. 

Performance of any autoscaling approach largely depends upon selection of 

appropriate QoS parameters vis-à-vis elasticity objectives as well as nature of 

application at hand, suitable threshold values, quality of collected data, 

sampling granularity and processing overheads associated with the process. 

The data is collected during monitoring phase of autoscaling process and is 

used as an input (processed or in raw form; depending upon nature of 

autoscaling approach in use) during planning phase for subsequent action plan 

[43]. 

Primary metric categories grouped by various academic researchers on the 

basis of autoscaling objectives are resource allocation (computing resource 

allocation meter etc.), capacity (computation capacity, available supply, capacity 

increase, total capacity etc.), Cost (migration cost, cost bandwidth, performance 

rate, deployment cost, total infrastructure cost etc.), QoS (performance gain, 

SLA, system performance meter, No of violations, configuration overhead etc.), 

resource utilization (utilization percentage, No of over / under provisioned VMs, 

over / under utilization, performance resource ratio, demand, idleness etc.), 

scalability (scalable range, scale up / down etc.) and time (VM creation / 

allocation / de-allocation / deletion time, mean time to contract / expand 

capacity, boot / suspension / restart time etc.) [44]. 

Availability of large variety of quality metrics as discussed in above paragraphs 

creates confusion for end user and poses serious standardization as well as 

interoperability problems. To address this situation, Cloud Services 

Measurement Initiative Consortium (CSMIC) proposed Service Measurement 

Index (SMI) framework that defines critical characteristics and its associated 

attributes in to 7 categories covering almost all cloud services at every level. 

The categories include accountability (compliance, ownership, supply chain, 

ease of doing business, ethicality etc.), agility (adaptability, elasticity, flexibility, 

scalability, portability etc.), assurance (availability, maintainability, reliability, 

serviceability etc.), financial (cost, billing process, financial structure etc.), 

performance (accuracy, interoperability, functionality, response time etc.), 

security and privacy (access control, privilege management, data privacy / loss, 
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data integrity etc.) and usability (accessibility, transparency, installability, 

learnability etc.). Being in its nascent stage, the framework is still under 

development and may require some time before it becomes world-wide industry 

standard [143]. 

Another effort in same direction is by cloud working group within Standard 

Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) in 2016; where researchers had 

bifurcated all metrics associated with cloud infrastructure in to 4 characteristics 

for ease of understanding and implementation; elasticity, performance isolation, 

availability and operational risk [15].  

2.4.5.5  Service Level Agreement (SLA) 

SLA is an explicit statement of expectations and obligations between service 

providers and consumers. In contrast to legacy computing systems offering 

‘best effort’ service, the new paradigm provides quantitative mechanism to 

guarantee resource usage, performance, security and dependability over time. 

It highlights what is to be provided, without dilating upon how it is going to be 

provided. 

SLA defines performance boundaries of cloud applications by documenting 

level of service expected by consumer, metrics by which it is measured and 

remedial measures / penalties / exclusions in case of failure. The document 

contains three major sections; Parties section identifies service provider, service 

consumer and third parties (responsible for monitoring SLA parameters and 

taking appropriate actions on behalf of service provider / consumer, in case of 

any violation), SLA parameters section describe QoS metrics (resource metrics, 

composite metrics, business metrics) required to be collected and analysed 

along with their granularity levels and Service Level Objectives (SLOs) section 

includes formal if …then expressions to specify conditions and action 

guarantees. [144]. (Figure 2.20). 
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Figure 2.20 Sections in service level agreement  

SLAs are normally of two types; Application SLA that defines a working relation 

between application owner (client) and end user whereas Resource SLA is a 

contract between service provider and client. Thus, chances of meeting 

application SLA are invariably dependent upon the conditions set within 

resource SLA [43]. Moreover, it is pertinent to mention that, end user should 

only accept SLA if it provides trustable QoS level data, desired utilisation 

reliability and decision support for service scheduling, whereas service 

providers may only offer it, when they are able to provide promised QoS levels, 

enough resources for the task at hand and reasonable fault tolerance 

mechanisms to avert any financial penalties [145]. 

SLA acts as a guiding beacon for any autoscaling approach while taking any 

elasticity decision, so as to meet conflicting goals of performance, cost 

optimization, energy saving, fault tolerance as per agreed criterion between the 

two parties. Lesser the No of SLA violations, better the performance of 

underlying autoscaling approach. 

Major academic works exploring autoscaling phenomenon in context of SLAs 

include: A novel SLA based predictive as well as reactive VM scaling algorithm 

that focuses on distributed enterprise information systems, while validating the 

research in CloudSim environment [121]; a heuristics based (force-directed 

search) resource allocation mechanism that optimizes processing power, 
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memory requirements and network resources on the basis of SLAs agreed with 

different clients within multi-tier applications [146] and an open source, 

middleware, elasticity solution for telecom services that monitors / analyses 

requisite SLAs and automatically adapts its resources by typically following IBM 

proposed MAPE loop [147]. 

2.4.6  Stakeholders 

The section briefly explains cloud computing stakeholders associated with the 

process of autoscaling phenomenon, in order to understand their primary role 

and mutual relationship within cloud computing paradigm.    

2.4.6.1  Cloud Service Provider 

Cloud Service Provider (CSP) is an entity that provides cloud based services, 

solutions and components to other entities and individuals, while being the 

‘owner’ of that service. Primarily, they can be bifurcated into IaaS providers, 

PaaS providers and SaaS providers on the basis of major services offered by 

cloud. Refer Section 2.4.2 for detailed explanation of these cloud services. 

These providers may play dual role in cloud layered architecture. PaaS provider 

may be ‘provider’ to a SaaS provider and / or end user while acting as a IaaS 

client at the same time. Similarly, a SaaS provider while being in ‘provider role’ 

to end user may be acting as a IaaS or PaaS client [305]. 

Elasticity objectives of different stakeholders may be different because of 

conflict of interest. A IaaS provider may be more interested in server 

consolidation to reduce costs and CO2 emissions and may even resort to 

oversubscription of resources to maximise revenues. On the other hand, a 

SaaS provider or end user may be more interested in achieving desired 

performance standards with minimum costs and no or little regard to carbon 

footprint. To align these varied interests within cloud infrastructure, performance 

levels expected by end user from IaaS / PaaS / SaaS providers or by PaaS 

providers from IaaS providers (while acting as IaaS client) or by SaaS providers 

from PaaS / IaaS providers (while acting as PaaS / IaaS clients) are ensured 

and documented through respective SLAs [306].               
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2.4.6.2  Cloud Management Provider (CMP) 

CMPs represent vendors that do not  own the resources, but offer 

comprehensive cloud management platforms featuring enhanced modules such 

as; self-service and user friendly graphical interfaces, integrated data 

monitoring and analytics tools, metering and billing insights, efficient elasticity 

solutions etc. for public, private and hybrid cloud environments. Major CMPs 

include RightScale, VMWare, Cloudyn, Scalr, CloudCheckr, DivvyCloud etc. 

[307] [308]     

2.4.6.3  End User 

End users are organizations or individuals that uses cloud services IaaS, PaaS, 

SaaS etc. as a final user; not to improve or enhance other cloud services but for 

their own actual use. Person hiring IaaS / PaaS resources for application 

development / testing or using SaaS applications such as Twitter, Facebook, 

WhatsApp for social media browsing are examples of end user [309].          

2.4.7  Modelling and Evaluation 

Modelling and evaluation process assist in designing, implementing, validating 

and critically comparing different autoscaling approaches by quantifying their 

performance features and estimating cost-benefit analysis. The following 

paragraphs elaborate primary components, that are employed during the 

process. 

2.4.7.1  Experiment Platforms 

The platforms are used to implement and test autoscaling solutions practically. 

Different type of platforms can be used namely: public clouds, custom testbeds 

and simulators. Experimentation within public clouds can be ideal in a sense 

that the underlying autoscaling algorithms can be tested in real production 

environments as compared to controlled, lab environments of custom testbeds 

and simulators. However, No of tests required to be conducted, their recurring 

nature and required infrastructure for the purpose may make this option cost 

prohibitive. Moreover, an inability to control external factors within public cloud 

infrastructure may also affect the integrity of experimental results and introduce 

unintentional biasness during analysis; which is difficult to isolate or curtail. On 

the other hand, custom testbeds do offer more control on environment during 
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experimentation, but may involve one-time exorbitant costs, if the hardware is 

not already procured. Additionally, technical expertise and extra man-hours may 

also be required to establish required cloud setup, before actual 

experimentation can be initiated. Cloud simulators are the cheapest option, 

allowing repeatable and controllable research activity with no costs and minimal 

learning curve. While, simulation environments may be an excellent option to 

understand cloud architecture, identify bottlenecks and collect preliminary 

results, it is still an abstraction of real environment; so validating the algorithms 

on real infrastructure (public cloud or custom testbed) may be preferred before 

actual deployment [65]. 

Major public clouds that can be used for autoscaling experiments include 

Amazon EC2, Google Compute, Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud, SalesForce etc. 

Whereas, custom testbeds of desired scale and features can be established by 

using virtualization software (Xen, VMWare, KVM etc.) and open source 

orchestration platforms (OpenStack, OpenNebula, Eucalyptus etc.). Some of 

the reputed simulators in the domain include CloudSim, ContainerCloudSim, 

CloudSim Plus, EMUSIM, iCanCloud and GreenCloud etc. [65]. 

This project uses CloudSim Plus as well as KVM (hypervisor) and OpenStack 

during its implementation phase. More on this in Chapter 5.           

2.4.7.2  Workloads 

Workloads represent user input or demand that has to be handled by an 

application. Cloud infrastructure workload can be broadly categorized in to 

batch processing (video transcoding, data analysis, billing, resource intensive 

scientific computing in off-hours etc.) and transactional processing (live 

streaming, ecommerce applications, reservation systems etc.). No single 

autoscaling approach can claim to handle all types of data efficiently; and 

requires reconfiguration / tweaking of its parameters to get the desired results 

[43]. 

The data can be generated artificially in required patterns (stable, growing, 

cycle, bursting, on-and-off etc.) through workload generators and is referred as 

synthetic workload. Major synthetic workload generators include Faban (Markov 

based tool associated with CloudStone stack), Apache JMeter (Java based 
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application used for load testing and performance measuring of databases, FTP 

servers etc.), Rain (generating different type of workloads through statistical 

distributions) and Httperf (used to generate HTTP / SSL workloads). Although 

simulated in nature, the data still gives fair picture of application performance in 

varying workload conditions. Alternatively, data can also be collected from real-

life cloud applications and is used in the form of trace files. Real workload 

examples include ClarkNet, World cup, 98, Wikipedia access and Google data 

centre traces [43]. 

2.4.7.3  Application Benchmarks 

Cloud benchmarks are used to define rules for establishing experiment setups, 

running required scenarios and obtaining measurement results, while helping in 

answering the basic question; “ Which is the best system in a given domain and 

constraints so as to achieve desired objectives ?”. They would be able to  

test the scaling in / out capabilities of platform through defined, well established 

standards [148]. 

Commonly used benchmarks in cloud computing include: RUBiS (based upon 

typical ecommerce website offering functionalities like selling, browsing and 

bidding etc.) [149]; TPC-W (used for transaction and database processing) 

[150]; CloudStone (simulating web 2.0 social networking benchmark namely 

Olio that handles workload from Faban and uses No of active users or No of 

operations per second as performance metric) [151] and WikiBench (used to 

stress-test systems hosting cloud computing platforms, load balancers, 

application servers etc. by using real workload traces of actual traffic addressed 

to Wikipedia) [152].      

2.5  Limitations / Challenges 

Autoscaling feature is being offered by different public cloud providers since 

2009 (Amazon Inc.) and is an active topic of research even earlier than that. 

Primary advantages of cloud computing i-e economy of efforts, resource 

optimization, energy conservation and fault tolerance were actually made 

possible because of this feature. Thus, it is the single most important factor, 

making cloud computing concept, a success story. 
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However, autoscaling process is not a perfect solution by any standards, with its 

own set of limitations and challenges; some of which have been discussed 

briefly in following paragraphs. 

2.5.1  Resource Availability 

Theoretically, cloud computing paradigm is supposed to offer unlimited supply 

of resources to end user. However, resource availability is actually limited by 

cloud infrastructure capacity. For even distribution of cloud resources, vendors 

impose resource quota limits on the basis of users, resource type, time period 

during which resources are going to be utilized and geographical regions. 

(Table 2.4). Typical web-based, e-commerce users may not be affected by 

these limitations and assume cloud resources to be infinite, but resource 

intensive applications requiring thousands of VMs simultaneously to simulate 

high-performance computing cluster may not be able to scale-up appropriately 

because of resource availability issue. Although, scaling limitations because of 

resource deficiency may be averted through cloud federation, but that would 

further give rise to interoperability issues discussed in Section 2.5.2. [69]. 

Table 2.4 Resource quota limitations by CSPs  

Cloud Service Provider Resource Quota 

Microsoft Azure 20 CPU cores 

Verizon 20 Instances 

Amazon EC2 20 instances per region 

HP Cloud Compute 40 instances or 15 GB memory 

Digital Ocean 10 instances 

2.5.2  Interoperability 

Autoscaling feature is offered by all major public cloud providers and 

orchestration tools used for private clouds’ management. Ideally, end user 

should be able to implement its own elasticity solutions transparently, with no 

consideration of whether the underlying resources(VMs, processing power, 

storage, network etc.) are being hired from single cloud provider or from 

multiple sources. Resource sharing between multiple vendors becomes all the 
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more important while considering resource availability issue, as discussed in 

Section 2.5.1.  

However, autoscaling implementation in federated or hybrid cloud concept 

poses serious interoperability issues. Cloud providers use their own set of 

autoscaling policies, methods, approaches, resource granularity levels, pricing 

strategies, monitoring and analysis mechanisms and security and privacy 

frameworks. Additionally, they may differ in network addressing, directory / 

naming services and firewall / routers / switches management. So much so that 

protocols and APIs being used to access cloud resources may also vary from 

one vendor to another. 

Compatibility issues discussed above cause portability problems, migration 

complexities and cost escalations while dealing with multiple providers, 

ultimately leading to “vendor-lock”. While absence of  sound academic research 

in the domain is one of the reasons; the issue can also be attributed to bigger 

players’ (Amazon, Microsoft etc.) own economic interests and obvious 

reluctance to agree on common standard, for fear of losing their share of pie 

[43]. 

2.5.3  Resource Granularity 

Majority of CSPs (Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, Google Compute etc.) only 

support horizontal scaling; thereby offering pre-defined VMs (having fixed 

amount of processing power, memory, storage etc.). At best, these VMs can be 

customized at user’s discretions, albeit at comparatively higher rates. This fixed 

coarse-grained resource provisioning mechanism may not be in best interests 

of end user; as he would be forced to select one of the available options, that 

may be much higher than his actual requirements, thus costing him more. 

Moreover, VMs require more time to instantiate and are more resource 

intensive. 

A better option would be to implement fine-grained resource provisioning 

mechanism (vertical scaling), that allows dynamic scaling in / out of processing 

power, memory and storage within running VMs by small units, on the basis of 

precise application requirements. The technique is cost-effective, resource-

efficient and achieve desired results in comparatively less time. Although the 
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phenomenon is heavily researched in academic circles, but its wide spread use 

at an industry level is limited to few market players. (GoGrid, Profitbricks, 

ElasticHosts etc.) [44]. 

2.5.4  VM Instantiation Time 

Scaling speed plays critical role in achieving desired autoscaling objectives and 

VM instantiation time is prime contributor to this end. It is the time duration 

between the moment resources are requested to the moment, when they are 

actually available for use. While keeping current CSPs in mind, its value may 

vary between 1 to 15 minutes and largely depends upon No of factors like 

specific cloud vendor, elasticity mechanism, cloud service level, OS type 

requested, instance characteristics (size of image, No of images simultaneously 

requested etc.) and current resource usage of cloud infrastructure. Specifying 

exact start-up time may not always be possible, because some of the factors 

may not be in direct control of user himself. However, the lesser it is, the better. 

It is because of same reason, that reactive autoscaling approaches are 

rendered useless in a bid to maintain required performance levels; as by the 

time requisite resources become available after due start-up time, the damage 

has already been done. The situation becomes all the more serious in case of 

time-sensitive, real-time or high performance applications, under dynamic 

workload conditions. On the other hand, failure to forecast resource usage 

beyond VM instantiation time in case of proactive approaches, nullify the real 

utility of on-demand resources [153]. 

Foregone in view, reducing VM instantiation time to minimal and estimating its 

exact duration are real game changer in improving efficacy and efficiency of 

actual elasticity mechanisms.    

2.5.5  Pricing Mechanism 

Pricing mechanism adopted by major CSPs use fixed time units to charge end 

users for used resources. In case of Microsoft Azure, clients are charged per 

natural hour instead of total duration of time. For example; if certain resource is 

utilized from 10:50 AM to 11:05 AM, then the user is charged for two hours 

instead of being charged for 15 minutes (actual usage duration). Similarly, 

Amazon Inc. charges each partial instance-hour consumed, as a full hour. This 
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pricing strategy is unduly biased towards CSPs and forces customers to pay for 

resources, they no more require [69]. 

Container billing is another sore point in pricing mechanism. In general, 

containers are being charged at a rate of VM (Amazon EC2 container service) 

which, in actuality may or may not settle on VMs. In later case, they operate on 

bare-metal host, but are still charged at a rate of VM [65]. 

Thus, introduction of fine-grained billing system and standardized pricing model 

(for containers) would not only enable customers to pay for real consumption of 

resources, but also improve elasticity solutions as a whole.   

2.5.6  Hybrid Solutions 

Proactive as well as reactive approaches have their own set of advantages and 

disadvantages; as discussed in Section 2.4.4. Likewise, Section 2.4.3 explains 

pros and cons of horizontal and vertical scaling. It is evident from these 

discussions that no single solution can accomplish diverse elasticity needs, as 

required by myriad of applications to meet their respective autoscaling 

objectives. The only panacea to this problem is to have a hybrid solution, 

incorporating both approaches (proactive + reactive) and both methods 

(horizontal + vertical) simultaneously, so as to have best of both the worlds, 

while avoiding their pitfalls at the same time. Generally, one of the option would 

be activated automatically on the basis of SLOs and nature of an application. 

Academic research has shown promising results in this field. However, it’s use 

at production level is quite rare, requiring further efforts in this regard [65].  

2.5.7  Evaluation Methodology 

Elasticity is one of the most researched topic in the field of cloud computing, 

while also playing a critical role in smooth working of any cloud infrastructure. 

Despite its wide scale use in academia and an industry alike; no evaluation 

framework, formal testing mechanism, evaluation methodology or scoring metric 

exists that can be considered an industry standard. Most research reports on 

the topic are based upon unique scenarios having specific test infrastructure, 

particular goals, certain workload conditions, specific application types and are 

conducted on selected set of performance metrics. This heterogeneity of elastic 

systems and lack of common testing ground capable of generating well-defined 
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set of standardized metrics is a prime reason that prevents the comparative 

analysis of elasticity systems in quantitative terms [44].  

2.5.8 Security 

One of the prime concern of end users is security of data parked in public data 

centres. Although cloud management platforms do pretty good job in isolating 

one VM from another; it is not the same in case of containers. Use  of 

containers may pose security implications, as they run as a privileged user on 

underlying OS. Thus, any security breach in a container may give way to 

unauthorized root / administrator access to underlying OS and vice versa. 

Although Docker Inc. has started enabling its containers to run as specific users 

(user namespaces) to avoid any mishap, the practice needs to be implemented 

at an industry-wide level [131]. 

Moreover, autoscaling system needs to differentiate between actual resource 

overload conditions and superfluous requests attempting to block a system 

during denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. Miscalculated scaling decisions in face 

of cyber-attack may cost dearly to CSPs.  

2.5.9  Autoscaling Failures 

Elasticity system needs to be fault tolerant and should have graceful recovery 

from such situations. Like any computing system, it may break down during the 

process with some of the VMs still required to be initiated. The simple way could 

have been to reinitiate the complete process, but that may result in more No of 

total VMs than actually required, considering that some of the VMs were already 

created before the failure. Another approach can be to undo the scaling 

decision to start afresh; but killing already created VMs which were actually 

required at first place and going for another MAPE cycle may not be a feasible 

decision. The ideal approach could be to monitor the progress of scaling 

decision at regular intervals, identify and analyse the effect of any error 

(whenever it occurs) and manage it through efficient fault management 

mechanism [67].      
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2.6  Summary 

The chapter explains background research conducted in the field of autoscaling 

phenomenon and includes discussion on; understanding of the term in related 

domains and by different stakeholders, self-adaptation process and MAPE 

loops, comprehensive taxonomy highlighting wide scope of the topic and 

limitations faced by it. Having covered the autoscaling concept with great details 

in Chapter 2, as first part of literature survey; next chapter would highlight 

autoscaling approaches adopted by different stakeholders in an industry and 

academia. 
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Chapter 3 

Autoscaling Approaches 

The chapter forms second part of literature survey and presents detailed 

overview of autoscaling approaches / mechanisms researched as well as 

adopted by academics and CSPs alike. Section 3.1 classifies elasticity 

mechanisms into five major categories: threshold based rules, reinforcement 

learning, time series analysis, control theory and queuing theory; followed by 

discussion on each one of them in light of reputable academic research being 

conducted in the field. Whereas, Section 3.2 highlights autoscaling approaches 

adopted by two of the primary cloud computing industry players (Amazon Inc., 

Microsoft Azure). The discussion in this section revolves around autoscaling 

plans, QoS metrics collection methodologies, load balancing approaches, 

virtualization lifecycle, pricing mechanism and best practices adopted by them, 

so as to provide cost effective yet reliable autoscaling services to end users.  

3.1  Academics / Research Domain 

Significant research has been done to investigate the true potential of 

underlying autoscaling approaches, while also highlighting their pros and cons. 

These researches largely differ from each other with respect to adopted 

elasticity technique, monitoring mechanism and intervals, chosen metrics to 

scale up / down and their granularity levels, target objectives and application 

domains. 

While any one of these factors can be used to classify the research work; we 

have adopted the classification scheme proposed by Tania Lorido et al. [160], 

that uses underlying elasticity mechanism as a classification criterion. 

Accordingly, major research works in this domain can be categorized as follows.  

3.1.1  Threshold based Rules 

The technique uses simple, intuitive rules to make auto scaling decisions. The 

rules are defined by specifying upper as well as lower bounds for different 

performance metrics like CPU load, memory usage, response time etc. 
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Essential parameters include an upper threshold thrUp and lower threshold 

thrDown for each performance metric x. However, additional parameters like 

vUp / vDown (defines the time duration that must be elapsed for any auto-

scaling action initiation) and inUp / inDown (inertia durations during which the 

system is inhibited to take any auto-scaling action) have also been used in 

some of the related literature, to further refine the rules. Moreover, autoscaling 

action would be represented by parameter s, indicating number of VMs to be 

allocated / de-allocated (horizontal scaling) or amount of resource (memory, 

storage, CPU etc.) required to be added / removed (vertical scaling). 

Two of the generic static rules (Rule 1 & 2), as discussed in relevant research 

papers are formulated as follows: [160]. 

If 𝑥 > 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝 for 𝑣𝑈𝑝 seconds then 

𝑛 = 𝑛 + 𝑠 and 

do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 seconds      (Rule - 1) 

 

If 𝑥 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 for 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds then 

𝑛 = 𝑛 − 𝑠 and 

do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds      (Rule - 2) 

The above rule (1) states that if value of 𝑥 is greater than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝 for 𝑣𝑈𝑝 

seconds, then add s No of VMs (horizontal scaling) or amount of resources 

(vertical scaling) to existing cloud infrastructure. After this, auto-scaling system 

would not act upon any performance metric update for 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 seconds, in order 

to avoid cost overhead due to frequent auto-scaling decisions. Similarly, the rule 

(2) indicates scaling-down action, when performance metric 𝑥 is lesser then 

𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 for 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds. 

According to Hasan et al. [161], threshold based static rules can be further 

improved  by using a set of four thresholds and two time durations. ThrU  is for 

upper threshold, ThrbU is for values slightly below upper threshold, ThrL is for 

lower threshold and ThroL is for values slightly above lower threshold. The two 

time durations can be used to indicate the time in seconds, for which a specific 

performance metric maintained certain threshold value. The research further 
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suggested, that using combination or correlation of multiple domains (instead of 

single aspect) as a basis of performance metric can fine tune the auto-scaling 

technique. 

RightScale’s auto-scaling algorithm [162] is another refinement to complement 

reactive rules-based approach and is further investigated by different 

researchers [163] [164] [165]. The algorithm follows democratic voting process, 

in which each virtual machine votes to scale-up or scale-down on the basis of 

threshold based static rules. The actual scaling action is taken according to the 

majority result of all VMs in a system. The algorithm also has calm / cool down 

time to avoid continuous resource allocation by the algorithm as new instances 

boot. Assuming VM boot time of 5 to 10 minutes, the algorithm suggests cool 

down time of 15 minutes. 

The biggest drawback of threshold based rules is its static nature. The 

approach is not adaptive and thresholds are fixed for complete run time of the 

system [166]. Moreover, threshold values need to be determined according to 

each application and requires in-depth understanding of workload trends. The 

approach is in frequent use by cloud providers like Amazon EC2 and third party 

tools like RightScale [167]. 

3.1.2  Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a type of machine learning approach, in which 

an agent learns how to achieve a goal by interacting dynamically with its 

environment, trying different actions, in order to determine the best action 

(maximum reward), without any prior knowledge of the surrounding 

environment. The RL approach can be used in a way that autoscaler (agent) 

would take system update from different software applications (environment). 

Depending upon current CPU load, memory usage or through any other 

performance parameter, the autoscaler would decide to scale up / down 

(actions) the resources for specific application, while always trying to satisfy 

QoS requirements and minimize cost. (maximum reward). Being an on-line, real 

time and an adaptive learning algorithm, it has the ability to adjust its internal 

logic and parameters, in response to major changes in cloud infrastructure 

performance metrics (environment). In RL, Temporal-Difference method, 
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because of its step-by-step learning algorithm is best suited for auto-scaling 

operations [160] [168]. 

However, RL implementation for auto-scaling operations has certain side 

effects:  

3.1.2.1  Initial Training Time Results 

Since the algorithm, solely relies on live on-line training for its decision making, 

autoscaling decisions made during initial training period may not be optimal in 

ensuring cost reductions, with no compromise on QoS requirements. The 

problem can be resolved through different approaches like initializing action-

value function with suitable approximations to speed up convergence to optimal 

policy [169], using parallel agents sharing state information with each other 

[170] or using different autoscaling algorithm for initial period, while RL model 

learns offline with collected data [160]. 

3.1.2.2  Large State Space 

The RL approach faces curse of dimensionality as state space grows 

exponentially. A  look-up table used to store state-action pairs increases in size, 

and adversely affects computational performance. The issue can be 

circumvented by using other approaches like neural networks, support vector 

machines and regression trees etc. instead of simple look-up tables [160]. 

3.1.3  Time Series Analysis 

The algorithm falls in to the category of predictive autoscaling techniques, which 

periodically samples selected performance metrics like memory usage, disk 

access or CPU load at fixed time durations, to determine future resource 

utilizations or workload estimation. Time series 𝑋 with last 𝑤 observations, also 

referred to as input window / history window is formulated as: [160]. 

𝑋 = 𝑥𝑡, 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡−2, 𝑥𝑡−3 , … … . , 𝑥𝑡−𝑤+1   

   

A future value 𝑦𝑡+𝑟 is calculated, based upon input window 

(𝑥𝑡, 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡−2, 𝑥𝑡−3 , … … . , 𝑥𝑡−𝑤+1).The prime objective of time series analysis is 

to predict future values of a performance metric based upon the last time series 
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observations or find any peculiar patterns in the collected data, that can help 

forecast the future trends.  

3.1.3.1  Forecasting Future Values 

One of the forecasting techniques generally used for time series analysis 

include averaging methods. The method involves multiplication of time series 

data with positive weighting factors, whose sum must be equal to 1.  A future 

value 𝑦𝑡+𝑟 is calculated as the weighted average of last 𝑤 consecutive values. 

Generic formula can be formulated as [303]: 

𝑦𝑡+𝑟 = 𝑎1𝑥𝑡 +  𝑎2𝑥𝑡−1 +  𝑎3𝑥𝑡−2 +  𝑎4𝑥𝑡−3 … …. 

where 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3 , … . . 𝑎𝑤 are the weighting factors. These weight factors can be 

decided through different approaches like moving average, weighted moving 

average and exponential smoothing etc. Few other approaches referred in 

literature for forecasting future values from time series data include auto 

regression, auto-regressive moving average (combination of auto-regression 

and moving average) and machine learning based techniques (linear/multiple 

regression, neural networks etc.) [304]. 

3.1.3.2  Pattern Identification 

Time series patterns can be described in terms of trend (increasing or 

decreasing pattern), seasonality (repeated variations over a period of day, 

week, month or season etc.), cyclical (peeks at specific point of time in a longer 

run) and randomness. Methods used to find patterns in time-series data include 

pattern matching, signal processing techniques and auto correlation etc.[160]. 

3.1.4  Control Theory 

Control theory is based upon PID (proportional, integral, derivative) or ‘three 

terms’ controller and is used to implement responsive corrections concluded 

through P, I and D terms, so as to achieve minimized error value 𝑒(𝑡). The error 

value is determined as a difference between desired behaviour 𝑟(𝑡) and an 

actual behaviour 𝑦(𝑡) of a managed system. The ‘P’ term handles current error 

of a system depending upon how big or small it is, ‘I’ term accounts for past 

values of an error, integrates them over time and seeks to eliminate it while ‘D’ 

term acts as anticipatory control by predicting future behaviour / trend of an 
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error. Typically the three terms work in tandem to recommend possible 

adjustments / control actions for system. In order to control rate of change 

desired to be incorporated and to avoid system oscillations as well as instability, 

the controller is ‘tuned’ by multiplying suitable numerical constant 𝑘 with each of 

the three terms P, I and D. The value of 𝑘 determines magnitude of control 

action through control variable 𝑢(𝑡). Large values would rectify the error 

quickly, but may result in over-correction resulting into possible error in opposite 

direction. On the other hand; small values would largely reduce chances of 

system oscillations, but would keep system in an ‘error state’ for longer period 

of time [171] [172] [173]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Proportional, integral, derivative (PID) controller 

In context of autoscaling; 𝑢(𝑡) represents No of VMs or amount of resources 

(processing power, memory, storage etc.) required to be scaled up / down, 𝑟(𝑡) 

represents desired performance levels or QoS metrics and 𝑦(𝑡) indicates 

current system performance. For each time instant (𝑡), the difference 𝑒(𝑡) is 

processed by underlying PID control algorithm to calculate new 𝑢(𝑡) value. 

Different type of controllers available in control theory are; open-loop 

controllers, feed-back controllers and feed-forward controllers. Open loop 

controllers are simplest and least effective among them; as they calculate 

required changes on the basis of current system state, without taking into 

account the effect of previous changes recommended by it. Feed-forward 

controllers are proactive in nature and anticipate future behaviour of system, 

before the error 𝑒(𝑡) actually happens or increases. However, they are difficult 
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to implement and the prediction may go wrong, adversely affecting the 𝑦(𝑡) 

values. The simplest of them is feed-back controllers which take into account 

current system state as well as effects of previously implemented changes on 

𝑒(𝑡) value and take corrective measures accordingly [160]. Feed-back 

controllers are the most frequently implemented type in autoscaling domain with 

various variants; fixed-gain controllers (value of 𝑘 remains constant during the 

process), adaptive controllers (value of 𝑘 may vary online depending upon the 

changing environment conditions) and model predictive controllers [174]. 

Relationship between 𝑢(𝑡) and 𝑟(𝑡) is generally referred as transfer function, 

state-space function or performance model. It can be established through auto-

regressive moving average model (ARMA), Kalman filter, smoothing splines, 

Gaussian process regression or Fuzzy model [160]. 

3.1.5  Queuing Theory 

Queuing theory is a branch of operations research that deals with congestion 

and waiting issues in a line / queue. The premise is to predict queue lengths 

and subsequent waiting times; so as to handle incoming workload / requests 

through optimal utilization of managed resources. Generally, Kendall’s notation 

is used to classify any queuing system by incorporating major queue 

characteristics. The notation can be represented as ‘A / B / m / K / n / D’ with 

following meanings [175] [176]. 

A: Interval time of customers/ processing requests / input workload. 

Possible options include M, D and G. M represents Poisson / 

exponential distribution, D indicates deterministic workload and G refers 

to general distribution with known parameters.      

B: Service time of customers / processing requests / input workload. 

Possible options include M, D and G. 

m: No of servers / amount of resources 

K: Optional element. Indicates system capacity / length of queue / 

maximum No of customers / total workload in the system 

n: Optional element. Indicates population base / size / No of sources of 

customers 
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D: Optional element. Indicates priority order in which queue customers are 

going to be served. Possible options include FIFO (First-In, First-Out), 

LIFO (Last-In, First-Out), processor sharing, shortest job first, shortest 

remaining processing requirement etc. 

Thus, Kendall notation M / G / 1 represents a queuing system with input 

workload as  exponentially distributed and ‘generally distributed service’ times 

along with 1 server. 

In context of autoscaling domain, queuing theory can be used during analysis 

as well as planning phase of MAPE loop. It is implemented by assuming load 

balancer as a single queue, thus associating all queue characteristics discussed 

above with a load balancer. As load balancer acts as main gateway for input 

workload; so optimal resource provisioning is achieved by predicting future 

requests on the basis of designed queuing model and providing sufficient 

resources accordingly. QoS metrics associated with queuing theory include 

response time, average waiting time in queue, cost of provisioned resources, 

over / under resource utilization etc. [160]. 

Major academic works discussing queuing theory in context of autoscaling 

include: A SaaS application architecture on the basis of M / M / m processor 

sharing queuing model, that uses CPU utilization, response time and throughput 

to implement elasticity solution. While validating the concept on CloudSim, the 

architecture was able to increase revenues and reduce SLA violations [177]; a 

mechanism incorporating horizontal as well as vertical elasticity to predict 

minimal resources on the basis of queuing theory without sacrificing the 

performance levels of web based applications [178] and G / G / n queuing 

model design for multi-tier application environment that supports cost-aware 

scaling (CAS) algorithm by identifying bottlenecks and provisioning resources 

only at those tiers [179]. 

3.2  Cloud Service Providers 

The section highlights autoscaling approaches adopted by major CSPs 

(Amazon, Microsoft) to achieve desired performance levels in a cost effective 

manner. Most of it would revolve around functional / operational working of 
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these approaches that includes but is not limited to; discussion on primary 

modules (monitoring module, decision making module, load balancer etc.) of 

their respective autoscaling solutions (Figure 3.2), VM lifecycles, pricing 

mechanisms, instance sizes and fault tolerance strategies. 

 

   

Figure 3.2 Primary modules of an autoscaling approach 

3.2.1  Amazon Inc. 

Amazon introduced its auto-scaling service in 2009, managed through web 

browser, API or command line tool. The service scale out or shed Amazon EC2 

instances (virtual computing environments) automatically on the basis of user-

defined policies, schedules, and health checks. Apart from EC2 instances, 

Amazon provides autoscaling feature for other services such as Spot fleets, 

ECS tasks, DynamoDB tables and indexes and Aurora Replicas etc. Amazon 

provides standard or user customized performance metrics regarding resource 

utilization, application performance and operational health. Same data is then 

used to implement autoscaling policies as dictated by user. Claiming to have 

most reliable auto-scaling algorithms, Amazon strongly recommends to use it 

for cost effectiveness, performance optimization, energy saving and fault 

tolerance mechanisms [180] [181]. Refer Figure 3.3 to get an idea ‘How it 

exactly works’. 
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Figure 3.3 Autoscaling approach adopted by Amazon Inc. 

3.2.1.1 Salient Features 

Salient features characterising Amazon autoscaling module are briefly 

discussed in following paragraphs. 

3.2.1.1.1  Autoscaling Group 

It is a logical group, comprising EC2 instances, having similar hardware 

specifications and characteristics. The group specifies the minimum, maximum 

and desired number of instances for a specific task. Auto-scaling policies adjust 

the No of instances within this limit, based upon the criteria / scaling plans 

specified by a user. The concept also helps in avoiding cost overruns beyond 

user’s estimated budget resulting due to extraordinary increase in traffic; 

genuinely or due to some malicious activity [182]. (Figure 3.4). 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Amazon autoscaling group 
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3.2.1.1.2  Launch Configuration Template 

The template specifies information like Amazon Machine Image (AMI) ID, EC2 

instance type, key pair, one or more security groups and block device mapping. 

Each auto-scaling group is associated with one of the launch configurations, 

which it uses to initiate respective instances. Changes made to any launch 

configuration does not affect the existing instances but are  implemented only 

on newly created instances. Moreover, single template can be associated with 

more than one autoscaling group depending upon user requirements [183]. 

3.2.1.1.3  Scaling Plans 

Amazon scaling plans include: maintaining current instance levels at all times 

within auto-scaling group, manual scaling, scheduled scaling at specified times 

or dynamic scaling (demand based scaling). Dynamic scaling can be further 

divided into target tracking scaling (acting as thermostat; so as to increase or 

decrease VM instances to maintain target value of QoS metric), step scaling 

(multiple step / incremental adjustments on the basis of severity of threshold 

breaches) and simple scaling (implementing single type of adjustment, 

irrespective of severity of threshold breaches) approaches [190]. 

Amazon recommends to have at least two plans for one auto-scaling group; one 

for scaling-in and other for scaling-out. Multiple scaling plans can also be 

implemented on single scaling action (scaling up or scaling down) based upon 

different performance metrics or their respective thresholds, to improve the 

desired results. If both the plans get instigated simultaneously in such a 

scenario, the scaling plan with maximum impact on autoscaling group resources 

would take precedence over the others [184]. Practical experiments further 

suggest; to adopt aggressive scaling-up and delayed and cautious scaling-down 

scaling plans to achieve optimum results in terms of maximum uptime and best 

responsiveness [181]. 

3.2.1.1.4  VM Lifecycle 

EC2 instances / virtual machines within any autoscaling group passes through 

different transitional states during any scale in / out action. (Figure 3.5). In case 

of any scale-out action initiated on the basis of user-defined scaling plans, VM 

has to go through pending state; so as to execute start-up scripts / lifecycle 
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hooks / pre-initiation configuration actions / health checks before it actually 

enters InService state. Particular VM remains in service, until it has been 

selected for termination on the basis of pre-defined criterion, has failed any of 

the health checks or is required to enter standby mode. On termination, the VM 

goes through Terminating state; so as to execute any user defined actions, 

before it is actually killed. Moreover, the already running VMs can also be 

attached or detached from autoscaling group as per user requirements [185]. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Amazon VMs’ life cycle 

3.2.1.1.5  CloudWatch Service 

Amazon uses CloudWatch service to collect and track time-ordered metrics 

(default as well as user-defined) data in real time. While acting as metrics 

repository; the service provides statistical information (minimum, maximum, 

average, sample count, etc.) over this aggregated data; which is then used for 

load balancing, health checks and autoscaling processes. The service can be 

accessed through Amazon console, command line interface and relevant APIs. 

Additionally, the service also creates alarms that use this data in different 
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aggregation levels of 5 minutes (basic monitoring) to 60 seconds (detailed 

monitoring); varying on the basis of nature of QoS metric collected and purpose 

for which it is going to be used. For example; an autoscaling process preferably 

requires metrics data collection at 60 sec interval to ensure prompt decision 

making. Each metric can be identified with its name, namespace and 0 or more 

dimensions, whereas associated data points contain requisite values, time 

stamps and a unit of measure. This arrangement helps in differentiating metrics 

data from different applications during aggregation and statistical processing. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates working of CloudWatch service [186]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Amazon CloudWatch service 

3.2.1.1.6 Elastic Load Balancing 

Amazon uses elastic balancing to evenly distribute incoming user requests 

across multiple EC2 instances and containers, that may be deployed in different 

data centres and availability zones geographically displaced in multiple regions. 

The feature is used in connivance with Amazon autoscaling module in such a 

way that any new instance created as a result of scale-up action is 

automatically registered with load balancer, causing incoming traffic to be 

diverted to new instance as well. Similarly, deleted VMs due to scale-down 
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actions are de-registered automatically, to avoid unnecessary traffic routings. 

Moreover, load balancer can also be used to configure health checks / heart-

beat signals for each of the instance associated with it;  so as to replace 

unhealthy one, as soon as possible. 

Three types of load balancers can be employed during autoscaling process: 

Application load balancers (used for flexible application management), Network 

load balancers (for extreme performance) and classic load balancers (for 

applications compatible with legacy EC2-classic network). Each of these load 

balancers varies from each other in their configuration, management 

procedures and variety of balancing features, they offer to their hosted 

applications [187]. 

3.2.1.1.7  Instance Types 

Amazon provides variety of instance types comprising varying combinations of 

CPU, memory, storage and networking capacity virtualized over different 

physical hosts. These types can be categorized into 5 families; general 

purpose, compute  optimized, memory optimized, storage optimized and 

accelerated computing. As the name suggests, each of the family is configured 

for specific role and task and comprises large number of relevant instance 

types. For example; in case of  ‘general purpose’ category major instance types 

include T3 series, T2 series, M5 series and M4 series and ‘accelerated 

computed’ category include P3 series, P2 series, G3 series and F1 series. Each 

of these series are then further bifurcated into set of models that include nano, 

micro, small, medium, large, xlarge, 2xlarge, 8xlarge, 16xlarge etc. This 

particularly large set of options provide ample amount of resource granularity 

levels to choose from and  enable clients to select appropriate instances on the 

basis of their application requirements and incoming workload [188]. 

From pricing mechanism perspective; these instance types can be organised 

as; spot instance, reserved instances, dedicated hosts, dedicated instances, 

elastic GPUs etc. Users choose one of the category depending upon their 

budgetary constraints [188]. 

Foregone in view; too many choices in terms of hardware configuration and 

pricing make decision process complex and time consuming. The dilemma can 
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be resolved by deploying appropriate autoscaling policies with right choice of 

resources; so as to achieve desired performance / cost optimization goals with 

minimum human intervention. 

All Amazon instance types along with their pricing mechanisms cannot be 

discussed within the scope of this project due to paucity of time and space, 

however sufficient details can be accrued from [188] [189].     

3.2.2  Microsoft Inc. 

Microsoft introduced auto-scaling feature to its cloud infrastructure platform 

(Windows Azure) in 2013, and is accessible through Azure portal, PowerShell, 

CLI and Azure Monitor REST API. A typical autoscaling process within 

Microsoft Azure infrastructure involves monitoring of relevant metrics at the 

application, service or infrastructure levels; a scaling logic based upon 

thresholds or time schedules; components to execute it and an adaptation 

mechanism to analyse and tune the scaling process so as to get desired 

results. 

Within Microsoft cloud infrastructure, autoscaling feature is provided for VMs, 

service fabric, Azure application service and Azure cloud services. It provides 

horizontal as well as vertical scaling, although later one is being used at limited 

scale. Vertical scaling is only possible within limited No of VM sizes offered by 

Microsoft and may require VM shutdown [191] [192]. 

 3.2.2.1  Salient Features 

Salient features characterising Microsoft autoscaling module are briefly 

discussed in following paragraphs. 

3.2.2.1.1  Virtual Machine Scale Sets 

Traditionally, Microsoft had been providing autoscaling feature on individual 

virtual machines, logically grouped in availability sets. Lately, it has introduced 

the concept of VM scale sets, implemented on same lines as ‘autoscaling 

group’ of Amazon Inc. As in the case of Amazon; VM scale sets specify name, 

size and type of VM required to be used, its desired number and min / max 

quantities. Microsoft may run some additional VMs for management / 

redundancy purposes, but the arrangement does not incur extra cost. The said 
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concept enables centralized creation and management of group of identically 

configured VMs, which is in sharp contrast to legacy method of manually 

creating, configuring and ensuring compliance. Moreover, it supports 1000 VMs 

in single scale set as compared to legacy approach that only handles 300 

custom VM images at max. VM scale sets provide redundancy by automatic 

distribution of VMs across availability zones and improve load balancing / even 

traffic distribution by automatically integrating itself with Azure load balancer 

and application gateway [193].  

3.2.2.1.2  Scaling Plans 

Azure scaling plans are either QoS metrics-based or time based. Former 

category defines scale in / out rules on the basis of default resource metrics 

(CPU usage, memory usage, thread count, queue length, disk usage etc.) or an 

application specific custom metrics retrieved from Application Insights. 

Whereas, scaling plans in later category are schedule based with respect to 

UTC timings. As a result of any scaling plan being triggered, Azure autoscaling 

agent would either scale up/down the VM resources or e-mail to user-specified 

agencies or automate via webhooks (to trigger multiple complex actions inside 

or outside Azure platform) or else perform any combination of these three 

actions (Figure 3.7). The agent takes these cues from one or more autoscaling 

profiles that relate VM scale sets to appropriate scaling plans, desired 

recurrence patterns and notification settings. Multiple profiles may be required 

to meet overlapping requirements or to handle scaling patterns at different times 

of day / week [194]. (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.7 Microsoft Azure autoscaling agent 
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Picture 3.8 Microsoft Azure autoscaling profiles 

3.2.2.1.3  Throttling Pattern 

No matter, how robust an autoscaling approach is; it always takes some time for 

CSP to match resources with an incoming sudden demand. The window 

bracket between the time when load on an application is increased and the time 

when the requisite resources are actually provisioned is crucial, as  the situation 
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may end up in an application failure or violating relevant SLAs. Microsoft Azure 

handles this temporary resource deficient situation by using throttling patterns. It 

is implemented by either declining requests from some of the tenants who had 

already accessed system APIs more than n number of time. It can also be 

achieved by disabling / degrading some of non-essential services of all the 

tenants in order to ensure smooth running of essential services e.g lowering the 

resolution output of video streaming application till the situation improves. 

Another approach is to implement Queue-based-load levelling pattern, that 

prioritize tenants in order of their SLAs i-e high value tenants are served first as 

compared to low ones. Irrespective of the approach adopted to implement 

throttling mechanism, it provides temporary relief for cloud infrastructure, 

maintain SLAs and provides enough time for autoscaling mechanism to take 

over. However throttling cannot be implemented on any cloud application on-

the-fly; as it is an architectural decision and must be catered during an early 

design process. Figure 3.9 illustrates throttling mechanism in combination with 

autoscaling approach, as devised by Microsoft Azure [195]. 

3.2.2.1.4 Azure domains 

Microsoft distributes its virtual resources and underlying physical cloud 

infrastructure in regions (geographical locations like west US, North Europe 

etc.), region pairs (adjacent geographic locations like South East Asia and East 

Asia), availability zones (physically separate zone within Azure region having 

dedicated power, network and cooling arrangements), availability sets (logical 

grouping of VMs within data centre), fault / update domains (logical grouping of 

physical hardware having own power source and network switch within an 

availability zone). The idea is to ensure smooth operations and establish fault 

tolerance mechanism in case of natural disasters, civil unrest, power outages 

and hardware failures. In order to maintain redundancy, cloud applications and 

data is distributed / duplicated among region pairs (as region pairs do not go on 
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Figure 3.9 Throttling pattern adopted by Microsoft Azure  

routine maintenance simultaneously) or multiple fault / update domains ( one is 

available in case the other is faulty or under system upgrade) [196].  

Choosing different options out of large set of distributed hardware have financial 

as well as performance implications that need to be taken into consideration 

while planning autoscaling approaches for cloud applications. For example, an 

autoscaling approach having VM scale sets, sourced from different update 

domains or availability zones would certainly improve reliability with reduced 

chances of scale-up plans activation, but may have relatively higher VM rental 

costs. Likewise, if not chosen wisely, it may also affect an application 

performance due to continuous data transfers. Figure 3.10 illustrates the 

concept of region, availability set, fault / update domain in Azure data centre 

[197]. 
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Figure 3.10 Microsoft Azure domains in a typical region 

3.2.2.1.5  Cloud Infrastructure Failure 

One of the primary objective of autoscaling is to ensure seamless application 

performance at desired levels in case of hardware failure. Thus it is necessary 

to understand different hardware failure scenarios in Microsoft Azure and 

possible autoscaling approaches that may be taken into account. 

Unplanned hardware maintenance event is generated when Azure platform 

predicts about an imminent physical hardware failure. The platform would pre-

emptively arrange live migration for the VMs, that are going to be affected from 

failure. It is VM preserving operation and memory, open files and network 

connections are maintained with a slight performance deterioration for negligible 
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time. End user is not required to implement any autoscaling approach for this 

scenario, provided live migration facility is available in that region / data centre. 

An unexpected downtime occurs when physical hardware or associated VMs 

break down unexpectedly without triggering any early warning. Although, 

Microsoft reboots, recovers or replaces the faulty hardware, but the procedure 

may take some time with probable loss of memory, network connections and 

temporary drive. The scenario may be taken in to account, by planning 

autoscaling approaches having VM sets sourced from multiple regions, 

availability zones and domains. 

Planned maintenance events relate to periodic up-gradation / maintenance 

activities carried out by Microsoft itself to improve upon performance, reliability 

and security of underlying physical hardware. These activities are fully managed 

by CSP itself and mostly go unnoticed from an end-user point of view with no 

significant action requiring at their end [198].  

3.2.2.1.6 Application Insights 

It is an extensible Application Performance Management (APM) service 

provided by Microsoft Inc. to monitor and analyse cloud applications and collect 

insights about the way end user is using them. The mechanism requires 

implementation of instrumentation package within cloud application and setting 

up Application Insights resource through Microsoft Azure portal. Application 

Insights module provides live information about the application with respect to 

request rates, response times, failure rates, dependency rates of external 

services, exceptions, page views / load performance, session counts, 

performance counters and other custom events as configured by application 

developer. 

This data can be analysed through vendor provided interfaces like Application 

map, Profiler, Usage analysis, Metrics explorer, Power BI, Dashboards and 

Visual studio etc. Any autoscaling plan can directly benefit from live application 

data and take appropriate scale up / down actions accordingly. Likewise, 

historical data about cloud applications can also hint towards their future trends 

and help in formulating scheduled scaling plans. Figure 3.11 illustrates working 

of Application Insights service within Microsoft Azure infrastructure [199]. 
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Figure 3.11 Application Insights implementation by Microsoft Azure 

3.2.2.1.7 Best Practices 

Microsoft Inc. recommends autoscaling best practices to ensure application 

specific QoS parameters with minimum incurred costs. Some of these are: 

Implement hybrid autoscaling approach; whereby, a scheduled autoscaling 

plan (cheapest and most reliable) is initially recommended on the basis of an 

anticipated peak in demand. It may be followed by a proactive scaling plan on 

the basis of same metric, if the scheduled scaling plan fails due to 

miscalculation or unexpected load surge. At the end, a reactive autoscaling 

approach may also be incorporated, so as to ensure that an application may 

maintain relevant QoS parameters at all costs. 

Relationship between application metrics and capacity requirements is 

difficult to comprehend. So, it is advisable to start application deployment with 

little extra resources and continuously tune the scaling plan in order to bring 

resource provisioning closer to actual load. 

Microsoft autoscaling architecture uses aggregate metric values instead of 

instantaneous ones, so as to avoid over reaction and unnecessary oscillations. 

An aggregation period may vary from 25 to 45 minutes depending upon nature 
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of an application. This time constraint may be taken into account while 

implementing any autoscaling plan. 

Implementing scaling plans through Azure SDK may be more productive in 

terms of configuring one’s own custom metrics related to specific business 

processes. 

Microsoft Azure implements conflict resolution rules in case of multiple 

scaling plans being implemented on a same metric. Scale-out operations 

always take precedence over scale-in operations. In case of conflict between 

scale-out operations, the rule with largest increase in resources takes 

precedence, whereas in case of conflict between scale-in operations, the rule 

with minimum decrease in resources is executed. 

Maximum No of VM instances may be defined in order to prevent a system 

from scaling-out excessively and causing exorbitant costs. In this scenario, 

cloud application may also be developed in a way that can result in graceful 

degradation of system functionality, instead of dying down abruptly. 

Best autoscaling strategy would not be able to give desired results, if the cloud 

application being deployed is not designed and developed in line with cloud 

computing paradigm. Application designers must consider distributed system 

architecture, stateless services, live migration / virtualization issues and 

checkpoint mechanisms to come up with robust cloud application [200].  

3.3  Summary 

As second part of literature survey, the chapter explains background research 

conducted in field of autoscaling approaches adopted by different stakeholders 

in an industry and academia. The chapter covers major elasticity mechanisms 

and underlying mathematical algorithms being researched in academic circles 

followed by their respective pros and cons. Later part of the chapter discusses 

autoscaling approaches (cloud infrastructure, scaling plans, data collection 

measures, load balancing methodologies, VM life cycles, pricing mechanisms 

etc.) offered by Amazon Inc. and Microsoft Azure. Next chapter would propose 

a hybrid elasticity management framework in light of knowledge accrued during 

the literature survey (Chapter 2 & 3) of relevant contemporary material.  
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Chapter 4 

Elasticity Management Framework 

The chapter presents hybrid elasticity management framework designed on the 

basis of MAPE loop, to automate scaling process in cloud infrastructure. The 

proposed framework has been developed on the basis of insights accrued 

during the systematic analysis of relevant contemporary literature. 

Section 4.1 highlights various aspects / dimensions like system objective, target 

application domain, experimental scenarios, scalability assessment and validity 

threats; that play a significant role in framework formulation. Section 4.2 

deliberates upon critical factors involved in typical autoscaling phenomenon, 

recommended way of representing them in the proposed framework and their 

appropriate values with respect to given experimental scenario. Salient 

parameters discussed in this section include system performance model, 

network latency, elasticity metrics and VM initiation delay / release criterion / 

release time / scheduling policy etc. 

Proposed framework with reference to four stages of MAPE loop has been 

explained in detail in Section 4.3, with mathematical illustrations; that may help 

in subsequent implementation of the framework. Appropriate logic behind using 

specific algorithm / parameter setting at each stage has also been discussed, 

wherever necessary. 

4.1  Framework Dimensions 

Framework is a conceptual design, interlinking related components in a 

meaningful way to support a particular approach for specific objective. It acts as 

a blueprint, that can be fine-tuned by adding, deleting or changing values of 

relevant factors to develop a robust system with desired results, without actually 

changing underlying principles of a paradigm [216][217]. 

In same context, the proposed autoscaling framework would try to formulate a 

comprehensive, fully functional template, encompassing all aspects / factors; 

that can directly or indirectly play their part towards better performance of an 
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autoscaling system. However, actual inclusion / deletion of any factor, its 

associated parameter settings and resultant framework implementation require 

deep insight and  detailed deliberation with respect to dimensions / aspects, 

discussed below. 

4.1.1  Autoscaling Objective 

Autoscaling objectives such as performance, energy consumption, cost factor or 

fault tolerance etc. (Section 2.2) needs to be clearly defined before actual 

framework implementation; as parameter settings with respect to each objective 

are vastly different from each other and sometimes conflicting in nature. 

For example; upper / lower threshold tends to be on lower side in case of a 

performance centric autoscaling system as compared to a cost-conscious 

system, while keeping all others factors constant. Similarly, ‘max / min No of 

resources allowed within an autoscaling system’ would be relatively less, in 

order to prioritize economy over performance. Likewise, amount of resources 

provisioned as a result of typical scale-up action would be rather more in case 

of a performance-optimized solution as compared to a cost-optimized one, and 

vice versa during de-provisioning of resources during scale-down. 

Thus, it is pertinent to mention that; single autoscaling system with similar 

parameter settings cannot possibly meet all objectives simultaneously, 

irrespective of reliability of an underlying framework being used. 

4.1.2  Target Application Domain 

The framework can be implemented over range of application domains varying 

from real time to batch processing, e-commerce to scientific computations, 

mobile applications to HADOOP processing, database to data stream systems 

and AI to IoT infrastructures etc. However, each domain has unique set of 

characteristics with respect to performance metrics driving scaling decisions 

and workload patterns, which are largely different from one domain to another 

[224]. 

Like in case of performance metrics; response time and request rate may be 

more relevant in case of real time applications as compared to batch 

processing, which may be more oriented towards job progress, disk I/O access 

and CPU load. Similarly IoT domain / distributed systems may be more 
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concerned about network link load, jitter and throughput levels as compared to 

database applications, relying on No of active sessions, threads, transactions 

etc to make their scaling decisions [212]. 

Likewise; workload patterns, whether synthetic or real world traces must justify 

why they are adequate matches for target application domain. Inherent 

characteristics like size, complexity, frequency and structure of trace must 

correspond with that of the domain in question. The degree of similarity 

between the two would indicate the extent to which resultant autoscaling 

approach can be generalized to relevant domain. The fact is all the more 

important in case of synthetic workloads, as compared to real ones [218].  

Foregone in view, it is of paramount importance to choose right options with 

respect to performance metrics and workload patterns, so as to ensure efficient 

framework implementation in specific domain. 

4.1.3  Comparison Baseline 

Being unable to assess any autoscaling approach in absolute terms, and in the 

absence of definite optimal solution, the resultant autoscaling system needs to 

be compared against some meaningful baseline [218]. 

In these circumstances, normally the simplest technique in relevant domain is 

taken as a baseline. Scheduled autoscaling approach, being the simplest of all 

can be taken as a standard. Results can be evaluated by judging it against 

other complex approaches based upon proposed framework with respect to 

individual user / framework objectives. Another methodology can be to validate 

proposed approach against SLAs covering aspects like performance, cost, 

energy etc. 

Last but not the least, comparing proposed autoscaling approach against 

already published research work with reasonably efficient implementations, and 

in the same domain with related parameter settings can also be a feasible 

option [218]. 

4.1.4 Experimental Platforms 

Proposed framework has been designed independent of any specific cloud 

infrastructure, and is platform agnostic. Thus, keeping pros and cons of each 

category – public CSPs, private cloud infrastructure (custom testbed) and 
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simulator – into mind; the framework can be implemented on any one of them. 

However, some of the parameter settings (VM initiation delay, network latency 

etc.) specific to certain cloud platform category are discussed separately 

against each. 

Moreover, few references may also be found with respect to OpenStack or 

CloudSim Plus platform, which were practically explored during the 

implementation phase of the framework (Chapter 5). 

4.1.5  Experimental Hypotheses 

Another important consideration is to choose kind of hypothesis required to be 

performed during statistical analysis of resultant output datasets. While 

comparing an approach based upon proposed framework against scheduled 

autoscaling technique; one-tailed (directional) hypothesis would be employed; 

as it is safely assumed that the former is more or at least equally effective than 

the later - but not worse in any case. Using such a hypothesis - where prior 

knowledge of possible direction of difference in performance data is reasonably 

apparent - enhances statistical power of data analysis process without changing 

significance level (alpha) and maximizes our ability to detect improvements 

because of proposed approach [221]. 

However, in case of comparison between the two approaches based upon 

same proposed framework with different parameter settings – where we don’t 

have any theoretical basis to assert direction of an expected outcome and one 

approach cannot be considered better than the other in terms of cost or 

performance, upfront – two-tailed (non-directional) hypothesis may be the best 

option [218]. 

Detailed explanation of relevant statistical concepts (data distributions, null vs 

alternate hypothesis, one vs two-tailed analysis and significance level etc.) is 

beyond the scope of this research, and can be referred further in [219] [220] 

[222] [223].     

 4.1.6  Scalability Assessment 

The assessment defines feasibility of implementing autoscaling approach at 

reasonably large scale in out-of-lab / production environment, while being based 

upon the proposed framework. It may be gauged by enhancing an incoming 
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workload size / complexity at regular or irregular intervals, varying performance 

metrics values and increasing the amount of resources (physical as well as 

virtual) under test [218]. 

Analysis of core elasticity metrics (Section 4.2.7) of how they evolve as a 

function of changes mentioned above, would give us a fair idea about their 

consistency, reproducibility, comparability and generality in a relevant domain 

[225]. 

An underlying experimental platform may also has an impact on quality of 

scalability assessment. Simulated platforms, being an abstraction of a physical 

infrastructure, may not be true indicator of scalability, as compared to private / 

public cloud infrastructures [212]. 

Theoretically, the proposed framework does not seem to face any inherent 

scalability issue, irrespective of a platform being used, except apparent cost / 

amount of resources required to be provisioned in case of private / public Cloud 

infrastructure.   

4.1.7  Validity Threats 

Each framework design and its subsequent implementation needs to be 

evaluated against Internal, External, Construct, and Conclusion validity threats, 

while keeping in mind reasonable limitations of time and resources, that plague 

almost every research endeavour. The aim is to scrutinize complete process 

through these interlinked validity concepts and ensure reliable as well as an 

authenticated result output [226]. 

Internal validity threats deal with reliability and authenticity of underlying 

experimental platforms, being used to implement proposed framework. The idea 

is to avoid unintentional results biasness due to tools’ inherent weaknesses and 

architecture problems. In our case, both of the platforms; CloudSim Plus in case 

of simulation and OpenStack in case of real infrastructure are open source, 

well-established and properly documented solutions in their respective fields. 

So, the proposed framework implementation would pass internal validity threats, 

with distinction [218] [226]. 

External validity threats deal with an extent to which application benchmarks / 

workload traces being used are true representative of target application domain 
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and thus; whether a proposed autoscaling approach can be safely generalized 

to all other scenarios in an associated domain. The choice of these options 

largely vary with a change in application domain and are not fixed with the 

proposed framework. However, availability of variety of options in synthetic 

workload (Faban, Rain, Cloudlets etc. ) as well as real world traces (NASA, 

football World Cup, ClarkNet traces etc.) provide pretty good options to choose 

from; according to one’s peculiar requirements and good judgment [212] [218]. 

In context of this project, Construct and Conclusion validity threats primarily 

deal with standardization and expressiveness of performance as well as 

elasticity metrics data, how reliably it has been collected during the course of 

research and validity of statistical analysis done on it [218]. Performance 

metrics data used as an input to proposed framework is either collected through 

Ceilometer module (OpenStack), or with Amazon CloudWatch / Azure Monitor 

for public CSPs or by using Listener interface in case of CloudSim Plus [210].  

Moreover, elasticity metrics (Section 4.2.7) defined for the framework are 

platform independent, precise and well defined from established academic 

sources. Lastly, suitability of statistical methods employed during result 

consolidation phase may be judged accordingly by a user.        

4.2  Salient Aspects / Features 

Comprehensive framework implementation requires additional factors to be 

taken into consideration as well. Appropriate values of these parameters / 

factors depends upon the experimental platform being used for the purpose, 

primary objective of an autoscaling approach and user’s discretion. The list is by 

no means exhaustive, and may include additional factors, depending upon 

experimental scenario, at hand.   

4.2.1  VM Initiation Delay 

As already discussed in Section 2.5.4, VM initiation delay / provisioning time 

account for time duration between a client’s request for specific VM and the 

instant in which its’ status is considered as active (able to handle user’s 

requests) by a monitoring process [201]. It is precisely because of this factor, 

that no reactive autoscaling strategy, irrespective of how robust and reliable it 

is; can handle disturbances that occur much faster than the control actions 
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required to be applied. Moreover, it is the single most important reason, that 

outweighs performance of pro-active approaches  as compared to reactive 

ones. 

VM initiation delay can be represented as [201]: 

 

1

𝑁
∑ 𝑇𝑘

𝑁
𝑘=1                (1) 

 

Where 

𝑁 is No of all the subsequent requests of same VM 

𝑇𝑘 is VM initiation delay 

VM provisioning time depends upon number of inter-related factors like time 

required to match VM instances on physical hosts according to required 

hardware configurations,  VM’s OS image size, software configurations, 

instance / flavour type, nature of image / data storage (local disk or NFS 

storage), geographical location and load capacity of the datacentre, request 

time of the day and No of VMs requested concurrently [202]. 

Additionally VM provisioning time also takes into account a pricing model of 

relevant resource; as a reserved instance generally takes least provisioning 

time as compared to an on-demand instance, which in itself takes lesser time in 

comparison to a spot instance [202]. For a generic cloud service provider, VM 

initiation time can be calculated as [201]: 

 

𝑇𝑘 = 𝑇𝑘
𝑟 + 𝑇𝑘

𝑠 + 𝑇𝑘
𝑒             (2) 

 

Where 

𝑇𝑘 is VM initiation delay / deployment time 

𝑇𝑘
𝑟 is time required by APIs / interface of platform to initiate and process the 

request 
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𝑇𝑘
𝑠 is time required to choose suitable physical host, and primarily depends 

upon complexity of scheduling algorithm and No of hosts available. 

𝑇𝑘
𝑒 is processing time required to configure VM according to required 

specifications, and caters for most of the factors discussed in above 

paragraphs. 

In case of public CSPs, VM deployment time is a variable parameter relying 

upon factors discussed above and can be determined from relevant SLAs, to 

design and formulate an autoscaling approach cognizant of this fact [235]. In 

case of private clouds, the information can be made available through set of 

experiments, system administrator or from relevant documentation. 

However, in case of cloud simulators, where none of the above option is 

feasible; an equation can be formulated, simulating above mentioned factors in 

near-realistic manner [203]. The equation can be derived as: 

 

𝑉𝑀 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑔 + 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑂𝑓𝑇ℎ𝑒𝐷𝑎𝑦 +

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ⋯      

                      (3) 

 

It can have as many / little factors incorporated depending upon a simulated 

scenario. The equation also has Base parameter indicating minimum 

deployment time, user want to incorporate within a scenario. 

As illustrated below, one simple yet powerful way of implementing it is with a 

help of 2D / 3D matrices, representing inter-related factors and populating them 

with suitable values [203]. 
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Figure 4.1 2D matrix representing effect of VM size and Time of the Day (in 

hours) over VM deployment time. 

4.2.2  VM Release Time 

According to experimental analysis of major CSPs (Amazon EC2, Windows 

Azure, Rackspace) [202], and established academic research [203] [204], VM 

release time is not affected by any of the factors discussed in Section 4.2.1, and 

is negligible in practice. Thus in the context of this framework, we would be 

considering it as ‘no factor’ and its’ value would assumed to be zero.       

4.2.3  Matching Function / Performance Model 

Matching function, also referred as transfer function or system performance 

model in context of PID Control theory (Section 3.1.4) defines the relationship 

between amount of resources required to be provisioned / de-provisioned vis-à-

vis actual current demand of the system, while maintaining relevant QoS 

parameter and scaling bounds. The function is critical during planning phase 

(section 4.3.3) of MAPE process, as it helps in identifying optimal values for 

resource allocation / de-allocation. Furthermore, it can also provide an 

intelligent input with regards to composition of an autoscaling group like desired 

capacity, maximum / minimum No of VMs etc. The function can be implemented 

as [213]: 
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𝑚(𝑤) = 𝑟               (4) 

Where 

𝑤 is the amount / intensity of the workload 

𝑚(𝑤) is a matching function for workload 𝑤 

𝑟 is minimum amount of resources required to maintain specified QoS metric 

Matching function is evaluated by generating workload intensity on a system, in 

a stepwise manner, while measuring resource consumption and subsequent 

resource allocation at regular intervals. It is pertinent to note, that the function 

values would be affected with a change in QoS parameters (CPU consumption, 

memory / bandwidth usage, response time etc.), workload nature / intensity 

(regular, intense etc.) and scaling bounds (maximum / minimum No of 

resources allowed). Moreover, separate functions would be required for scaling 

up / down, as optimal resource allocation levels to meet a performance criterion 

may be different, when transitioning to normal state from under-provisioned and 

over-provisioned states [213]. 

Foregone in view, the function may have different variants depending upon the 

parameters selected, even for a single autoscaling approach. The process may 

be repeated at least twice to ensure the reliability of output values. Additionally, 

cool down period is to be given after each resource allocation / de-allocation 

action to let the system settle down against each changing workload setting. 

The process would minimally produce two system specific tables along with 

respective discrete matching functions, linking workload intensity levels to 

resource demands. 

Table 4.1 Scaling up: 𝑀(𝑊)𝑥 = 𝑅𝑥 

Workload Intensity Resource Demand 

𝑊1 𝑅1 

𝑊2 𝑅2 

… … 
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Table 4.2 Scaling down: 𝑚(𝑤)𝑥 = 𝑟𝑥 

Workload Intensity Resource Demand 

𝑊𝑛 𝑅𝑛 

𝑊𝑛−1 𝑅𝑛−1 

… … 

  

4.2.4  Network Latency 

Comprehensive network topology and communication efficiency is a backbone 

of any cloud infrastructure, as the whole concept is based upon remote access 

of available resources in a reliable manner. Unaccounted QoS violations in this 

regard can adversely affect output in any of the four phases of MAPE loop 

during proposed autoscaling framework implementation, and would not produce 

desired results. Network architecture implementation and its associated latency 

parameters are significantly different across the board, between different 

stakeholders; CSPs, private clouds and simulators etc. 

CSPs operate on worldwide scale, geographically distributed in regions, 

availability zones and physical datacentres. Like in case of Amazon, clients use 

VPC (virtual network providing support programmatically; for public / private 

subnets, VPN access, gateways, route tables, access control lists, security 

groups, NAT addressing etc.), AWS Direct Connect (for predictable network 

performance b/w AWS and customer site) or Route 53 (for DNS routing) to 

communicate among different cloud entities (EC2, S3 etc.) and with outside 

world [205] [206]. Network latencies for each of these services are documented 

in relevant SLAs. 

Network implementation in private cloud infrastructures primarily depends upon 

scope / nature of the project and cloud management platform being used. Like 

in case of OpenStack, it has up to four physical networks to manage; 

Management network (for internal communication between OpenStack 

components), Guest Network ( for VM data communication), External Network 

(for internet access to VMs) and API Network(to expose OpenStack APIs to 

tenants) [207]. In terms of virtual networking options, it follows one of the two 
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configuration options; Provider networks or Self-service networks. Network 

latencies in this case can be derived after some analytical experiments or from 

relevant documentation [208]. 

Lastly in case of cloud simulators, network architecture implementation is either 

based upon any open source framework or proprietary solution developed in-

house. 

Considering obvious differences in the network implementation discussed 

above, proposing single framework, that caters to network latency issues of all 

the stakeholders is neither feasible nor a realistic option. So, for the sake of this 

research project, proposed framework would only try to handle latency issue 

with reference to one of most prominent Cloud simulators i-e. CloudSim / 

CloudSim Plus. 

In case of CloudSim, network architecture between different Cloud entities (data 

centre, physical hosts, VMs, broker etc.) can be based upon conceptual 

abstraction, instead of simulating individual network devices like switch, router 

etc. Thus, 𝑚 × 𝑛 square matrix is designed, having latency information 

(𝑎0 , 𝑎1 ,  𝑎2 , 𝑎3 , … ) between all the entities (𝑚, 𝑛) active in simulation context 

[210]. The matrix can be represented as [210]: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Network latency matrix 

Latency between two entities 𝑖 and 𝑗 is illustrated by numerical entry 𝑎𝑖𝑗. As a 

result, actual time required to communicate between two entities can be 

represented as: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝑡 + 𝑎𝑖𝑗               (5) 
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Where 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 is actual communication time 

𝑡 is the simulation time, when the message was originally sent 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 is inter-entity network latency information in milliseconds (ms) 

Inter-entity network latency matrix can be stored in BRITE (Boston University 

Representative Internet Topology Generator) format [209] and is used by an 

event simulation engine to send / receive messages across a simulation 

scenario. Figure 4.3 represents sequence diagram illustrating a network 

communication flow, using latency matrix [210]. 

This approach provides simpler yet realistic way to model complex networking 

components, while simulating inter-networking of cloud entities and 

implementing network latencies during any autoscaling approach.       

  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Sequence diagram depicting network communication flow in 

CloudSim 

4.2.5  VM Release Criterion 

Selecting appropriate virtual machine out of an autoscaling group for scaling 

down is another factor, that directly affects capability of a scaling approach 
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towards meeting SLA criterion. Some of the prominent policies, include last up 

first down, first up first down, VM with lowest load, and smart kill etc. [211]. 

Since proposed framework uses per hour unit to charge resource consumption 

like some public CSPs (Windows Azure etc.), so VM with ‘maximum passed 

time from last billing hour’ is selected as a release candidate. The criterion 

ensures maximum usage of already billed hour, thus saving costs. Additionally, 

concept of ‘smart kill’ [212] has also been incorporated to utilize resources, that 

are marked for scale down action, but still left with some time, before 

culmination of their last billing hour. 

Considering time factor as an only criterion for VM release, as discussed above 

is not an ideal solution. Workload consideration is another critical factor, as less 

workload entails reduced overhead during migration tasks. Thus, a scaling 

framework with per hour charge should have cost-load-aware policy, that is able 

to consider time factor (cost) as well as workload, at the same time. Weighing 

their relative significance to each other and implementing it in the resultant 

mathematical function; is a complex optimization problem. The algorithm can be 

a strong potential candidate for future research. 

Lastly, VM release criterion is not applicable on VMs with health concerns or 

being assigned with critical tasks, that requires exclusion from subject criterion; 

unless specified otherwise.  

4.2.6  VM Scheduling Policy 

The policy defines the mechanism of allocating appropriate physical resources 

to existing or newly created VMs during VM initiation, VM migration, server 

consolidation and fault tolerance etc. The policy is typically transparent to a end 

user in public CSPs, and is generally based upon rule of economics, while 

keeping SLAs intact. However, in case of private Clouds or simulator platforms; 

any policy like power-aware, performance-aware, network-aware, cost-aware or 

heuristics based approach can be implemented depending upon a specific 

requirement [231]. 

VM scheduling policies are not framework dependent and any of the policy 

discussed above, can be implemented with proposed elasticity framework; while 

using private Cloud or simulator as an underlying platform. Simplest of them all 
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would be to match-make VM template against available physical resources and 

implement heuristics based Round Robin algorithm over selected ones. This 

would ensure equal priority to all physical hosts and balanced distribution of 

resources [231]. 

4.2.7  Core Elasticity Metrics 

Metrics provide well established quantifiable standards, used for evaluating as 

well as comparing different autoscaling approaches. Section 2.4.5.4 refers to 

role of elasticity metrics in an autoscaling phenomenon from different aspects. 

Some of the salient metrics, that can be utilized in the proposed framework are 

as follows: 

4.2.7.1  Average Speed of Scaling Up / Down 

The metric can be defined as the mean time required to bring the system from 

under-provisioned or over-provisioned state to the optimal state during complete 

evaluation period, as a result of proposed autoscaling approach [213]. The 

metric corresponds to 𝐴 or 𝐵 in case of scaling up or scaling down operations 

respectively, and can be calculated as: 

 

𝐴 =
𝐴1 + 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 + ⋯ + 𝐴𝑛

𝑛
 

 

𝐵 =
𝐵1 + 𝐵2 + 𝐵3 + ⋯ + 𝐵𝑛

𝑛
 

Where 

𝐴 is an average time consumed for scaling-up operations 

𝐵 is an average time consumed for scaling-down operations 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3…. 𝐴𝑛 represents time consumed in each of scaling-up decision 

𝐵1, 𝐵2 , 𝐵3 …. 𝐵𝑛 represents time consumed in each of scaling-down decision  

𝑛 is number of scaling decisions taken during evaluation period 

(6) 

(7) 
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4.2.7.2  Accumulated Time in Under / Over Provisioned State 

The metric can be defined as the total time, system remained in under- 

provisioned or over-provisioned states during complete evaluation period, as a 

result of proposed autoscaling approach [213]. The metric corresponds to ∑ 𝐴 or 

∑ 𝐵 in case of scaling up or scaling down operations respectively and can be 

calculated as: 

 

∑ 𝐴 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 + ⋯ + 𝐴𝑛        (8) 

 

∑ 𝐵 =  𝐵1 + 𝐵2 + 𝐵3 + ⋯ + 𝐵𝑛        (9) 

 

where 

𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3…. 𝐴𝑛 represents time consumed in each of scaling-up decision 

𝐵1, 𝐵2 , 𝐵3 …. 𝐵𝑛 represents time consumed in each of scaling-down decision 

4.2.7.3  Average Under / Over Provisioned Resources 

The metric can be defined as an average amount of under / over provisioned 

resources during under / over provisioned states for complete evaluation period, 

as a result of proposed autoscaling approach [213]. The metric corresponds to 

𝑈 or 𝑂 in case of scaling up or scaling down operations respectively and can be 

calculated as: 

 

𝑈 =
𝑈1 + 𝑈2 + 𝑈3 + ⋯ + 𝑈𝑛

𝑛
 

 

𝑂 =
𝑂1 + 𝑂2 + 𝑂3 + ⋯ + 𝑂𝑛

𝑛
 

 

Where 

(10) 

(11) 
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𝑈1, 𝑈2 , 𝑈3 …. 𝑈𝑛 represents amount of under- provisioned resources, during 

each under-provisioned state  

𝑂1, 𝑂2 , 𝑂3 …. 𝑂𝑛 represents amount of over-provisioned resources, during each 

over-provisioned state 

 𝑛 is number of scaling decisions taken during evaluation period 

4.2.7.4  Accumulated Amount of Under / Over Provisioned Resources 

The metric can be defined as total amount of under / over provisioned 

resources during complete evaluation period, as result of proposed autoscaling 

approach [213]. The metric corresponds to ∑ 𝑈 or ∑ 𝑂 in case of scaling up or 

scaling down operations respectively, and can be calculated as: 

 

∑ 𝑈 = 𝑈1 + 𝑈2 + 𝑈3 + ⋯ + 𝑈𝑛        (12) 

 

∑ 𝑂 =  𝑂1 + 𝑂2 + 𝑂3 + ⋯ + 𝑂𝑛        (13) 

 

Where  

𝑈1, 𝑈2 , 𝑈3 …. 𝑈𝑛 represents amount of under- provisioned resources, during 

each under-provisioned state  

𝑂1, 𝑂2 , 𝑂3 …. 𝑂𝑛 represents amount of over-provisioned resources, during each 

over-provisioned state 

4.2.7.5  Average Precision for Scaling Up / Down Operation 

The metric can be calculated as [213]: 

 

𝑃𝑢 =  
∑ 𝑈

𝑇
 

 

𝑃𝑑 =  
∑ 𝑂

𝑇
 

Where 

(14) 

(15) 
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 𝑃𝑢 is an average precision for scaling up operation 

𝑃𝑢 is an average precision for scaling down operation 

∑ 𝑈 is accumulated under provisioned resources 

∑ 𝑂 is accumulated over provisioned resources 

𝑇 is total duration of evaluation period 

4.2.7.6  Elasticity Factor for Scaling Up / Down Operation 

The metric can be calculated as [213]: 

   

𝐸𝑢 =  
1

𝐴  × 𝑈
 

   

  

𝐸𝑑 =  
1

𝐵  × 𝑂
 

 

Where 

𝐸𝑢 is an elasticity factor for scaling up operation 

𝐸𝑑 is an elasticity factor for scaling down operation 

𝐴 is an average speed of scaling up operation 

𝑈 is an average amount of under provisioned resources 

𝐵 is an average speed of scaling down operation 

𝑂 is an average amount of over provisioned resources 

4.2.7.7 Elasticity Matrix for System Under Test (SUT) 

Elasticity matrix for the whole system 𝑠 can be illustrated through matrix, where 

each row represents resource categories (VMs, CPU cores, memory, bandwidth 

etc.) in vector form, that can be scaled up and down during autoscaling process. 

Vector elements (matrix columns) indicate various metrics (discussed above) 

against each resource, individually. As is apparent, the matrix size can be 

(16) 

(17) 
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adjusted to include / exclude resources or their respective metrics, according to 

peculiar requirements [213].  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Elasticity matrix for System Under Test (SUT) 

The matrix provides comprehensive template to consider multiple interlinked 

performance metrics simultaneously, while evaluating / comparing different 

autoscaling approaches. 

4.2.7.8  Response Time 

Desired response time of a system primarily depends upon user discretion and 

nature of an application. It can be estimated by monitoring average response 

time of user’s requests under controlled experimental conditions , and is 

normally part of a SLA agreed between client and CSP. 

Response time for any user request can be calculated as [211]: 

𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ − 𝑇𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙        (18) 

 

Where 

 𝑇𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒  is the total time required by system to process the user request 

𝑇𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ  is the time, once the request is processed by the system 

𝑇𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙  is the time, once the request reaches the system for processing 
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System response time above desired value necessitates an increase in 

resource provisioning, whereas lower value allows for de-allocation of resources 

resulting in lower overall costs. Moreover, lower standard deviation of response 

time calculations represent stable, reliable and timely processing of user 

requests [203]. 

4.2.7.9  Cost 

Cost is the most important criterion, while preferring one autoscaling approach 

over the other. The metric calculation is simple by adding up resources (CPU, 

memory, bandwidth etc.) used throughout the evaluation period and multiplying 

each one of them with its respective unit costs to determine the total cost 

involved. However, factors like unit charge (per natural hour vs per minute) and 

pricing model (on-demand vs reserved vs spot resources) applied by CSPs may 

be considered during these calculations [236] [237] [238]. Although, per minute 

charge would be a preferred option from user point of view, but for the sake of 

this framework, ‘per hour’ charge has been assumed, as is the case with major 

CSPs. 

4.2.7.10  Average VM Utilization 

The metric indicates the mean resource utilization during complete evaluation 

period as a result of proposed autoscaling approach. Higher the resource 

utilization level, better the approach and vice versa. It can be calculated as 

[215]: 

 

𝑉𝑀𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 =  
∑ (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑃𝐸𝑠𝑘  × 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑘)𝑧

𝑘=1

𝑃𝐸𝑠 × 𝑀𝐼𝑃𝑆
 

 

𝑉𝑀𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 =
∑ 𝑉𝑀𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑗

𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑚
 

 

𝑉𝑀𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
∑ 𝑉𝑀𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡

𝑛
𝑡=1

𝑛
 

Where 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 
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 𝑉𝑀𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 is CPU utilization of each VM separately at time 𝑡  

𝑘 is No of cloudlets / tasks being executed by the VM at time 𝑡 

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑃𝐸𝑠𝑘 is No of processors required for task 𝑘 

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑘 is No of instructions in task 𝑘 

𝑃𝐸𝑠 is No of processors in a VM 

𝑀𝐼𝑃𝑆 (Million instructions per second) is processing power of each processor in 

VM 

𝑉𝑀𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡  is mean CPU utilization of all VMs at time 𝑡 

𝑚 is total No of VMs at time 𝑡 

𝑛 is total No of time intervals used to measure CPU utilization 

 𝑉𝑀𝑠𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is average CPU utilization of all VMs for complete 

evaluation period 

It is pertinent to mention that equations 19, 20 & 21 can only be implemented to 

calculate average VM CPU utilization, where CloudSim is being used as a 

Cloud management platform. In case of private and public Cloud infrastructures, 

same metric data is directly collected by respective data collection / reporting 

modules (Section 3.2) for subsequent use. 

4.2.7.11 No of Contradictory Scaling Actions 

The metric indicates stability of any autoscaling approach. It calculates the No 

of occasions in which the contradictory scaling decisions (scaling up vs scaling 

down) were implemented within two consecutive scaling intervals [203]. 

4.2.7.12 No of Scaling Decisions 

Each scaling decision involve inbuilt cost, resources and time to take desired 

effect on system performance. Too much scaling decisions in short span of time 

results in unnecessary oscillations and SLA violations. This metric represents 

total No of scaling decisions (scale up / down) to meet QoS parameters. The 

lesser value indicates better workload forecasting / appreciation during analysis 

phase and pre-emptive decision making during planning phase of the 

autoscaling process [211].   
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4.2.7.13 Maximum provided VMs 

The metric identify the maximum No of VMs provisioned as a result of any 

autoscaling approach during complete evaluation period. As No of VMs is 

directly proportional to costs involved, so lesser the No of VMs, better the 

approach [211]. 

4.2.7.14  VM Minutes 

The metric indicates the average time, each VM remained in service during the 

complete evaluation period, and representative of stable autoscaling approach. 

It can be calculated as [214]: 

 

𝑉𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐴𝑣𝑔 =
∑ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 − 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
 

 

Where 

 𝑉𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐴𝑣𝑔 is mean time for each VM 

𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 is the time, once VM is able to entertain user requests after 

initiation 

𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 is the time, once VM is released as a result of any scaling 

decision 

𝑛 is No of VMs during compete evaluation period 

4.3  MAPE Loop 

The proposed autoscaling framework is derived from architectural blueprint 

presented by IBM, for autonomous management of large scale computing 

systems and is popularly known as MAPE (Monitor – Analyse – Plan – Execute) 

loop. The reference model is based upon the assumption that an underlying 

resource infrastructure (hardware or software) knows about its state at all times 

and react objectively to any changes in it [227]. 

MAPE based mechanisms implement the process as continuous ‘never-ending’ 

cycles, by feeding output of one stage as an input to the next one. The process 

(22) 
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goes on; as the output of the last stage is used as an input to the first one to 

continue the MAPE cycle. Related discussion on MAPE process and role of 

each of its’ four stages in autoscaling phenomenon have been presented at 

length in Section 2.3.4. 

Each stage of MAPE process acts independently as a black box in overall 

framework, while dealing with the neighbouring stages. Thus, being modular in 

nature; any underlying algorithm in any of the stage can be amended or 

replaced altogether with a more suitable one, without affecting any other stage. 

An additional advantage of proposed framework is its hybrid approach; whereby 

reactive as well as proactive autoscaling approaches can be implemented 

simultaneously in a same system. Proactive approach would be applied as a 

core decision making logic for all scaling actions on the basis of forecast / 

processed data, while a reactive approach being based upon actual data would 

act as a damage control measure; activated only in case of any problem with 

proactive approach. Benefits of both the world; pre-emption as well as reliability 

/ consistency can be achieved through proposed framework within same 

autoscaling system.  

Proposed autoscaling framework based upon aforementioned MAPE process is 

explained in a phase-wise manner in following paragraphs; and is also 

illustrated through Figure 4.5.  
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4.3.1  Monitoring 

Although, monitoring phase does not play direct role in any framework 

formulation, but, robustness of any autoscaling approach largely depends upon 

quality, reliability, and sampling granularity (frequency) of QoS / performance 

parameters, collected by it. Cost overheads in terms of bandwidth usage and 

processing power consumed during monitoring phase also plays a critical role in 

this regard [230]. Moreover, precise elasticity metrics (Section 4.2.7) required to 

compare different autoscaling approaches are only possible in presence of 

consistent monitoring tool providing updated data at regular intervals with 

negligible intrusion. 

In the context of proposed framework, required performance data can be 

collected from sources mentioned against each cloud platform category  

in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3 Source modules of performance metrics data  

Cloud Platform Category Source Module 

Public CSPs  

Data is collected through CloudWatch in case 

of Amazon, Azure Monitor in case of Microsoft 

Azure [228], and StackDriver / gCloud in case 

of Google Compute [229]. 

Private Cloud Infrastructure 

In case of OpenStack, data is collected by 

Ceilometer module, and is stored in Gnocchi 

as time series data, for future use [291]. 

Simulator Platform 

In case of CloudSim / CloudSim Plus, required 

data can be collected through built-in functions 

provided by Listener interface available within 

simulator API [292].  

 

During implementation phase of proposed framework, granularity level of 

metrics data should be equal to or lesser than the frequency, with which the 

data is collected by the source module. Moreover, it would be pertinent to 

mention that using high granularity data in order to perform prompt scaling 
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actions may also impact the system adversely, in terms of bandwidth usage and 

processing overheads. So, a compromise needs to be maintained between 

granularity level and costs associated with it. 

Performance metrics data collected during monitoring phase is fed into analysis 

and planning phase of MAPE loop for proactive and reactive autoscaling 

approaches respectively.  

4.3.2  Analysis 

Time Series Analysis can be performed on the basis of any relevant Quality of 

Service (QoS) metric, that can act as a good proxy for the behaviour that we 

want to maintain and is available at all times with regular intervals. Suitability of 

any parameter for this approach can be best judged by the user, having deep 

understanding of the application for which an autoscaling approach is going to 

be proposed. Details of this approach and its’ implementation modalities are 

discussed in Chapter 3.  

For the sake of this project, input workload or average CPU utilization can be 

used as a performance measure to forecast future workload and resource 

usage respectively. Formula for Time Series Analysis can be illustrated as  

[293]: 

  

𝑋 = 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡−1,  𝑥𝑡−2, 𝑥𝑡−3, 𝑥𝑡−4 , … … … … , 𝑥𝑡−𝑤+1      (23) 

 

Where a sequence of w observations is used to calculate time series X. 

As discussed earlier (Chapter 3), Time Series Analysis can be implemented 

through number of approaches, however for proposed autoscaling framework, 

we would be using Moving Average and Exponential Smoothing methods 

separately to have comparative analysis of the two approaches during analysis 

phase. 
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4.3.2.1  Moving Average Method 

In case of Moving Average method, the forecast value �̂�𝑡+𝑟 can be ascertained 

by calculating the weighted average of last q consecutive values. The formula is 

as [294]: 

  

�̂�𝑡+𝑟 = 𝑎1𝑥1 +  𝑎2𝑥𝑡−1 +  𝑎3𝑥𝑡−2 + … . + 𝑎𝑞𝑥𝑡−𝑞+1   (24) 

 

Where 

𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, … … 𝑎𝑞  are set of positive weighting factors, with sum equal to 1. 

r is   prediction interval equal to 1. 

Simple moving average considers the arithmetic mean of the last q values, 

whereas weighted moving average assigns different weights to different values, 

with more weight being allocated to more recent values. We would be using 

weighted moving average to prioritize latest data over the older one.  

4.3.2.2 Exponential Smoothing 

In case of Exponential smoothing (ES) [295], 

  

�̂�𝑡+1 =  �̂�𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑥𝑡 −  �̂�𝑡)         (25) 

Can also be re-written as  

�̂�𝑡+1 =  𝛼𝑥𝑡 + (1 −  𝛼)�̂�𝑡        (26) 

Where 

�̂�𝑡+1 is the forecast value for the period t + 1 

𝑥𝑡 is the actual value at time t 

 �̂�𝑡 is the forecast value at time t 

 𝛼  is a smoothing factor, that weakens the influence of past data at a specified 

rate. When 𝛼 is closer to 0, smoothing happens slowly and more weight is 
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given to values from the more distant past, whereas if 𝛼 is large i-e closer to 1, 

then the priority is given to the recent observations [296]. 

Equation 26 can be further expanded as: 

�̂�𝑡+1 =  𝛼𝑥𝑡 + (1 −  𝛼)[𝛼𝑥𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼)�̂�𝑡−1]        (27) 

 

�̂�𝑡+1 =  𝛼𝑥𝑡 + 𝛼(1 −  𝛼)𝑥𝑡−1 + (1 −  𝛼)2[𝛼𝑥𝑡−2 + (1 − 𝛼)�̂�𝑡−2]  

. 

. 

. 

�̂�𝑡+1 =  𝛼𝑥𝑡 + 𝛼(1 −  𝛼)𝑥𝑡−1

+ (1 −  𝛼)2[𝛼𝑥𝑡−2 + (1 − 𝛼)�̂�𝑡−2 + ⋯

+ (1 −  𝛼)𝑤−1�̂�𝑡−𝑤+1]  

The beauty of exponential smoothing is that we only require actual value and 

forecast value for most recent period to calculate value for next time period. 

From equation 27, it is obvious that most recent period forecast is determined 

on the basis of previous period actual value and the forecast value; which itself 

is based upon the actual value and forecast value for the period before that; and 

the forecast value for the period before that is based upon the period  

before that ------. Thus this approach takes into consideration the previous 

values, without actually calculating them every time [295]. 

Equation 25 is suitable for situations, when data / input workload under 

consideration does not show any specific trends or seasonality. This 

phenomenon is normally referred as Simple or Single Exponential Smoothing, 

and is easier to implement. 

Alternatively, Brown’s Double ES can be implemented, which caters for any 

linear trend in data. The algorithm calculates two smoothing series instead of 

one, and can be implemented as [298]: 

𝑆𝑡
1 = 𝛼𝑥𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑆𝑡−1

1  
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𝑆𝑡
2 = 𝛼𝑆𝑡

1 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑆𝑡−1
2  

𝐶𝑡 = 2𝑆𝑡
1 − 𝑆𝑡

2             (28) 

𝑑𝑡 =  
𝛼

1−𝛼
𝑆𝑡

1 −  𝑆𝑡
2 

�̂�𝑡+𝑟 =  𝐶𝑡 + 𝑟𝑑𝑡 

Where 

𝑆𝑡
1  is smoothed (forecast) value at time t 

𝑆𝑡
2 is smoothed value obtained by applying simple ES to 𝑆𝑡

1 at time t 

𝐶𝑡 is level of time series data at time t 

𝑑𝑡 is trend of time series at time t 

Similarly, Triple Exponential Smoothing can also be implemented, if the 

performance metric under consideration contains trend as well as seasonality. 

Implementation details of subject approach are beyond the scope of this project 

[297]. 

4.3.3  Planning 

During planning phase, the input metrics data can either be retrieved directly 

from monitoring phase or alternatively it can be processed during analysis 

phase and thus subsequently received in a form of predicted future / expected 

behaviour of the system. The former can be used in in reactive autoscaling 

approach, whereas the later one can be very useful for a proactive approach. 

As already discussed, we would be implementing a hybrid approach; a 

combination of both reactive and proactive approaches, so we would use both 

unprocessed (directly from monitoring phase) and processed data (recovered 

from analysis phase) during planning phase. 

In order to ensure relevant QoS parameters, resource allocation / de-allocation 

would be decided on the basis of threshold based rules. These rules would use 

processed data during proactive approach, and unprocessed data for reactive 

approach. Moreover, these rules will be implemented over and above the 

scheduled scaling policy (wherever available) and would only be instigated once 

a scheduled policy has failed to maintain the QoS parameters, because of  
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those unpredictable peaks in demand, that could not be possibly catered by 

scheduled policy [232]. Suitability of implementing scheduled based scaling 

policies in a specific situation may also be considered, in order to ensure better 

results [299] [300]. 

Details of rule based approach and its’ implementation modalities are discussed 

at length in Chapter 3. 

In context of this framework, the threshold based rules can be illustrated as: 

 

----------------------------- Rule 1 (Scale Up / Proactive Approach)----------------------- 

if �̂�𝑡+1 > 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝 then 𝑀𝑖 =
1

2
𝑀𝑖  [instigated only in case of normal 

monitoring interval, followed by next 

execution cycle] 

 

if �̂�𝑡+1 > 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝                [only in case of reduced monitoring 

interval] 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 > 0 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀1. 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

for each 𝑉𝑀𝑥 in 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡(except 𝑉𝑀1) 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  

𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 𝑖𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑥𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 

𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

do nothing 

end if 
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end for 

if 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀. 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑢𝑠 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 

Add 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

else 

Add 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

Tx 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 to 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 in application/ 

 /time 𝑡 = (𝑉𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦) 

else 

if n < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 

𝑛 = 𝑛 + 𝑆𝑢𝑝 

Tx from 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 to 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡/ 

/after 𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 

else 

𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒: Amount of resources can, t be increased 

due to 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 parameter violation  

𝑀𝑖 = 2𝑀𝑖 

do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 seconds (𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠) 

else 

𝑀𝑖 = 2𝑀𝑖 

 

---------------------------- Rule 2  (Scale Down / Proactive Approach)--------------------- 

 if �̂�𝑡+1 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 then 𝑀𝑖 =
1

2
𝑀𝑖  [instigated only in case of normal 

monitoring interval, followed by 

next execution cycle] 

if �̂�𝑡+1 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛             [only in case of reduced monitoring 

interval] 
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𝑖𝑓 𝑛 > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀1. 𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑉𝑀𝑥 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑉𝑀1) 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  

𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

do nothing  

 else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝑖𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑥𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 

𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

 end if 

end for 

Remove 𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 from 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡

/𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

Add 𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

else 

do nothing 

𝑀𝑖 = 2𝑀𝑖 

do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds (𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠)  

else 

𝑀𝑖 = 2𝑀𝑖 

 

----------------------- Rule 3 (Scale Up / Reactive Approach)----------------------- 

if 𝑥𝑡 > 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑈𝑝 for duration 𝑣𝑈𝑃 seconds then 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 > 0 
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀1. 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

for each 𝑉𝑀𝑥 in 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡(except 𝑉𝑀1) 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  

𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 𝑖𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑥𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 

𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

do nothing 

end if 

end for 

if 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀. 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑢𝑠 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 

Add 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

else 

Add 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

Tx 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 to 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 in application/ 

 /time 𝑡 = (𝑉𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦) 

else 

if n < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 

𝑛 = 𝑛 + 𝑆𝑢𝑝 

Tx from 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 to 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡/ 

/after 𝑉𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 

else 

𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒: Amount of resources can, t be increased 

due to 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 parameter violation 
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do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 seconds (𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑠) 

 

------------------------- Rule 4 (Scale Down / Reactive Approach)--------------------- 

if 𝑥𝑡 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 for duration 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds then 

𝑖𝑓 𝑛 > 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀1. 𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑉𝑀𝑥 𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑉𝑀1) 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒  

𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

do nothing  

 else if 𝑉𝑀𝑥. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝑖𝑓 𝑉𝑀𝑥𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 

𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 = 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

 end if 

end for 

Remove 𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 from 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡

/𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

Add 𝑑𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑀 in 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

do nothing for 𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds  

else 

do nothing 

 

To update the 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 at regular intervals [203]: 
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for each 𝑉𝑀𝑥 in 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

if 𝑉𝑀𝑥 . 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 60 min 

register progress of running task (if any) 

cancel running task 

Tx pending task to other VM as per VM allocation policy 

Release 𝑉𝑀𝑥 

Remove 𝑉𝑀𝑥 from 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡  

end if 

end for 

 

Salient terms used during the planning phase of the framework are elaborated 

as: 

Table 4.4 Terminologies used during planning phase of proposed  framework 

 Terms Description 

�̂�𝒕+𝟏 Forecast value of performance metric 𝑥 for period 𝑡 + 1 

𝒙𝒕 Actual value of performance metric 𝑥 at time 𝑡  

𝒕𝒉𝒓𝑼𝒑 Upper threshold for performance metric 𝑥 

𝒕𝒉𝒓𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏 Lower threshold for performance metric 𝑥  

𝑴𝒊  Monitoring interval 

𝒊𝒏𝑼𝒑 Cool down period after any scaling-up action 

𝒊𝒏𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏 Cool down period after any scale-down action 

𝒕𝒉𝒓𝑨𝒃𝒐𝒗𝒆𝑼𝒑 
Threshold slightly higher than the upper threshold for 

performance metric 𝑥 

𝒕𝒉𝒓𝑩𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒘𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏 
Threshold slightly lower than the lower threshold for 

performance metric 𝑥  
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𝑺𝒖𝒑 
Amount of resources i-e No of VMs, required to be created 

as a result of any scaling-up action.  

𝑺𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏 
Amount of resources i-e No of VMs, required to be dropped 

as a result of any scaling-down action.   

𝒏 
Existing number of VMs. It can be calculated by adding VMs 

in 𝑉𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

𝒗𝑼𝑷 
Time duration, that must be elapsed for any scaling-up 

action initiation 

𝒗𝑫𝒐𝒘𝒏 
Time duration, that must be elapsed for any scaling-down 

action initiation 

𝑽𝑴𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆𝑹𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒆𝒔𝒕 
Application time at which the request for new VM has been 

initiated by user  

𝑽𝑴𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝑫𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒚 

Time duration between 𝑉𝑀𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 and the moment  

𝑉𝑀𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 changes to active. 𝑉𝑀𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 remains pending 

during this time. 

𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒑𝒔𝒆𝒅𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 
Total time, the VM is in service (since its instantiation) with 

respect to simulation clock  

𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒕𝑯𝒓𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 Passed time in minutes, from last hour of 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝑽𝑴𝑹𝒆𝒔𝑳𝒊𝒔𝒕 

List of VMs that can be scaled down as per scaling policy, 

but are in service; as their, 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 is still not reached 

to complete hour 

𝑽𝑴𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑳𝒊𝒔𝒕 
List of VMs, that can handle user requests, and have 

already crossed VM initiation delay time. 

𝑽𝑴𝑷𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒏𝒈𝑳𝒊𝒔𝒕 

List of VMs, that have been initiated as a result of scaling-up 

action, but are still in their initiation stage and are not ready 

to entertain user requests. 

𝑽𝑴𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒃𝑳𝒊𝒔𝒕 
Combined list of VMs, that are in  𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 or 

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

𝑽𝑴𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒔 Represents, whether the VM is in pending state or in active 
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state, through Boolean value. (True for active state and 

False for pending state)  

𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑽𝑴𝑨𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒅 

Maximum No of VMs, that can be placed inside a single 

autoscaling group as a result of any autoscaling action. It 

accounts for VMs, that are in 𝑉𝑚𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 

𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑽𝑴𝑨𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒅 

Minimum No of VMs, that has to remain in a single 

autoscaling group as a result of any scaling down action. It 

accounts for VMs in 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑳𝒂𝒔𝒕𝑯𝒓𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 
Minimum passed time of any VM in minutes, after last hour 

of 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑳𝒂𝒔𝒕𝑯𝒓𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆 
Maximum passed time of any VM in minutes, after last hour 

of 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 

 

The abovementioned rule (1) implements proactive approach for scaling up, as 

it uses forecast / predicted value of performance metric 𝑥 as an input 

parameter. The rule states that if value of �̂�𝑡+1 is greater than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝, then 

reduce the monitoring time interval by half to avoid QoS violations for a longer 

period of time. Subsequently, the rule only initiates an autoscaling action, if 

value of  �̂�𝑡+1 is still greater than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝 for next reduced monitoring interval, as 

it indicates the continuation of upper threshold violation trend. However, if value 

of  �̂�𝑡+1 is reduced below 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑈𝑝 during next reduced monitoring interval; it 

indicates upper threshold violation as a temporary blip only, and does not 

require any autoscaling action. Moreover, in this case monitoring time interval is 

required to be reset to original time interval for subsequent readings. It is 

pertinent to mention, that the framework would compare performance metric 

data from reduced monitoring interval against same rule, which caused 

monitoring interval to be reduced, at first place; before considering validity of 

any other rule .     

For scaling-up action; the rule runs through the 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, and implements 

swap algorithm to identify the VM with minimum passed time since last billing 
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hour. In case two VMs with same ‘passed time since last billing hour’ are found 

in the list, then the priority goes to VM with active state as compared to VM 

having pending state. Premise for this priority is to use the VM, which can be 

readily employed for task sharing, instead of waiting for it, till it comes online. 

Subsequently, the selected VM is removed from 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, and is added to 

𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 or 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, depending upon its status. 

Conversely, if the 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 does not have any VMs left within; the rule opts 

for creation of altogether new VM, provided that the action does not violate the 

maximum No of VMs allowed for that specific autoscaling group. It is to be 

noted, that this newly created VM would initially be added to 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

and would only be able to join 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, once VM startup time (according 

to VM initiation delay matrix. Section 4.1.4) has been passed. 

Foregone in view, it is evident that concept of 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 has been introduced 

to avoid initiation delays and overheads associated with newly created VMs, 

and utilize already existing spare VMs, wherever possible.    

After the scaling-up action; either through 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 or by creating a new VM, 

the framework would not act upon any performance metric update for 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 

seconds, in order to avoid system oscillations and cost overhead due to 

frequent autoscaling decisions. At the same time, the reduced monitoring 

interval would be reverted to its actual value. 

Similarly, the rule (2) implements proactive approach for scaling-down, when 

value of �̂�𝑡+1 is lesser than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 for two consecutive monitoring intervals 

(normal monitoring interval + reduced monitoring interval). The approach is 

implemented only, if the resultant actions would not violate the minimum No of 

VMs for that specific autoscaling group. 

In doing so, the rule identifies suitable VM for scaling-down action from 

𝑉𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 (made up of 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) on the basis of 

passed time from last billing hour. While keeping cost factor as a sole principle, 

it uses a swap algorithm to choose VM with ‘maximum pass time since billing 

hour’ for scaling down action. In case two VMs have same ‘maximum pass time’ 

value, then VM with pending status would be selected, to avoid possible task 

migration overhead. Obviously, the selected VM with abovementioned criterion 
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would already have been used for maximum period of its charged hour, thus 

proposing it for possible scale-down action would not waste much of the 

resources. The selected VM would be removed from its parent list 

(𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 or 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡) and added to 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡. 

Any task running over selected VM would not be postponed / cancelled, as for 

all practical purposes; it is still active with its processing power intact. However, 

no new task would be allocated to it by the load balancer, as it has been 

marked for possible drop. 

Amount of resources (𝑆𝑢𝑝 and 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛) provisioned / de-provisioned during any 

scaling up / down action may be different within single autoscaling framework. 

Like in case of conservative framework with QoS parameters as its sole 

objective; 𝑆𝑢𝑝 may be greater than 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛, to adopt aggressive scaling-up 

approach as compared to scaling-down approach. However, this may result in 

increase in resultant costs. 

Alternative or even complimentary approach to above one, can be to use 

different values for 𝑆𝑢𝑝 or 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 within same scale-up or scale-down policy, 

which are then incremented / decremented based upon the degree of threshold 

violations. Thus greater the violations, larger the respective values and vice 

versa [233]. 

Another point to consider, while assigning appropriate values to 𝑆𝑢𝑝 / 𝑆𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 is to 

consider mode of representation being used. The values represented in 

absolute terms are preferred over ‘percentage of existing resources’; because 

percentage of existing resources would be a variable factor in real value, as the 

underlying hardware would change periodically over a period of time as a result 

of scaling policies. In later case, continuous change in amount of underlying 

resources would also require to be catered by the scaling policy. 

Moreover, cool down period after scale up / down actions (𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 & 𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛) 

need to consider status of VM resources that are being provisioned or de-

provisioned during scaling process. It is obvious that during scale-up process, 

𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 value for VMs with status 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 would be less as compared to VMs with 

𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒 status as VMs in former case would be readily able to share load as 

compared to the latter case, where VMs would not be active for quite some time 
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because of VM initiation delay factor. In the same context, 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 value for VMs 

with 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 status would also be different among themselves, as they would 

certainly be at different stages of initiation during an activation process. As a 

rule of thumb, cool down periods of newly created resources would always be 

more or at best equal to that of resources acquired from 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡.             

In case of proactive approach (rule 1 & 2) failure or unsatisfactory performance, 

rule 3 and 4  would come into play for scaling-up and scaling-down respectively. 

These rules implement reactive autoscaling approach, as they use actual value 

of performance metric 𝑥𝑡 and compares it against 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑈𝑝 for 𝑣𝑈𝑃 seconds 

in case of scaling-up and against 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝐵𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 for 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 seconds in case of 

scaling-down. The 𝑣𝑈𝑃 and 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 variables are being used to determine the 

degree of transience / permanence associated with performance metric 𝑥. Rest 

of the logic implementation remains the same as that of in rule 1 & 2. 

Regular update of 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 at short intervals, (preferably every single minute) 

ensures maximum usage of VM resources, before they actually die. The list 

comprises of VMs destined for scale-down at the end of their already billed 

hour, unless being picked up by any scale-up action. The framework identifies 

any VM with ‘pass time from last billed hour’ equal to 60 minutes, postpones the 

task (if any) running over it, and migrate it to any other VM from 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 

according to implemented VM allocation policy. Lastly the VM is released and 

subsequently removed from the 𝑉𝑀𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡.  

Exact parameter settings like that of 𝑀𝑖 , 𝑖𝑛𝑈𝑝 / 𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛, , 𝑣𝑈𝑝 / 𝑣𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛, 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑/𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 are framework independent and cannot be 

hard-wired during architecture design through any analytical reasoning. Effect of 

these settings are inter-linked with each other and should not be defined in an 

isolation. Ideally, the respective values may only be optimized to peculiar user 

requirements after extensive experimentation during implementation phase. 

Hybrid scale-up policy (rule 1 & 3) and hybrid scale-down policy (rule 2 & 4) are 

being illustrated with activity diagrams representing application workflow and 

dynamic aspects of the planning phase through Unified Modelling  

Language (UML) [234]. Refer Figure 4.6 & Figure 4.7 for hybrid scale-up and 

scale-down policies respectively. 
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4.3.4  Execution 

This is comparatively straight forward phase of MAPE loop, where actual 

allocation / de-allocation of resources is being done on the basis of 

recommendations forwarded by planning phase. Underlying complexities of the 

phase are normally hidden from the user in case of public or private Cloud 

infrastructure, however APIs implementation may be required to effect required 

resource changes, in case of simulator platforms.  

4.4  Summary 

The chapter deals with hybrid elasticity management framework, developed on 

the basis of IBM initiated MAPE process. It starts with deliberating upon 

different dimensions and factors involved in an autoscaling process, followed by 

detailed discussion on their suitable representation, recommended settings in 

different scenarios and their respective impact  on associated framework 

formulation. In light of these deliberations, an autoscaling framework is 

proposed  with suitable mathematical representations. The next chapter would 

explain actual implementation process with different experimental platforms 

being used as an underlying infrastructure, and in-line with the above referred 

framework. 
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Chapter 5 

Project Implementation 

The chapter explores and implements suitable experimental platforms; one 

each from custom testbed and simulation domain from point of view of 

employing proposed autoscaling framework (Chapter 4). Although public cloud 

domain was extensively perused during literature survey part of the project, but 

was not practically explored during this phase due to lack of resources and 

time. 

Section 5.1 introduces OpenStack (Custom testbed domain) and its major 

components along with architectural details. It is followed by explaining different 

elements of experimental environment (and the reasons for choosing them); 

that was created to conduct autoscaling experiments over OpenStack. The 

section concludes with detailed step-wise guide lines on how to establish, 

configure, manage and troubleshoot OpenStack platform and requisite 

autoscaling environment. The document is validated in light of practical 

experiments conducted during the implementation phase of this project and is 

supported with necessary commands, scripts and illustrations, wherever 

necessary. 

Likewise, Section 5.2 discusses CloudSim / CloudSim Plus from simulation 

domain. After briefly deliberating upon its components and design details, the 

section presents the implementation work done in CloudSim Plus, in order to 

create cloud infrastructure (IaaS) simulated setup and basic autoscaling 

environment.  

5.1  Custom Testbed - OpenStack 

5.1.1  Introduction 

OpenStack is an open source software platform used to implement cloud 

computing paradigm as IaaS. While being also referred as an OS of cloud 

computing, it acts as a communication and management gateway between 

remote cloud users and underlying hardware, that is being deployed under 
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cloud computing infrastructure. Over the period of last 8 years (initial release 

version: Austin), the platform has constantly been upgraded and maintained by 

open source community with regular releases. Some of them in chronological 

order are: Bexar, Diablo, Grizzly, Havana, IceHouse, Kilo, Liberty, Mitaka, 

Netwton, Ocata, Pike, Queens and Rocky (current release) [239] [240] [241]. 

OpenStack comprises of multiple interrelated role based modules 

(approximately over 31 in total), working in tandem to provide an integrated, 

unified platform to different cloud stakeholders (developers, managers, end 

users etc.) [241]. Following paragraphs would briefly touch upon some of them 

which are part of core OpenStack architecture (Section 5.2.2) and play key role 

in implementing autoscaling feature in any cloud infrastructure. 

5.1.1.1  Nova 

Nova (compute) is a primary computing engine responsible to manage 

virtualized server resources (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network interface etc.). It 

manages live guest migration as well as VM’s management (run, reboot, 

suspend, resize, terminate etc.). Being a cloud computing fabric controller, it 

runs on every physical compute node in cloud infrastructure. Communication 

with each other is managed through AMQP based messaging technology 

(RabbitMQ), thus ensuring data persistence and fault tolerance. Furthermore, it 

provides support for multiple virtualization technologies / hypervisors like KVM, 

VMware, Xen, Hyper-V and LXC etc. [240] [242]. 

5.1.1.2  Keystone 

Keystone is an identity service that provides central point of integration for 

managing authentication, authorization and services catalogue. End users can 

interact with different OpenStack services according to security levels and 

permissions configured in Keystone by cloud mangers. Likewise, level of 

interaction between different OpenStack services is also governed through this 

module. In this regard, each of the available services expose one or more 

endpoints / interfaces having admin, public or private access levels [239] [243]. 

5.1.1.3  Glance 

Glance assists in discovering, registering and retrieval of image templates / 

backups associated with different virtual machines. It is the only module in 
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OpenStack that can add, delete, share or duplicate images. Relevant images 

stored in simple file system / OpenStack object storage (swift) are automatically 

retrieved through shell commands and API requests, thus shortening and 

simplifying the VM initiation lifecycle. Supported formats include Raw, VHD, 

VDI, qcow2, VMDK, OVF etc. [240][244] [245]. 

5.1.1.4  Neutron 

Neutron provides network connectivity, ports and IP addresses (static / floating) 

for smooth communication between virtual resources deployed on single / 

multiple instance OpenStack deployments. The module support flat networks 

and VLANs in order to reduce bottlenecks and improve security. Furthermore, 

users can also implement load balancing, firewalls, VPNs, SDNs and intrusion 

detection systems through the module [240] [246].  

5.1.1.5  Cinder 

Cinder is responsible for managing block storage of virtual resources deployed 

in any cloud infrastructure.  The module manages creation, attaching / 

detaching and deletion of block storage devices. It is analogous to persistent 

storage provided by physical computer through associated disk drives and is 

more relevant in scenarios, where data access speeds and frequent read / write 

operation is most important consideration[239][240]. 

5.1.1.6  Heat 

Heat is an orchestration service that enables creation of virtual instances, 

floating IPs, cinder / swift volumes, security groups and users on the basis of 

pre-defined templates. These templates are human readable text files that can 

be treated like a code, through which the module automatically manages the 

entire lifecycle of infrastructure and applications running over it. Moreover, it is 

the single most important component, that plays key role in enabling 

autoscaling feature in cloud infrastructure [247].   

5.1.1.7  Ceilometer 

Ceilometer is a data collection service that meters and collects infrastructure / 

application metrics and sends it to relevant data stores (Gnocchi, MySQL, 

MongoDB etc.) for the purpose of billing, analysis and orchestration. Data 
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collection mechanism involves processing notifications from other OpenStack 

services or retrieving information directly from hypervisor or from a host 

machine. Some of the important metrics include CPU / vCPU usage / cycles / 

delta, storage utilization / allocation, network capacity, disk read/write requests / 

rate, memory resident / usage, latency, throughput, bandwidth, No of Input / 

output operations, cache references etc. [248] [249] [250].      

5.1.1.8  Aodh 

Aodh is an alarming service that trigger alarms whenever collected metering 

data or an event breaks pre-defined threshold / rules. It periodically queries 

relevant databases to check required info and raise an alarm accordingly [251]. 

5.1.1.9  Gnocchi 

Gnocchi is an open source time-series database which is highly scalable and 

fault tolerant. It is acting as Ceilometer dispatcher since OpenStack Kilo 

version, to ensure its telemetry is always up and fast. The module aggregates 

the metrics data collected by Ceilometer at ingestion time, instead of storing raw 

data points. The data is aggregated on the basis of archive policy (granularity 

level, timespan, aggregation method etc.) pre-defined for each metric. This 

approach of pre-computing results expedite retrieval process [268] [269].  

5.1.1.10  Horizon 

Horizon is a dashboard service that provides GUI to system administrators / 

users to access and manage cloud based resources through self-service portal. 

Although each of the modules referred above can be managed individually 

through relevant APIs or command line interface (CLI), but horizon offers an 

integrated interface to understand and manage all of them collectively, which 

may be relatively easy for a novice. The module can also accommodate billing, 

monitoring and other management tools from third party as desired by user 

[239] [240]. 

Note: Apart from components discussed above, other major OpenStack 

modules include Swift (object storage service), Octavia (load balancer service), 

Manila (shared file system service), Panko (telemetry event service), Mistral 

(workflow service), Trove (database service), Sahara  (data processing service), 

Magnum (container infrastructure management service) and Blazar (resource 
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reservation service). However these components are not directly related to an 

autoscaling phenomenon in cloud infrastructure; thus further discussion on 

them is beyond the scope of this project [241]. 

5.1.2  Architecture  

As discussed earlier (Section 5.1.1), OpenStack provides variety of 

complementary services / components to support rich set of features required to 

manage any cloud infrastructure. In order to achieve scalability and high 

availability, the platform follows modular approach and supports distributed 

asynchronous architecture. Figure 5.1 illustrates OpenStack logical architecture, 

highlighting major integrated components and their mutual relation [244] [252]. 

 

Figure 5.1 OpenStack logical architecture 

OpenStack may be deployed in a single or multi-node configuration. In case of 

single node; all required services (compute, network, storage, ceilometer etc.) 

are installed and configured on single physical host. This arrangement simplifies 

installation and network configuration tasks; however it is only intended for 

concept validation and can’t be used for production environments. Whereas, 

multi-node scenario runs OpenStack services on different or multiple physical 

hosts, depending upon performance, redundancy and workload requirements. 
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Typical OpenStack deployment on multiple nodes can be illustrated through 

Figure 5.2 [253]. 

 

Figure 5.2 Typical OpenStack multi-node configuration 

Controller node runs identity, image, and dashboard services along with 

management portions of compute and networking. Additionally, it may also run 

block storage, object storage, orchestration and telemetry services. Whereas, 

compute node handles virtualization and runs hypervisor portion of  compute 

that manages instances. 

Advance Messaging Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is implemented through 

RabbitMQ for internal communication within individual components and can be 

illustrated through Figure 5.3 [244]. 

 

Core components 

Optional components 
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Figure 5.3 Advance Messaging Queuing Protocol within OpenStack 

5.1.3  Implementation 

Project implementation phase with respect to OpenStack platform is being 

described as follows.  

5.1.3.1 Experimental Environment 

In the domain of custom testbeds, OpenStack platform was extensively used to 

implement cloud infrastructure and to create minimum necessary environment 

required for implementing autoscaling approaches. Initial experimentation was 

conducted on Liberty version of OpenStack followed by Kilo; however as both of 

them were old releases, not widely supported by online open source 

community; so the experimentation proved to be time consuming, unstable and 

error prone. Nonetheless, lessons learned during the process greatly helped in 

reducing the learning lifecycle, once the cloud infrastructure was finally 

established on Pike version of OpenStack. Due to lack of required hardware 

infrastructure and also to avoid unnecessary network related errors; OpenStack 

Pike version was deployed in single-node configuration. Technical 

specifications of hardware were: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7- 6700HQ, CPU @ 2.60 

GHz, x86_64 bit architecture, 32 GB RAM DDR4, L3 cache, 250 GB SSD etc. 

DevStack is a simplified development version of OpenStack that can be 

installed quickly in few sequential steps, to demonstrate functional capabilities 

of OpenStack services through command line or Horizon interface. It gives clear 
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insight to nature of problems and their possible solutions, that may be faced 

during actual OpenStack commissioning. Basic DevStack installation provide 

functionalities for Keystone, Glance, Cinder, Neutron, and Horizon modules and 

can be referred from official OpenStack documentation [254]. During the course 

of this research, DevStack was explored and implemented in detail to have in-

depth understanding of relevant concepts. 

In terms of operating system, initial experimentation was based upon Microsoft 

Windows 10 Professional with Oracle VM VirtualBox used as hypervisor on a 

physical host machine. Ubuntu and Centos 7.0 were used alternatively on 

subsequent VMs acting as host for OpenStack deployments. However the 

approach didn’t proved to be much useful; as it resulted in inadvertent network 

communication errors between physical host machine and VMs hosting 

OpenStack platforms. Apparent reason seems to be network compatibility 

issues between two different operating systems and difficulty in isolating as well 

as  troubleshooting the problems in multi-operating system scenario. Eventually, 

to simplify the underlying OS environment; Centos 7.0 was used as physical 

host operating system with virt-manager as virtual machine manager (Figure 

5.4). Virt-manager uses libvirt API to manage KVM VMs, Xen and LXC (Linux 

containers) [255]. Guest VMs required for OpenStack deployment were also 

installed with Centos 7.0 to avoid compatibility issues. 
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Figure 5.4 Virtual Machine Manager GUI along with deployed virtual machines 

5.1.3.2  Installation / Configuration Guide 

The guide assumes that Centos 7.0 has been already been installed and is 

working smoothly. OpenStack (Pike) deployment along with requisite 

autoscaling environment can be implemented by following the steps as 

mentioned below. Following paragraphs would also highlight commands, 

procedures and graphical illustrations required to verify operations of different 

OpenStack modules and relevant troubleshooting guidelines. 

It is pertinent to mention that following installation / configuration procedure has 

been formulated after consulting and practically testing / validating wide range 

of OpenStack open source forums and other online resources. Some of these 

are [255] [256] [257] [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] [267].   

1. Install ‘Gnome desktop’ and ‘VmWare tools’ feature in Centos 7.0 for user 

friendly GUI and ease-of-use operations. 
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2. Physical host computer’s drive may preferably be configured with 

‘Automatic partitioning’ and ‘Networking Standard’ options. ‘Manual 

portioning’ option may be used in case, portioning recommendations 

offered by Centos installation package does not suit individual’s 

requirements. 

3. Update OS package. 

# yum update 

4. Reboot the system. 

# reboot 

5. If required to unlock yum (Yellowdog Updater Modified) during update / 

upgrade operations, run 1st command to find out, what’s locking up yum 

and use 2nd command to kill that specific process. Re-run 1st command to 

confirm, if the process has been successfully killed. If not, repeat the 

process. 

# ps aux | grep yum 

      # kill <PID Number> 

6. Install Git package 

# yum install git -y 

7. Run following command to clone OpenStack repository from GitHub. 

# git clone 

https://github.com/tigerlinux/Openstack-pike-

installer-centos7.git /opt/pike 

8. Transfer main-config.rc file from sample-config directory to configs 

directory. 

9. Configure ./configs/main-config.rc file as per individual requirements. It is 

the central configuration file which dictates No of OpenStack modules to 

be installed, their network settings, domain names, security credentials 

etc. By default, it deploys all-in-one (single node) configuration with all 

necessary modules required to implement autoscaling feature. Although it 

is well documented file, however even one miscalculation in configuration 

settings can make the platform inaccessible / unstable. Typical 

deployment within the scope of this project involves following settings. 
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a. Replace IP address: 192.168.56.60 with NAT IP address: 

192.168.200.198 in all the occurrences. IP address may vary 

from user to user. 

b.  Under OpenStack Neutron settings, set:  

bridge_mappings=“physical01:br-ens9” 

c. Change following setting from No to Yes.  

snmpinstall=“yes” 

10. Add network adapter (NAT) for host VM machine (deploying OpenStack) 

through Network settings. 

11. Install RDO OpenStack Pike repositories for Centos 7.0 

# yum install centos-release-Openstack-pike 

12. Install Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) repository 

# yum -y install epel-release 

13. Run following commands to upgrade and reboot the system. 

# yum -y upgrade 

# reboot 

14. Configure /etc/sysctl.conf file as per following settings. 

net.ipv4.ip_forward=1 

net.ipv4.conf.all.rp_filter=0 

net.ipv4.conf.default.rp_filter=0 

15. Reboot the machine by running reboot command. 

16. Install and configure OpenVSwitch (OVS) by running the following 

commands. 

# yum -y install make gcc openssl-devel autoconf 

automake rpm-build redhat-rpm-config python-devel 

openssl-devel kernel-devel kernel-debug-devel 

libtool wget 

# mkdir -p ~/rpmbuild/SOURCES 

# wget http://openvswitch.org/releases/openvswitch-

2.5.1.tar.gz 

# cp openvswitch-2.5.1.tar.gz ~/rpmbuild/SOURCES/ 

# tar xfz openvswitch-2.5.1.tar.gz 
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# sed 's/openvswitch-kmod, //g' openvswitch-

2.5.1/rhel/openvswitch.spec > openvswitch-

2.5.1/rhel/openvswitch_no_kmod.spec 

# rpmbuild -bb --nocheck ~/openvswitch-

2.5.1/rhel/openvswitch_no_kmod.spec 

# ls -l ~/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86_64/ 

# yum localinstall 

~/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86_64/openvswitch-2.5.1-

1.x86_64.rpm 

17. Start OVS service and enable it for next boot by running following 

commands 

# systemctl start openvswitch.service 

# chkconfig openvswitch on 

18. Create required network bridges by running the following commands 

# ovs-vsctl add-br br-ens9 

       # ovs-vsctl add-br br-int 

# ovs-vsctl add-port br-ens9 ens9 

19. Run # ovs-vsctl show to verify effect of your last command. If it 

displays following results; that means all is good till now. (name of network 

bridge may vary). 

1c5327d2-c73a-4eb0-98c8-d15ee4b3fed0 

Bridge br-int 

          Port br-int 

                Interface br-int 

                     type: internal 

       Bridge "br-ens9" 

          Port "ens9" 

                Interface "ens9" 

          Port "br-ens9" 

               Interface "br-ens9" 

                  type: internal 

    ovs_version: "2.7.3" 
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20. Install advanced EL-repo.org Kernel-ml (Series 4.x) for Centos 7.0 by 

running following commands. 

# yum -y install yum-utils 

# rpm --import https://www.elrepo.org/RPM-GPG-KEY-

elrepo.org 

# rpm -Uvh http://www.elrepo.org/elrepo-release-7.0-

2.el7.elrepo.noarch.rpm 

# yum-config-manager --enable elrepo-kernel 

# yum clean all 

# yum -y update 

# yum install kernel-ml kernel-ml-devel kernel-ml-

doc -y 

sed -r -i 's/saved/0/g' /etc/default/grub 

# grub2-mkconfig -o /boot/grub2/grub.cfg 

# sync 

# reboot 

21. Run following command to add and name directory that would be used 

as cinder volume. 

# pvcreate /dev/vdb 

# vgcreate cinder-volumes /dev/vdb 

22. Run # lsblk to verify that the drive is actually created. 

23. Run # cd /opt/pike to access the directory where installer file (main-

installer.sh) is residing. 

24. Run one of the following commands to initiate the installation process. 

The first command would ask for confirmation before actually proceeding 

to make any changes to the system. 2nd command will run automatically 

without asking for any permission. 3rd command would save all output logs 

produced by installer at designated folder with the help of tee tool. 

# ./main-installer.sh install 

# ./main-installer.sh install auto 

# ./main-installer.sh install | tee -a 

/var/log/my_log_de_install.log 
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25. The installer would take 50 to 60 minutes to complete the process. It 

would start by verifying that all the pre-requisites are completed and only 

proceed if the machine is fully ready for OpenStack installation. It would 

deploy all OpenStack modules one by one along with respective settings 

(users, images, endpoints, databases, security groups, network / ports 

etc.) as defined in main configuration file. 

26. The installer would complete the process by stopping and restarting all 

OpenStack services. Following message would indicate that OpenStack 

installation process has been successful. (IP addresses and user 

credentials may vary). 

REMEMBER !!! 

For any additional COMPUTE NODE you add in your 

Openstack deployment, please 

run the following command IN YOUR NOVA CONTROLLER 

NODE: 

su -s /bin/sh -c "nova-manage cell_v2 

discover_hosts --verbose" nova 

You can use the script /usr/local/bin/Openstack-

control.sh for administration tasks 

Your administrative userid is: admin, password: 

0p3nSt4ck 

Use your web-based dashboard at: 

http://192.168.200.198 

 

Your grafana dashboard is at: 

http://192.168.200.198:3000 

Grafana user: admin 

Grafana password: 0p3nSt4ck 

Thanks you very much for using this automated tool 

OPENSTACK INSTALLATION FINISHED 

27. Start / stop / restart / enable / disable operations and ‘status cx’ of any of 

OpenStack modules / services can be performed by running one of the 

respective commands. 
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# Openstack-control.sh restart 

# Openstack-control.sh start 

# Openstack-control.sh stop 

# Openstack-control.sh enable 

# Openstack-control.sh disable 

# Openstack-control.sh status 

#  systemctl status <service name> 

#  systemctl is-active <service name> 

#  systemctl start <service name> 

#  systemctl restart <service name> 

#  systemctl stop <service name> 

#  systemctl disable <service name> 

#  systemctl enable <service name> 

28. OpenStack modules / services can be accessed by logging into Horizon 

module with appropriate user credentials or through command line. 

Typical Horizon interface after successful installation is illustrated  

in Figure 5.5. 
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29. Autoscaling experiments can be initiated, once OpenStack platform is up 

and running. The experiments can be conducted either through Horizon 

console or CLI. To access OpenStack modules and services through 

CLI, appropriate environment variables must be set for CLI clients. As all 

OpenStack services utilizes Keystone for authentication, so by sourcing 

the requisite file (keystonerc_fulladmin), environment variables are set for 

the current shell. These variables enable OpenStack client commands to 

communicate with OpenStack services running in the cloud.  

# source keystonerc_fulladmin 

30.  Create template containing build information for the environment that 

may include instance flavour, networking configuration, image type, 

security group, private ssh-key, software required to be installed etc. The 

file may be placed at /etc/heat/templates/cirros.yaml. Environment 

template used during this project is as below. 

heat_template_version: 2016-10-14 

description: Template to spawn an cirros instance. 

 

parameters: 

  metadata: 

    type: json 

  image: 

    type: string 

    description: image used to create instance 

    default: 'Cirros-0.3.5-64' 

  flavor: 

    type: string 

    description: instance flavor to be used 

    default: m1.tiny 

  key_name: 

    type: string 

    description: keypair to be used 

    default: admin1 

  network: 

    type: string 
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    description: project network to attach instance 

to 

    default: Test 

  external_network: 

    type: string 

    description: network used for floating IPs 

    default: public 

 

resources: 

  server: 

    type: OS::Nova::Server 

    properties: 

      block_device_mapping: 

        - device_name: vda 

          delete_on_termination: true 

          volume_id: { get_resource: volume } 

      flavor: {get_param: flavor} 

      key_name: {get_param: key_name} 

      metadata: {get_param: metadata} 

      networks: 

        - port: { get_resource: port } 

 

  port: 

    type: OS::Neutron::Port 

    properties: 

      network: {get_param: network} 

      security_groups: 

        - all 

 

  floating_ip: 

    type: OS::Neutron::FloatingIP 

    properties: 

      floating_network: {get_param: 

external_network} 
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  floating_ip_assoc: 

    type: OS::Neutron::FloatingIPAssociation 

    properties: 

      floatingip_id: { get_resource: floating_ip } 

      port_id: { get_resource: port } 

 

  volume: 

    type: OS::Cinder::Volume 

    properties: 

      image: {get_param: image} 

      size: 1 

 

31. We need to register the environment template in an appropriate folder for 

subsequent use. For this, we would create environment.yaml file and 

place it in root folder. Contents of the file would be: 

resource_registry: 

"OS::Nova::Server::Cirros": 

"file:///etc/heat/templates/cirros.yaml" 

32. Create Heat stack template which would define the metrics and their 

threshold values, on the basis of which alarms are required to be 

triggered. It would define autoscaling group with minimum, maximum and 

desired No of instances. Moreover, scale up / down policies, threshold 

values, cool down periods, evaluation frequency and scaling adjustment 

is also configured in the file. For the sake of this project, following stack 

template file (example.yaml) was configured to implement horizontal 

scaling and was placed in root folder. 

heat_template_version: 2016-10-14 

description: Example auto scale group, policy and 

alarm 

resources: 

  scaleup_group: 

    type: OS::Heat::AutoScalingGroup 
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    properties: 

      cooldown: 300 

      desired_capacity: 1 

      max_size: 3 

      min_size: 1 

      resource: 

        type: OS::Nova::Server::Cirros 

        properties: 

          metadata: {"metering.server_group": 

{get_param: "OS::stack_id"}} 

 

  scaleup_policy: 

    type: OS::Heat::ScalingPolicy 

    properties: 

      adjustment_type: change_in_capacity 

      auto_scaling_group_id: { get_resource: 

scaleup_group } 

      cooldown: 300 

      scaling_adjustment: 1 

 

  scaledown_policy: 

    type: OS::Heat::ScalingPolicy 

    properties: 

      adjustment_type: change_in_capacity 

      auto_scaling_group_id: { get_resource: 

scaleup_group } 

      cooldown: 300 

      scaling_adjustment: -1 

 

  cpu_alarm_high: 

    type: 

OS::Aodh::GnocchiAggregationByResourcesAlarm 

    properties: 

      description: Scale up if CPU > 50% 
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      metric: cpu_util 

      aggregation_method: mean 

      granularity: 300 

      evaluation_periods: 1 

      threshold: 50 

      resource_type: instance 

      comparison_operator: gt 

      alarm_actions: 

        - str_replace: 

            template: trust+url 

            params: 

              url: {get_attr: [scaleup_policy, 

signal_url]} 

      query: 

        str_replace: 

          template: '{"=": {"server_group": 

"stack_id"}}' 

          params: 

            stack_id: {get_param: "OS::stack_id"} 

 

  cpu_alarm_low: 

    type: 

OS::Aodh::GnocchiAggregationByResourcesAlarm 

    properties: 

      metric: cpu_util 

      aggregation_method: mean 

      granularity: 300 

      evaluation_periods: 1 

      threshold: 20 

      resource_type: instance 

      comparison_operator: lt 

      alarm_actions: 

        - str_replace: 

            template: trust+url 
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            params: 

              url: {get_attr: [scaledown_policy, 

signal_url]} 

      query: 

        str_replace: 

          template: '{"=": {"server_group": 

"stack_id"}}' 

          params: 

            stack_id: {get_param: "OS::stack_id"} 

 

outputs: 

  scaleup_policy_signal_url: 

    value: {get_attr: [scaleup_policy, signal_url]} 

 

  scaledown_policy_signal_url: 

    value: {get_attr: [scaledown_policy, 

signal_url]} 

33. By default, Ceilometer collects metric data after every 10 minutes. For 

the sake of this project, we have changed these settings to 5 minutes 

(300 sec)   interval. Amend /etc/ceilometer/pipeline.yaml and 

restart all OpenStack services to register new granularity level. 

- name: cpu_source 

Interval: 300 

      meters: 

          - "cpu" 

      sinks: 

          - cpu_sink 

         - cpu_delta_sink  

34. Run following command to roll our autoscaling Heat stack having name 

Final. 

# Openstack stack create  -t /root/example.yaml -

e /root/environment.yaml Final 

35.  The command would return with following output. 
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Figure 5.6 Output of successful Heat stack creation command 

36. Details of any particular stack in cloud infrastructure can be viewed by 

using its name as: 

# heat stack-show Final 

37. Particular stack within cloud infrastructure can be deleted as: 

heat stack-delete Final 

38. As a result of this command, orchestration will launch minimum No of 

cirros instances, as defined in min-size parameter of scaleup-group 

definition in example.yaml file. CLI command to verify instance creation 

and its output is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5.7 VM instance list created through Heat stack template  

39. Orchestration will also launch two CPU alarms as defined in Heat stack 

template, required to trigger scale up / down policies. CLI command to 

verify alarms creation and its output is as follows: 
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Figure 5.8 Aodh alarm list created through Heat stack template 

40. Complete trace of stack events from the start till its successful completion 

can be viewed for observation / troubleshooting purposes. CLI command 

to display state transitions during launch of stack template (Final) and its 

output is as follows: 

 

Figure 5.9 Heat stack template execution: Sequence of events  

41. The state of two alarms would change after some time (300 Sec 

approximately), once enough data is available to ceilometer for triggering 

any alarm. Thus, state of high CPU alarm would change itself to OK state 

and Low CPU alarm would change itself to alarm state. As there is no 

load on newly created instance so, low CPU alarm is automatically 

triggered. Threshold settings for low CPU alarm are set to 20 %  (Figure 

5.10). 
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 Figure 5.10 Aodh alarm trigger for ‘low CPU consumption’ threshold 

42. Log in to the newly created instance and run dd commands multiple 

times to generate required load. 

 

Figure 5.11 VM CPU consumption details after being stressed  

43. Once CPU load would cross the upper threshold limit (50 %) defined in 

heat stack template, the high CPU alarm would be triggered, whereas the 

low CPU alarm would change its state to OK (Figure 5.12). 

 

Figure 5.12 Aodh alarm trigger for ‘high CPU consumption’ threshold 
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44. Terminate the running dd processes (killall dd) and after some time (300 

Sec approximately) Heat would again trigger the low CPU alarm, while 

changing the high CPU alarm state to OK (Figure 5.13). 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Aodh alarm transitions due to workload variations 

45. Alarm description and history for any specific alarm can assist in 

understanding / troubleshooting the problem. CLI commands for an alarm 

description (for high CPU alarm) and an alarm history (for low CPU 

alarm) along with their output are as follows (Figure 5.14 & Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.14 Aodh alarm description for ‘high CPU consumption’ threshold  
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Figure 5.15 Aodh alarm history for ‘low CPU consumption’ threshold 

46. Current state of any alarm can be determined as: 

 

Figure 5.16 Aodh alarm state query  

47. In order to check, whether our newly created instance is present in 

Gnocchi resource type instance. 
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48. In order to check all available metrics for our instance resource type. 

 

 

Figure 5.18 List of QoS metrics available for VM instances in Gnocchi 

49. As our parameter under discussion is cpu_util, thus we can check 

archive_policy/name for this metric using metric ID from previous 

command. 
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Figure 5.19 Gnocchi archive policy for cpu-util metric 

50. As our metric archive policy is low with granularity of 5 minutes; hence 

we need to use same granularity value in Heat stack template 

(example.yaml ) during alarm creation. 

51. Metric data being collected in Gnocchi can be viewed through following 

command. 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Data collection and granularity levels within Gnocchi  

52. Details for Gnocchi archive policy can be viewed with following 

command. 
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Figure 5.21 Gnocchi archive policies details - I 

 

Figure 5.22 Gnocchi archive policies details - II 

53. In case of Gnocchi log in error with message: Unable to establish 

connection to 

http://localhost:8041/v1/resource/generic?: 

HTTPConnectionPool(host='localhost', port=8041): Max 

retries exceeded with url: /v1/resource/generic 

(Caused 

byNewConnectionError('<requests.packages.urllib3.conne

ction.HTTPConnection object at 0x29f9ed0>: Failed to 

establish a new connection: [Errno 111] Connection 

refused',)), run following commands to troubleshoot and resolve 

the issue. 

# systemctl is-active Openstack-gnocchi-

api.service Openstack-gnocchi-metricd.service 

Openstack-gnocchi-statsd.service 

# systemctl restart httpd 

# export OS_AUTH_TYPE=password 

      # systemctl restart gnocchi 

       # systemctl restart gnocchi-api.service 
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# systemctl start Openstack-gnocchi-

statsd.service 

54. OpenStack platform maintains log files for each of its module in 

/var/log/<service name>, which can be extremely helpful in 

isolating and troubleshooting problems. However, it can be deleted for 

lack of space or to discern specific events within large files. 

# Openstack-log-cleaner.sh 

Note: It is pertinent to mention that apart from CLI commands, autoscaling 

experiments discussed up till now can also be conducted and monitored 

through Horizon user interface. However, that is an easy and self-explanatory 

approach with little to no help in terms of trouble shooting. In view of this, CLI 

commands were primarily used to conduct the experiments during 

implementation phase of this project.  

55. Virtual instances created during different Heat stack templates execution 

can be viewed and managed through Horizon interface (Figure 5.23 & 

Figure 5.24). 
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56. Network topology and configuration established during the experiments 

can also be managed through Horizon interface (Figure 5.25 & Figure 

5.26). 

 

Figure 5.25 OpenStack Horizon: Network topology 

 

Figure 5.26 OpenStack Horizon: Neutron based network configuration  
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57. Heat stack templates can be managed (launched, paused, monitored, 

deleted etc.) through Horizon interface (Figure 5.27, 5.28 & 5.29). 
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5.2  Cloud Simulator - CloudSim / CloudSim Plus 

5.2.1 Introduction 

CloudSim is an open source Java based simulation tool kit developed by 

Clouds Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) laboratory in 

Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, University of 

Melbourne [270]. It provides seamless modelling, simulation and 

experimentation of cloud computing infrastructure at IaaS, PaaS and SaaS 

level. The platform provides system and behaviour modelling of wide range of 

cloud infrastructure components that includes large scale cloud computing data 

centres along with physical hosts, virtualized servers / client machines along 

with configurable resource provisioning policies, workload patterns, application 

containers, energy aware computational resources, network topologies, 

federated clouds and public / private / hybrid cloud paradigms. Researchers 

have the benefit of concentrating on specific research questions they want to 

investigate, without having to afford massive physical cloud infrastructure. 

Moreover, the approach also relieves them of going into low level details of 

physically implementing relevant infrastructures and services [271]. 

CloudSim Plus is a fork of CloudSim based upon CloudSim 3.0 developed by 

academics from Brazil and Portugal with the aim of enhancing its functional 

performance / extensibility  and resolving some of design and architectural 

issues in parent software [272]. Major changes on design side include improved 

class hierarchy and code reusability based upon object oriented programming 

paradigm, restructuring project modules to implement separation of concern 

principle and testing / validation support for different simulation scenarios. On 

functional side; the software provides different re-useable software components 

/ interfaces / entities relevant to resource allocation policies, scheduling 

algorithms, heuristics, load balancing, event listeners, parallel computing, 

billing, SLA violations, autoscaling (horizontal as well vertical) and a fault 

tolerance mechanism etc. [272][273] [274] 

It is pertinent to mention, that both the platforms (CloudSim and CloudSim Plus) 

are not ready to use tool for collection of results under specified set of 
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parameters, but an open source library that can act as a building block to 

implement desired cloud environment. 

5.2.2  Design & Architecture 

CloudSim platform is a multi-layered software framework, with each layer 

performing specific task to implement an overall cloud infrastructure scenario. 

Cloud simulation layer handles virtualized data centre environments that 

includes dedicated interfaces for VMs, memory, storage, bandwidth etc., 

provisioning of physical hosts to VMs and VMs to workload as per assigned 

rules, managing application execution and monitoring dynamic system state. 

Networking between different cloud entities within and outside cloud (cloud 

federation) and workload profiling is also managed by this layer (Figure 5.30). 

By extending basic mechanism already provided by the framework, researchers 

/ developers on ‘user code’ layer can concentrate on implementing one’s own 

algorithms suiting their research goals and specific cloud scenarios [275]. 

 

Figure 5.30 CloudSim platform layered architecture 
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With regards to modelling of real-world cloud infrastructure in CloudSim / 

CloudSim plus platform; IaaS is simulated by Data Centre entity which can 

manage multiple host entities. These host entities represent physical computing 

server (single as well as multi-core nodes) that in turn manage VM entities 

throughout their life cycle. A typical host is configured with processing capability 

(MIPS), memory, storage and VM allocation policy to prioritize resources among 

allocated VMs. VM provisioning policy as dictated by CSP decides, which VM is 

to be allocated to which host ? The policy may vary from user centric 

(performance conscious) to system centric (server consolidation). The defined 

policy is always restricted by total resources available to that host. Default 

policy as implemented by a platform is on First-Come-First-Serve basis.  

Moreover, VM scheduling policy decides task allocation patterns among 

different available VM entities. The platform provides time-shared or space-

shared algorithms to simulate VM scheduling and VM allocation policies. In 

case of time-shared policy, distribution of physical cores to available VMs and 

task allocation to VMs is dynamically managed within specified time. This 

approach has no queuing delays as host processing power is concurrently 

shared by VMs and VM’s resources are simultaneously shared by task units. In 

case of space-shared policy; specific VMs are allocated to specific hosts, and 

specific hosts are assigned with specific tasks as per computing requirements. 

No new VM or task unit can be allocated, until processing for the last one is 

completely finished. The approach may ensure dedicated performance but may 

result in queuing delays [276]. 

 

Figure 5.31 Time shared / space shared provisioning policies 
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In terms of cloud economics, the platform provides costs modelling in terms of 

cost per unit of memory, cost per unit of storage and cost per unit of used 

bandwidth. Whereas, network communication and latency between different 

cloud entities is simulated through latency matrix (m x n), without any 

incorporation of actual network elements like switches or routers. Apart from 

dynamic workload patterns simulated through Cloudlet entity, which specifies 

the computational resources (through associated utilization model) required to 

complete the task; real world traces (Google, NASA etc.) can also be fed into 

the platform for near-realistic simulation [278].  

All these policies and entities discussed above are completely configurable and 

can be modified completely or extended (through classes / interfaces) to suit 

one’s research requirements. Complete detail of these software packages and 

classes along with relevant methods, parameters and return values can be 

referred from [277]. Some of major interfaces / classes provided for this purpose 

are illustrated in class design diagram (Figure 5.32). 
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As CloudSim / CloudSim Plus is an event based simulation platform, so 

processing progress of cloudlets by each of the VMs is communicated to 

respective hosts and then onward to datacentre entity. The process is initiated 

by datacentre entity, and is updated on every simulation step till last cloudlet of 

the last processing VM is processed, within the experiment. Datacentre internal 

processing between different entities is illustrated by Figure 5.33 [276]. 

 

 

Figure 5.33 CloudSim based datacentre entities simulation  
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5.2.3  Implementation 

An autoscaling environment was implemented through CloudSim Plus, being 

the superior version of the two platforms referred above (Section 5.2.1). It was 

developed on NetBean IDE 8.2 and Eclipse IDE 4.7 (Oxygen) alternatively and 

works fine on both the IDE’s, with Windows 10 Professional being the 

underlying OS. 

Salient features of the development task undertaken during this phase include: 

• In order to simulate workload environments; number of options were 

used varying from static workload (fixed number of cloudlets with pre-

defined number of instruction length) to dynamic workload (fixed number 

of cloudlets with random number of instruction length). As real world 

traces from cloud hosted applications were not accessible, so actual 

workload traces (NASA-iPSC-1993-3.1-cln.swf) of NASA Ames 

Research centre available in a public domain were used to simulate 

near-realistic workload. The workload file used for implementation was 

mix of interactive and batch jobs over period of three months having 

sanitized accounting records [279]. 

• Datacentre initiation was implemented at start of simulation. Price tag for 

each of datacentre resource (processing elements, memory, bandwidth, 

storage etc.) and a VM allocation policy for physical hosts was also 

incorporated at this stage. Prices are charged per second and can be 

used to compare economic viability of any autoscaling approach and for 

billing purposes at later stage. Moreover,  VmAllocationPolicySimple was 

implemented that allocates newly created VMs to physical hosts with 

minimum No of processing elements (PEs) in use (Worst-Fit Policy). 

• Dynamic physical host creation was implemented i-e new hosts would 

only be initiated once newly created VMs cannot be initiated due to lack 

of resources with existing physical hosts. Requisite physical resources 

are also allocated to hosts at this stage.  

• Reactive horizontal autoscaling approach (threshold based rules) was 

implemented on the basis of CPU usage with upper threshold of 70% 

and lower threshold of 30%. 
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• Cloudlets were assigned to appropriate VMs on the basis of their 

processing capacity vis-a-vis VMs processing requirements. First priority 

goes to the VM with maximum No of free PEs, while also fulfilling 

minimum processing requirements at that time.  

• Times shared policy was implemented during allocation of VMs to 

physical hosts and allocation of cloudlets to VMs. 

• A mechanism was implemented to transfer pending cloudlets (if any) to 

other eligible VMs, before any VM is scaled down due to autoscaling. 

•  Complete details with regards to simulation execution, resource usage, 

incoming workload and costs involved were calculated and can be 

exported to IDE output window or a CSV file as desired. Some of the 

major details include: Host / VM IDs, PEs, CPU cores and RAM, cloudlet 

length, finished cloudlets, failed cloudlets, start time, finish time, 

execution time, resource costing etc. 

Note: The GitHub code repository of for implementing basic autoscaling 

environment in CloudSim Plus can be accessed from: 

https://github.com/sarfrazsarwar83/mphil-project.git    

5.3  Summary 

The chapter covers implementation phase of the project, whereby two 

experimental platforms; one each from custom testbed and simulation domain 

were discussed from point of view of employing proposed autoscaling 

framework. OpenStack and CloudSim Plus were practically explored and 

thoroughly understood. A cloud infrastructure was established (OpenStack) or 

simulated (CloudSim Plus) as the case may be, and autoscaling environments 

were created, managed and experimented upon in reasonable depth. In 

nutshell, the chapter provides an authenticated and well-tested document in 

order to establish necessary cloud environments in custom testbed and 

simulation domains, for autoscaling experiments. 

  

https://github.com/sarfrazsarwar83/mphil-project.git
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Being last chapter of the thesis, it summarises overall progress along with 

conclusions drawn and lessons learnt during different stages of the project 

(Section 6.1). The chapter also highlights the contributions as a result of this 

research work (Section 6.2) followed by major limitations (Section 6.3). In the 

end, the chapter refers to future research directions that can be pursued, to 

improve upon current research work in particular and an autoscaling feature 

implementation in general. Possible areas in this regard include proposed 

framework implementation over cloud infrastructure, incorporation of vertical 

scaling in commercial autoscaling approaches, reduction in VM initiation time, 

fine-grained resource provisioning and feasibility of implementing an 

autoscaling feature in federated cloud scenario (Section 6.4).  

6.1  Research Discussion 

Major part of this research revolves around systematic analysis of contemporary 

literature in relevant domains, formulating hybrid elasticity management 

framework on the basis of it and creating requisite autoscaling environment for 

implementing proposed framework. Lessons learnt and issues faced during 

these different stages of research work are enumerated below for future 

guidance. 

• Being commonly researched topic in academia and critical feature in 

cloud computing paradigm; there is no dearth of relevant data available 

on the subject.  However, authenticity and inclusiveness of that material 

is an open question. Researchers have churned out loads of research 

papers focusing on one or other aspect of autoscaling phenomenon, but 

their relevance or results validity in overall scheme of things is neither 

discussed nor clear. As a matter of fact, smooth implementation of 

autoscaling feature is result of multiple factors working in tandem to 

come out with desired results. Any one badly tuned or wrongly 
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configured factor can disturb the whole equation. Current research has 

endeavoured to consolidate and document relevant material 

comprehensively, while keeping complete picture in mind. Thus, 

literature review (Chapter 2 & 3) has tried to highlight each and every 

relevant aspect, even when some of them could not clearly be further 

pursued during later stages of the project due to lack of resources or 

time. 

• In-depth study of autoscaling features offered by major cloud service 

providers (Amazon, Microsoft Azure etc.), reveals that relevant online 

documentation provided by them is very helpful in terms of its 

operational / functional details with little to no explanation of underlying 

elasticity mechanisms / algorithms being employed. This lack of 

transparency on the part of CSPs along with interoperability issues in 

case of cloud federation and ‘vendor-lock’ like situations can probably be 

attributed to business acumen. However, as majority of autoscaling 

solutions are provided by cloud providers themselves, who’s billions of 

dollars are invested in cloud infrastructure; so independent technical 

audit of these issues by third party may be a good idea. 

• Choosing OpenStack as an underlying platform for establishing cloud 

infrastructure and creating basic autoscaling environment proved to be a 

tough but worth-learning decision. Effective handling of OpenStack 

requires multi-dimensional skill set in diverse fields. Some of which are: 

sound Linux administration, implementation of virtualization on Linux 

with KVM /qemu / libvirt, installation / configuration of LinuxBridge and  

OpenVswitch modules, Linux namespaces and relevant network 

architecture. Apart from these domains, researcher need to have a clear 

understanding of relevant OpenStack modules and their internal working 

among themselves. Additionally, thorough understanding of autoscaling 

concepts and its implementation details need to be ascertained well in 

time, before the experiments could actually be started. Being an open 

source solution, there is no one perfect method to install, configure and 

manage OpenStack platform. An online relevant literature in this regard 

only guides in possible directions, that may be based upon unique set of 

circumstances peculiar to that specific study only. 
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• During the course of this project, OpenStack with all its services (heat, 

ceilometer, aodh, gnocchi, neutron, cinder, glance, nova, keystone etc.) 

was successfully installed, configured and managed through CLI 

commands and Horizon interface. Furthermore, requisite autoscaling 

environment was created where heat stack template was used to 

automate complete autoscaling process. VM instances along with cinder 

volumes, temporary memory, processing power, public / private 

networks and security groups were created and managed. The upper / 

lower thresholds were defined and appropriate alarms were created. 

The  instances were stressed with desired workload and the effect could 

be seen in form of appropriate alarms being triggered. However, the 

instances could not be initiated / deleted as a result of scale up / down 

action. After due scrutiny of relevant log files (agent-notification.log, 

api.log, evaluator.log, statsd.log) from Gnocchi, Aodh and Ceilometer 

services, it was assumed to be a granularity problem of QoS metrics 

(cpu_util) and associated archive policy defined in Gnocchi module. 

Further work on this aspect has been marked for future research. 

• Although number of cloud simulators (CloudAnalyst, GreenCloud, 

NetworkCloudSim, DCSimGroudSim, DCSim) [288] are available in field, 

but  CloudSim / CloudSim Plus are one of the best in terms of variety of 

cloud features that can be simulated through it, their realism factor and 

documentation support. CloudSim Plus, being the improved version of 

CloudSim was used during the course of this research for implementing 

an autoscaling environment. Basic horizontal autoscaling approach was 

implemented under static / dynamic workload environments. Physical 

host machines along with requisite resources were simulated, whereas 

VM provisioning and cloudlet allocation policies were employed on time-

shared basis. Result output in terms of physical hosts, VMs, cloudlets 

and billing were exported to csv files. The platform can be a valuable 

tool for understanding and simulating cloud computing concepts such as 

virtualization, VM migration, autoscaling, workload requirements, 

provisioning / allocation policies, power usage computation, fault 

tolerance mechanisms, data centre, cloud broker and cloud federation 

etc. [287]. However, the platform may only be used in parallel with any 
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other cloud platform (custom testbed or CSP) or as an initial step 

towards driving any solid conclusions. 

6.2  Research Contributions 

The major contributions of this research work are briefly enumerated below: 

• As concluded in Section 6.1, authenticity and inclusiveness of current 

relevant literature in autoscaling domain is an open question. Thus, the 

research work has tried to address this shortcoming by presenting most 

comprehensive and all-inclusive systematic analysis of 

contemporary literature through Chapter 2 & 3. The literature survey 

has discussed autoscaling concept in detail, as understood by different 

stakeholders in an industry and academia. Self-adaptation and MAPE 

processes being basic building blocks of autoscaling feature are 

elaborated; with special emphasis upon their design considerations, 

architectural concepts and critical characteristics. Domain taxonomy is 

established by classifying associated factors, features and concepts 

(over 30 topics) into 7 main categories namely; purpose, scope, 

methods, approach, affiliated management, modelling and evaluation 

and stakeholders. Furthermore, underlying algorithms (threshold based 

rules, reinforcement learning, time series analysis, control theory and 

queuing theory) researched by academia and autoscaling approaches 

adopted by major industry players are also critically analysed. The 

literature survey concludes with discussion on limitations, technological 

challenges and open issues, presently faced by researchers in this 

domain. 

• The research proposes MAPE (Monitor-Analyse-Plan-Execute) based 

elasticity management framework which is modular, hybrid and tries 

to integrate multiple inter-related factors within same framework 

(Chapter 4). The reference model is based upon assumption that 

underlying infrastructure (hardware + software) knows about its state at 

all times and react objectively to any changes in it. The framework is 

modular in design whereby; each stage of MAPE process acts 

independently as a black box in overall framework, while dealing with 
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neighbouring stages. Thus any underlying algorithm in any of the stage 

can be amended or replaced altogether with more suitable one, without 

affecting any other stage. The framework incorporates hybrid approach; 

whereby reactive as well as proactive autoscaling approaches can be 

implemented simultaneously in a same system. Proactive approach 

would be applied as a core decision making logic for all scaling actions 

on the basis of forecast / processed data, while reactive approach being 

based upon actual data would act as a damage control measure; 

activated only in case of any problem with a proactive approach. 

Benefits of both the world; pre-emption as well as reliability / consistency 

can be achieved through proposed framework within same autoscaling 

system. An additional advantage of proposed framework is its ability to 

incorporate No of critical factors (system performance model, elasticity 

metrics, network latency, VM initiation delay, VM release criterion, VM 

release time, VM scheduling policy, smart kill etc.) that can play 

significant role in performance / outcome of any autoscaling approach. 

Underlying algorithms for data processing / forecast (analysis phase) 

and decision making (planning phase) within proposed framework 

includes time series analysis (moving average / exponential smoothing) 

and threshold based static rules, respectively. 

• The research explores cloud management platforms from custom 

testbed (OpenStack) / simulation (CloudSim Plus) domain for 

establishing or simulating necessary cloud infrastructure as the case 

may be and creates, manages and experiments requisite autoscaling 

environment from the point of view of employing proposed autoscaling 

framework. The output of this effort is an authenticated, verified and 

well-tested document in order to establish necessary cloud 

infrastructure and autoscaling environments in custom testbed / 

simulation domains for autoscaling experiments. 

• The work also highlights future research directions and possible 

solutions to technological limitations that are currently impeding 

researchers from achieving hypothetical optimal elasticity (ideal case 

scenario).                
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6.3  Research Limitations 

Some of the limitations in terms of project scope are listed below: 

• Hybrid elasticity management framework (Chapter 4) along with all of its 

underlying parameters (and its possible values) needs to be 

implemented, evaluated and validated within autoscaling environment 

created through OpenStack or CloudSim Plus (Chapter 5). 

Implementation of complete framework in its entirety requires additional 

research in domain of underlying experimental platforms, computational 

aspects of envisaged experimental scenarios and statistical analysis of 

resultant datasets. Additionally, requirement of physical resources (for 

OpenStack only) would be considerably more as compared to the 

single-node configuration, implemented during current research work. 

Keeping in mind the reasonable limitations of time and resources that 

plague almost every research endeavour; complete framework 

implementation has been marked as one of the primary future research 

dimension and discussed at length in Section 6.4.1.   

• Although autoscaling is valid at all the three service models (IaaS, PaaS, 

SaaS) and true elasticity of any software system can truly be gauged, 

once all the three layers support elasticity feature; but this research only 

deals with autoscaling at IaaS level. An elasticity with respect to rest of 

the service models does not fall under the scope of this project. 

• Software systems expected to run on cloud infrastructure and take full 

benefit of autoscaling feature need to be designed and implemented 

accordingly from the start. Discussion on these design and architectural 

aspects requires different set of expertise / tool sets and  is beyond the 

purview of this research. 

• An autoscaling feature can be implemented through horizontal scaling or 

vertical scaling. However, vertical scaling is very rarely discussed or 

employed in academia or at an industry level because of its limited utility 

and potential at this stage. So, although both types of scalings have 

been discussed in literature survey; proposed framework and 

implementation part of the research only deals with horizontal scaling.  
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• Autoscaling feature implementation in case of hybrid clouds or cloud 

federation is beyond the scope of this research. 

6.4  Future Research Directions 

Although being widely researched in academia and employed by all major 

technology players like Amazon, Microsoft and Google, there are still few 

unanswered questions that require further research. Some of these domains 

are: 

6.4.1 Proposed Framework Implementation 

Hybrid elasticity management framework along with underlying parameters and 

its possible values discussed in Chapter 4 needs to be implemented, tested and 

validated over autoscaling environments created through OpenStack and 

CloudSim Plus platforms (Chapter 5). 

In context of OpenStack, the implementation would require further research in 

direction of OpenStack multi-node solution and network architecture (provider 

networks, routed provider networks, self-service networks etc.) among different 

modules installed on separate physical machines. It is also pertinent to mention 

that parameter settings for main-config.rc file as discussed in Section 5.1 would 

not be valid for multi-node solution and needs to be amended for all OpenStack 

modules according to actual cloud infrastructure setup. Guidelines in this regard 

can be referred from [289]. 

Neutron based load balancing service or Octavia (dedicated OpenStack load 

balancer), Keystone, Panko (event storage service) and Cloud-init packages  

(used for customizing VMs with required security credentials / key-value pairs, 

yum repositories, user-defined software configurations etc. at the time of 

instantiation) may also be explored in detail. Additionally, log files of Gnocchi 

archive policies, Aodh alarms and Ceilometer may be investigated in order to 

resolve VM instantiation issue during implementation phase (Section 6.1). 

Moreover, amount of resources (physical machines, network equipment etc.) 

required for the purpose would be much more in comparison to the single-node 

configuration implemented during current research work. 
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With regards to CloudSim Plus; implementing proposed framework over already 

created autoscaling environment would require further research in the field of 

Event management engine, Event listener interfaces, parallel simulation 

processing, Linux based completely fair scheduler and formulation of VM 

initiation delay as well as BRITE based network latency matrixes [272]. 

Moreover Heuristic interface need to be explored in detail as well for 

implementing different algorithms (Tabu search, Simulated annealing, Hill 

climbing, Ant colony optimization etc.) in order to solve complex problems with 

large solution space (mapping large No of VMs to physical hosts or large No of 

cloudlets to suitable VMs). Last but not the least; CloudSim Plus, being a 

Maven (build automation tool) based platform requires in-depth knowledge of it 

for package dependencies and requisite directory structures [277].    

Apart from possible research directions discussed in context of underlying 

platforms being used for implementation, extensive research efforts also need 

to be directed towards computational aspects (valid for both OpenStack as well 

as CloudSim Plus) of the proposed autoscaling framework. 

Being a multi-criteria decision making problem, proposed framework 

implementation requires incorporation of at least more than ten factors with 

multiple levels / values (Section 4.2 & Table 4.4), that need to work in tandem in 

order to come up with an autoscaling approach, meeting desired SLOs. A 

system performance model (Section 4.2.3) is to be formulated in order to relate 

current demand of the system with amount of resources required to be 

provisioned / de-provisioned. Moreover, workload predictions for proactive 

approach need to be forecasted and validated through one of the proposed 

methods (moving average or exponential smoothing). Although problem at hand 

is finite time optimization problem, but it is computationally complex and 

compute intensive. For its smooth implementation, design of experiments need 

to be established. A full factorial design covering all factors with associated 

levels / values (design points) need to be marked. To manage the 

implementation within reasonable time and resources, Nearly Orthogonal Latin 

Hypercube (NOLH) or Nearly Orthogonal Balance (NOB) statistical techniques 

can be explored to reduce these huge number of design points at reasonable  

levels (space filling points) [310] [311]. 
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6.4.2  Machine Learning Based Elasticity 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning technique that learns from its 

environment to make better decisions on the basis of rewards collected through 

previous decisions. Theoretically, the approach seems to be best suited for 

better auto-scaling decisions, which are normally made with no prior information 

of incoming application workloads. However, it is comparatively less researched 

topic vis-à-vis other auto-scaling algorithms, with fewer implementations in an 

industry; thus the topic requires further deliberations at an academic and 

industry level. In the same context, an investigation of adaptive, online controller 

based techniques (control theory) like neuro fuzzy controllers as an alternative 

to RL approach is also a strong candidate for future research [280]. 

6.4.3  Vertical Scaling 

An autoscaling feature uses one of the three approaches (horizontal scaling, 

vertical scaling or cloud bursting) to implement any autoscaling algorithm. 

However, a vertical scaling approach is comparatively limited by the fact, that 

most common operating systems do not support on-the-fly (without rebooting) 

changes to the available CPU, memory, disk access etc. A future research to 

enable operating systems to adjust changes in existing resources on-the-fly can 

further improve vertical  auto-scaling approach implementation. Considering the 

limited amount of time required to provision / de-provision resources during 

vertical scaling approach; it’s wide spread implementation can be a game 

changer for cloud computing paradigm [281]. 

6.4.4  Resource Granularity 

Resource granularity and minimum amount of time for which these resources 

are offered serve CSPs’ business interests. Renting server size VMs with pre-

defined amount of CPU, RAM, storage space and network resources for 

minimum of one billing hour does not suit client interests. One may require high 

CPU power and RAM but no storage space and that too only for 15 minutes; but 

price has to be paid for full package. Although, option for user configured VMs 

is provided by certain CSPs, but that is an expensive solution. 

An active research is required to transform IaaS into Resource-as-a-service 

(RaaS) paradigm whereby; threadbare VMs may be offered to clients with an 
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option to select variable amount of CPU cycles, RAM, Input / output resources 

etc. with minimum billing cycles as less as one second. A user would be free to 

choose and leave from available cloud service providers (just like telephone / 

mobile service providers) and pay for what is actually being used. However, 

RaaS paradigm would require lot of innovation in terms of current cloud 

applications’ architecture, change in current resource allocation, de-allocation 

and redistribution mechanisms, metering / billing procedures and requirement of 

artificially intelligent economic agents at cloud and client side. These economic 

agents would continuously look for better options in the cloud market to serve 

their respective business / performance interests and make price decisions 

accordingly [284].   

6.4.5  VM Initiation Time 

VM initiation / provisioning time is single most important factor affecting 

performance of any autoscaling approach. The issue becomes all the more 

critical in case of reactive autoscaling approaches, where reaction time to 

increase / decrease resources is nil. This time window depends upon number of 

variable factors like OS image size, time of the day, instance type, data centre 

location, number  of instances requested, kind of instances required and 

success rate of acquisition requests. Because of this uncertainty, some of the 

small cloud vendors even do not offer any SLA on VM initiation times. 

Although number of options (preconfigured VMs, VMs on stand/by mode, VM 

cloning, re-initiation of snapshots of fully functional VMs etc.) have been 

suggested to improve these initiation delays but they are generally cost 

prohibitive and have limited scope of employment. Research in this direction 

can help in improving performance of associated autoscaling approaches [285].  

6.4.6  Multi-Tenant Container Environment 

Cloud services (PaaS) can be autoscaled by having multi-tenant containers 

environment, that can help in saving lot of under-utilized resources, but at the 

same time, it raises lot of unsolved security concerns. Moreover, a database 

replication and user components replication in multiple containers can improve 

scalability at PaaS level, but causes major performance penalties. Striking a 

balance between replication and performance degradation and addressing 
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security issues in multi-tenant container environment is an open research topic 

[281]. 

6.4.7  Lack of Standard Framework 

In-spite of plethora of academic and professional research, there is still a lack of 

formal testing and comparison framework. Researchers have been using 

different conditions like custom test bed vs real cloud provider vs simulator, real 

vs synthetic workloads, applications varying from data streaming to batch 

processing to web portals and different set of performance metrics, to validate 

their own research proposals. Likewise, diversity of cloud service offerings in an 

industry has simply confused the user to choose ‘what is actually right for them’. 

Although, Cloud Service Measurement Index Consortium (CSMIC) has 

classified key performance indicators into 7 categories (autoscaling being one 

of the sub-category), in order to standardize and compare cloud based services; 

but this effort still requires an official recognition from industry players and state 

agencies. Thus a standard universally accepted evaluation framework is 

required , that can be used to validate and compare efficacy of all cloud based 

services including autoscaling techniques / algorithms [282] [283].   

6.4.8  Cloud Based Scientific Computations 

Autoscaling approaches are designed to provide reliable elasticity mechanisms 

to large variety of applications such as web based systems, e-commerce 

solutions and social media / content delivery setups. However, scientific and 

mathematical computations are quite different from these general purpose 

applications. They are generally designed to run over fixed amount of high 

performance computing (HPC) resources containing specialized hardware with 

little to no network connections in between. Current elasticity mechanisms are 

characterised with physical machine sharing (affecting cache memory) for 

virtualization, performance variability between VM instances of even same type 

(due to different physical machines underneath) and resulting bottlenecks in 

case of parallel processing applications, network latency issues, bandwidth 

problems, data placement / security concerns  and relational database 

scalability etc. These issues may not be significant in case of general purpose 

applications but severely affect integrity and consistency of scientific 

computations. An active research is required in this direction to address these 
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issues within existing elasticity mechanisms, while modifying science based 

applications at the same time to be more cloud architecture compliant [290].  

6.4.9  Cloud Federation 

An autoscaling feature generates the concept of infinite resources; whenever 

and wherever required. Theoretically speaking; these resources may be 

acquired within a single cloud or from multiple cloud vendors (cloud federation), 

as the need may be. However, resource sharing between two cloud vendors 

requires handling number of legal, governance and security issues. Moreover, 

despite providing same nature of services, they are often incompatible, 

heterogeneous  and requires additional migration efforts in terms of time and 

money. This ‘vendor lock’ like situation hampers smooth implementation of 

autoscaling across multiple cloud vendors. A mechanism may be devised, that 

can address these interoperability issues and ensure implementation of 

autoscaling feature across the board [286]. 

6.5  Summary 

The chapter concludes project thesis by summarising overall progress of the 

research work and discussing different conclusions drawn during various stages 

of the project. It also highlights important contributions and discuss limitations 

faced during the course of research. In the end, critical research areas are also 

referred for academia and industry, that can lead an autoscaling technology 

towards even better elasticity mechanisms for the benefit of cloud vendors and 

end users alike.  
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